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Zusammenfassung
Diese Arbeit beschäftigt sich mit der Erzeugung von Referenzdatensätzen für Bildver-
arbeitungsalgorithmen, insbesondere für Methoden zur Lösung des dichten Korrespon-
denzproblems.
Es werden drei Arten von Referenzdaten unterschieden: Reale Bilddaten mit dichten
Referenzdaten, Reale Bilddaten mit unvollständiger (sparse) Referenz sowie synthetische
Bilddaten.
Für die Erzeung von dichten Referenzdaten wird ein existierendes, auf Tiefenkameras
basierendes Verfahren evaluiert. Die untersuchte Methode ist besonders geeignet für
die Erzeugung großer Datenmengen mit kontrollierbarer Genauigkeit.
Die Bedeuting von partiellen Referenzdaten wurde durch die Erzeugung zweier Daten-
sätze für Fahrassistenzsysteme im Automobilbereich demonstriert. Mehrere Arbeiten
zur Bildverarbeitung konnten dieser Datensätze für Tests sowie zur Veriﬁkation nutzen.
Desweiteren wird untersucht inwiefern Methoden der Computer Graphik zur Erzeugung
von synthetischen Referenzdaten genutzt werden können. Insbesondere die Erzeugung
photorealistische Bildsequenzen mittels globaler Beleuchtungmodelle für die Evaluation
von Algorithmen wird dabei untersucht. Die Ergebnisse zeigen dass synthetische
Bildsequenzen zwar geeignet sind, deren Erzeugung aber noch praktische Probleme
aufwirft Als Anwendungsbeispiel wurde hierzu ein neuartiger Simulator für Time-of-
Flight Tiefenkameras entwickelt, der als erster das volle Spektrum an Fehlerquellen
dieser Kameras simulieren kann.
Abstract
This thesis investigates methods for the creation of reference datasets for image pro-
cessing, especially for the dense correspondence problem.
Three types of reference data can be identiﬁed: Real datasets with dense ground truth,
real datasets with sparse or missing ground truth and synthetic datasets.
For the creation of real datasets with ground truth a existing method based on depth
map fusion was evaluated. The described method is especially suited for creating large
amounts of reference data with known accuracy.
The creation of reference datasets with missing ground truth was examined on the
example of multiple datasets for the automotive industry. The data was used succesfully
for veriﬁcation and evaluation by multiple image processing projects.
Finally, it was investigated how methods from computer graphics can be used for
creating synthetic reference datasets. Especially the creation of photorealistic image
sequences using global illumination has been examined for the task of evaluating
algorithms. The results show that while such sequences can be used for evaluation,
their creation is hindered by practicallity problems. As an application example, a new
simulation method for Time-of-Flight depth cameras which can simulate all relevant
error sources of these systems was developed.
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1 Reference Data and Datasets
1.1 Introduction
Image processing as a ﬁeld of research as well as its application to concrete
problems touches many diﬀerent aspects of measurement sciences. Seldom raw
image data as generated by a camera is exactly what we want, rather some
information derived from this data is sought to perform tasks or make some
statements about reality. An image processing pipeline may involve many steps,
starting from the acquisition using a physical sensor (the camera), over some
low-level image processing like denoising, debluring or motion estimation to high-
level algorithms like pedestrian detection or air/water gas-exchange computation.
Each of these steps involves algorithms, regardless of whether they are directly
implemented in hardware on the sensor or computed long after the image data
has been captured.
After multiple decades of research and development alone in image processing,
many of the above steps have been approached from many diﬀerent angles, giving
birth to sometimes thousands of diﬀerent algorithms or algorithms variations
for a speciﬁc task. Selecting a suited algorithm for one subtasks can already be
quite challenging, for a whole pipeline, it is daunting, especially for newcomers in
the ﬁeld. The construction of such a complex system can roughly be split into
four phases: Planing, Assembly, Testing, Deployment. Many products follow an
iterative cycle where results from the previous version help to improve the next
one. Knowledge about the problem at hand as well as the algorithms to be used
to solve them is crucial to each of these phases.
Unfortunately the third point, testing, or more often benchmarking, has been
somewhat of a stepchild for image processing. It has long been considered
as necessary, but not very popular diligence work. Further testing an already
published algorithm generally yields less credit. This is even more unfortunate as
good developed tests can also be beneﬁcial in the planing stage of a project, take
for example test driven development in software engineering. Fortunately, this
attitude is changing and testing and benchmarking is drawing more attention in
research and development.
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On particular successful and often employed method of testing is the comparison
of computation results with a value that is known to be true. This Ground Truth
or Reference Data was either obtained by an alternate system or the test case
was constructed in a way that the result is known beforehand. By comparing
expected and actual results in a quantitative manner, it is often possible to
identify distinct problems and errors in systems. Additionally, the method is
applicable to both white box testing, where the inner workings of a system are
known by the developer or practitioner, as well as black box testing, where only
input and output of a system are accessible.
A common practice in image processing is to create multiple image sequences
with ground truth for a certain ﬁeld of application. This can be either a low level
imaging task such as motion estimation, object detection or segmentation or a high-
level task such as vehicle control, robot navigation or human-computer-interfaces
(HCI). Together with additional metadata these sequences form benchmark
datasets, which can be used for algorithm testing and performance evaluation
using diﬀerent quantitative performance criteria.
In this work I will discuss the fundamentals of benchmark datasets and ground
truth in image processing, give information if and how it can be created and present
several speciﬁc use cases for synthetic and real-world ground truth creation. As
related work is often domain speciﬁc to an certain image processing task and not
to ground truth generation in particular, it will be mentioned in the corresponding
chapter introductions.
In Chapter 1 the principle considerations of dataset creation, as well as deﬁnitions
and limitations will be covered. Chapter 2 does cover measurement basics for
geometry based ground-truth datasets. The focus lies on 3D reconstruction or
dense correspondence problems, such as optical ﬂow. Chapter 3 deals with the
importance of reference datasets without dense ground truth. To emphasize the
possibilities of this type of data, two datasets targeted at the automotive sector are
presented. The theory of synthetic reference data creation using modern computer
graphics will be the topic of Chapter 4. Limitations and design considerations for
synthetic ground truth will be demonstrated on multiple test cases. Chapter 5
will present a detailed example for synthetic ground truth creation by describing
a simulation method for phase-modulated Time-of-Flight cameras based on global
illumination methods. Chapter 6 ﬁnally will conclude the results and give an
overview on alternative or future ground truth creation techniques.
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Figure 1.1: Assumed satellite calibration pattern in Gansu, China. Source: Google
Maps, Copyright 2013 Cnes/Spot Image, Digital Globe, 2013, AutoNavi
1.2 Ground Truth or Reference Data?
The deﬁnition of ground truth is not particularly easy. The origin of the term lies
in remote sensing, more speciﬁcally in the examination of aerial images. Images
taken from airplanes or satellites are used for many diﬀerent tasks like geological
surveys, plant growth estimation or weather forecast. To verify the content of a
pixel in a aerial image, someone has to visit the depicted site on the ground to
examine the truth. K. Kraus [95] for example summarized the eﬀorts of multiple
projects during which the positions of ten-thousand of geographical points were
measured and compared to aerial images.
From here the term has found its place in many other disciplines of image
processing or image analysis. The practical deﬁnition would be: ’What is the true
(physical) value of some property at the location defined by a image pixel.’ One
alternative deﬁnition could be: ’Ground truth is the value an imaging system or
algorithm should report under optimal conditions, devoid of any systematical or
statistical errors.’
The sought for value could be a directly measurable physical value such as intensity,
distance or in case of thermographic imaging the temperature. Alternatively,
we may be interested in a value that is the result of an algorithm or semantic
interpretation such as the disparity, a feature histogram or an object labeling.
Here the problem starts, as often the property we are interested in may not be
well deﬁned in all cases. Typically, a image sensor can only measure the amount
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of incident light coming from a certain direction. This light may be correlated to
the sought value in a complex non-linear manner.
Take for example depth imaging systems, which will be featured prominently in
this work. The job of these imagers is to measure the distance between itself and
the object they are pointed at. Some, like laser rangeﬁnders, do so for only one
point, others like stereo camera system or Time-of-Flight cameras also have a
lateral resolution and do so for many pixels. Regardless of whether these systems
are passive or active (e.g. using an active lightsource like lasers) they can not
perform a measurement at a single point. The area under the beam or projected
onto the pixel will already show diﬀerent distances unless the observed object is
a perfect spherical cap. So in practice the system will only measure the mean
distance, although as we will see later in Chapter 5 the returned depth can take
other values depending on the system. Other problems could arise if the object is
partially transparent. What is the correct value the system should report? The
distance to the foreground object,the one in the background or just simply an
error indicator?
Furthermore the term is also problematic as it suggest that the desired quantity
can be measured with arbitrary precision. Physically there are always limits
to that notion, based on the used equipment, resolution and noise. Only for
synthetic datasets which will be discussed later this may be justiﬁed, as here we
are in theory only limited by the available memory and algorithms.
Because of this problems the term ground truth is not always justiﬁed as it implies
that the sought value always exist, regardless of the properties of the measurement
system. A more appropriate name which will also be used trough this book is
reference data. Reference data is a more general term as it includes any data that
can be used for testing and evaluation without the implication of being perfect in
any regard. It may also include data which does not directly allow quantitative
evaluation.
1.2.1 Types of Reference Datasets
In [92] Kondermann deﬁned three types of reference datasets:
Reference data with ground truth Images and sequences which includes the
sought values with a higher accuracy than the system which should be
evaluated typically can provide. Higher means here at least one magnitude
more exact. Additionally the ground truth should be dense, meaning be
available for every pixel where applicable. This is the most useful but
logically also the most complicated to produce reference data. Many well
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known datasets such as the Middlebury database for stereo or optical ﬂow
[133] [12] or the Pascal Visual Object Classes (VOC) Challenge[44] fall into
this category.
Reference data with partial or weak ground truth Here the included results are
either less exact than for real ground truth or only partially available. Ex-
amples could be stereo image sequences with depth maps which are accurate
but have a lower lateral resolution such as the KITTI vision benchmark
suite [53]. If conﬁdence values for the ground truth can be provided, this
data is quite useful to detect cases where algorithms could fail. See section
1.4 for more details.
Reference data without ground truth Here the expected results of the vision
system are unknown. However, engineers and practitioners with a profound
understanding of a problem can still use this data for approximate or manual
inspection. Furthermore the results low-level vision tasks are often only
an intermediate step for higher-level tasks, for example robot navigation
via simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM). A dataset depicting a
complex navigation task must not necessarily contain feature tracker data
etc. to be used for such an application. The advantage of this data is that
it can often be created automatically in huge amounts. System which have
to deal with a huge variety of diﬀerent situation will naturally proﬁt from
such datasets. Examples can again be found in the automotive sector or in
object recognition system. Unannotated databases such as the 101 Object
categories database [46] or car scene sequences from [5] described in Chapter
3 fall into this category.
1.2.2 Creation and Measurement
Remark on Terminology. This thesis deals mostly with topics related to
measurement sciences. The terms accuracy and precision are well deﬁned for
measurement processes [150] with the ﬁrst describing the diﬀerence to the true
value and the second describing the statistical variation given multiple realizations.
For brevities sake I will mostly use the term accuracy in the general discussion
and only give distinct values where they are relevant and known. Most of the
measurement methods described in later chapters are more precise than they are
accurate, so only the larger error source will be given.
The creation of reference data with ground truth is an unsolved, some would even
say practically unsolvable problem. An ideal benchmark dataset would contain
ground truth of the best achievable accuracy, consist of enough distinct image
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sequences to cover the whole problem domain and should be easy and inexpensive
to produce. If we had a system that could produce such datasets, it could actually
replace the imaging system that we want to evaluate in many cases. For real life
dataset creation there are always tradeoﬀs involved. Which priorities a certain
dataset should focus on is often application dependent.
Take for example pedestrian detection. A single sequence of a man crossing
a street is not very useful, even if taken at 200 frames per second and with
very high resolution and supplemented with a full 3D scan. Given only this one
sequence, we could only conﬁrm that the algorithm which we want to test is able
to detect this single person. The scene content is simply to speciﬁc and a learning
algorithm would be prone to overﬁtting. Real evaluation can only be done with
large amounts of data, taking scenes of many diﬀerent people, walking or standing
around, carrying luggage, etc. Generally speaking a benchmark dataset must
contain enough images to cover the whole problem domain, including negative
cases (here, images where there are no persons at all). This is related to the
problem of content selection and requirements engineering which will be discussed
in Section 1.3. Similarly, in many pedestrian detection scenarios, such as in video
surveillance, the used cameras have rather low temporal and spatial resolution.
Creating test data with high resolution is therefore not necessarily useful.
This means that we have to consider the question of how accurate data must be
so that it can be used for evaluation purposes. Typically, reference data should
be at least as accurate as the expected accuracy of the system to be evaluated,
otherwise we wouldn’t be able to give quantitative error estimates. Data for
which this is not the case can however still be useful, see Section 1.4 on weak
ground truth.
For nearly all measurement or calculation tasks we have a cost/accuracy pro-
gression. In the case of a camera the resolution can be changed in multiple
dimensions: spatial (lateral or even volumetric), temporal, spectral and radio-
metric. Depending on these values the sensor or cameras weight, bulk, cost or
handling complexity may change. Increasing any value will come at a cost. Higher
lateral resolution (more pixels) will either increase the sensor size or reduce the
pixel size, thereby increasing noise and reducing the dynamic range or radiometric
resolution. A higher temporal resolution (higher framerates) will also decrease
the amount of light per frame and increase the amount of data that must be
handled, thereby increasing the total system cost.
A cheap or fast system may be evaluated with the next more expensive system
until the state-of-the-art of existing systems is reached. A rather inaccurate depth
camera can be tested and evaluated by using depth maps from a more accurate
system such as multi-camera stereo or laser scanners, while those can again be
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Figure 1.2: When creating reference data, there is always a tradeoﬀ
evaluated by structured light scanners, then physical contact scanners etc. For
results obtainable purely by computation we could generate reference data for a
fast (real-time) algorithm by resorting to a slower, more reliable algorithm.
Often this does impose some constraint in the time domain as more accurate
measurement typically take longer. This tactic for creating reference data may
not be feasible in these cases. Take for example a driver assistance system that
relies on image data. Reliable data must be supplied to the system in a ﬁxed
time-frame, otherwise it wouldn’t be able to react. Creating reference data
for a traﬃc situation can therefore not rely on measurement methods that are
intrinsically slower than the cameras used in the actual system. In lab conditions
it is sometimes possible to slow down processes to measure them but in most cases
this will change process results in some maybe unpredictable manner. Analogous,
it is not feasible to slow down or even stop traﬃc to take reference measurement.
For this case a measurement method which is at least as fast but also more
accurate must be devised.
A possible alternative to this dilemma could be synthetic reference data. Com-
puter graphics has advanced signiﬁcantly and is nowadays capable of creating
photorealistic images which are very hard to distinguish from real camera footage.
Such renderings are often based on a speciﬁc scene description which uses 3D
polygon data, material properties, textures and animation rigs which can be
modiﬁed freely. Ground truth data for various tasks can be derived directly from
this description. Synthetic reference data generation will be discussed in detail in
Chapter 4.
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Resources in money, time and available workforce are always limited, especially
in academia. The amount of data that can be created for a test set is additionally
limited, given the fact that accurate data is more expensive and time consuming
to create. Often measured data must be postprocessed, annotated and archived.
Tasks which can not always be automated. A dataset with high accuracy may
therefore include less variety than one with low resolution. A certain experience
in which gaps can be left unclosed is therefore also part of reference data creation.
The following section will show how this can be done by formalizing requirements
for applications and datasets.
Additionally, a too small size of the dataset or content fragmentation can lead
to long term problems in algorithm development. Some of the problems are
discussed in Section 1.6.
1.3 Requirements Engineering and Content Selection
The image processing community largely agrees that reference data is useful and
necessary [47]. However the opinions on what a reference dataset should include
diﬀer.
On the one side there is algorithm development. The ﬁrst step in evaluation is to
verify that a new algorithm does work in principle. This can usually be shown
with a small and limited test set. Existing datasets for diﬀerent low-level vision
tasks fall partially in this category. Such reference data can be useful to devise
an initial placement of an algorithm along the row of alternative solutions.
Following this, the aim of many researchers and developers is generalization:
Making sure that their method or algorithm performs at least reasonably good
on many problems, or to develop the one-size-ﬁts-all algorithm. Often a single or
narrow set of performance measures is used to decide on whether an algorithm is
considered good.
On the other side, there are practitioners and engineers with one speciﬁc problem
who need an algorithm that performs very well under very tight constrains. They
also have an easier time naming and formalizing concrete scenarios for testing.
If the task is to detect dogs in images, one does not care if the algorithm works
well on cats, however it should probably never mistake the one for the other.
Additionally, their performance measures may be quite diﬀerent with graceful
degradation or predictable behavior on faulty input data being potentially more
important than pure accuracy on perfect input data.
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Seldom, the constraints of both groups can be met. One solution is to formalize re-
quirements and performance indicators for both algorithms as well as applications.
A developer can formalize under which general circumstances an algorithm per-
forms well while an practitioner can deﬁne requirements for a speciﬁc application
scenario.
Typical requirements for a depth estimation algorithm could be: speed of execu-
tion, accuracy, depth range, depth edge behavior, noise, etc. Each of these can be
tested individually given that quantiﬁable error metrics based on comparison with
reference data exist. An application, for example gesture recognition, could have
the following requirements: high framerate, low accuracy and depth range, stable
and sharp depth corners, noise largely irrelevant. The appropriate algorithm can
then be selected based on these constraints and further tests can be devised.
1.4 Weak Ground Truth
As already mentioned, weak ground truth datasets are such ones, where reference
data is only sparse or has limited accuracy. However, these sets can also be useful
for evaluation purposes.
One scenario is related to graceful degradation. This describes how a certain
algorithm reacts when the quality of the input data decreases. In many systems
the error of the output data is correlated to the error of the input, yet not
necessarily in a linear manner. Unless the system is able to make predictions
about its own errors, a user may be interested in this correlation. Datasets with
reduced accuracy or even a controlled accuracy progression can help to decide
on the reliability of an algorithms output. Advanced algorithms may even be
able to detect when they will fail on a certain set of input data. The number
of images where a speciﬁc algorithm will not work is also tremendously larger
than the number where it will. This means that especially for negative testing
potentially large amounts of data are necessary.
Related to this are scenarios where weak ground truth can be used for binary
decisions. Optical ﬂow (OF) for example, which is deﬁned as the apparent per-
pixel motion between two frames of an image sequence, is dependent on certain
assumptions about the illumination in a scene. Most often this is realized using
a brightness constancy constraint (BCC) which states that the total brightness
between two consecutive frames stays constant. But of course there are image
sequences where this constraint is violated. Moving shadows or specular reﬂexes
on mirror like surfaces are good examples. A OF benchmark dataset which does
not contain dense ground truth ﬂow ﬁelds but instead marks regions where the
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BCC is violated could be considered weak ground truth and is still very useful to
evaluate the behavior of OF algorithms. Other examples for such underdetermined
or practically unsolvable problems are untextured regions for stereo algorithms or
edge detection in heavily blurred images.
1.5 Best Practices of Data Representation
A benchmark dataset used for evaluation and performance estimation is not
limited to the raw data. If the intention is to create reusable datasets, probably
for a broad research community, additional considerations have to be taken care
of.
Scientiﬁc practice must adhere to certain standards. These include, among others,
testability and reproducibility. Formally speaking, the creation of reference data
is a scientiﬁc experiment. As such it must also be subject to these standards,
including the constraint that it should be possible to repeat the process of creation
under the same circumstances.
This includes the inclusion of metadata, description of the software and hardware
as well as additional documentation regarding the data. Additional data may
also make applications and test that weren’t part of the original intent possible.
Foerstner [47] for example suggested that reference data creation should be a
joint eﬀort. With a broad experimental design the same datasets can be reused
for diﬀerent tasks. The Middlebury stereo datasets [133] for example, which were
initially developed only to evaluate stereo algorithms have recently been used in
light ﬁeld research (See Section 4.4).
Metadata
Reference data in image processing is not limited to the raw pixel values. For
many tasks the metadata is equally important. This may include information
such as: When and where was the image taken? With which lens, aperture
and focal length? At which temperature and illumination conditions? Was
postprocessing applied? If yes, what kind and with which parameters? All this
information is part of the experiment and must therefore be made part of the
dataset. Correct requirements engineering as described in Section 1.3 can help
decide which information is crucial and which is optional. Camera calibration
data for example is vital for nearly all applications that deal with geometric
scene properties such as sizes, movement, structure etc. Also included in this
information is scene description and documentation.
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Software and File Formats
The principles of open source have been successfully applied in academics for many
years. The publication of reference implementations and source code alongside
a more generic descriptions of algorithms is therefore often practised. One can
observe that the most popular algorithms for a certain task are not the ones with
the best performance, but the ones for which an easily usable implementation
is available. Of course this is not always the case as releasing code puts the
additional burden of maintaining and documenting it on the researcher. Issues of
legal concern, patents and intellectual property can also be limiting factors for
this practice.
Unfortunately, software which was used in the creation of reference data is seldom
subject to publication. This has many causes. The software may be commercial,
the product of rapid prototyping or just considered unimportant. Often it seems
that there is little reason to release a camera capture software hastily mashed
together from well known libraries and tools. As there is no scientiﬁc novelty in
it, publication usually yields no or little scientiﬁc credit.
However, the software is part of the experiment and should, if possible, be part
of the dataset as well. This is especially important considering the long time
availability of the data. If data is for example stored in a proprietary format, the
original software may be the only method to access it.
How and in which format data should be distributed is also not an easy decision.
This starts already at the lowest level of data representation.
For single images there exist many ﬁle formats such as PNG, JPEG, PGM,
OpenEXR etc. They diﬀer in compression methods, supported metadata formats,
supported datatypes etc. A 8-bit RGB image can be read and processed by a
variety of software. Here the image processing and computer graphics research
communities have the advantage that tools from artistic and or industrial ﬁelds
of application can often be used for research purposes. The gain in productivity
if one can use the same software to process vacation photos and conduct research
can not be denied. But once one leaves the domain of basic user formats and
wants to process e.g. 16-bit color images the number of supported formats is
reduced drastically and it is not guaranteed that the image processing software
will not change the data in some unpredictable manner.
For multiple images, image sequences or multidimensional data the range of
available generic container formats is generally smaller. Data formats may be
proprietary, limited to a certain software or insuﬃciently documented.
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Recently some container formats which address this problem have been developed
and the availability of libraries and software that can handle these formats is
increasing steadily. An example is the Hierarchical Data Format (HDF5) [61]
used in many diﬀerent scientiﬁc ﬁelds. It can be used to save large amount of
high dimensional data in a structured way along with comments, metadata, etc.
Its open structure and excellent support in many programming languages and
software make it an ideal candidate for distributing reference data.
Maintenance and Archiving
Finally, one should make sure that the published data is properly maintained and
is kept available as long as it is needed. Publication of data on a dedicated website
or in a benchmark database is the current standard. Websites however need to
be maintained, even if they contain mostly static data. New technologies for data
distribution and information presentation such as dynamic websites increase the
maintenance requirements but can also help to make the data accessible to a
broader audience.
This is long-time responsibility that has to be organized or delegated as seldom
the people maintaining the hardware etc. are the same ones that performed
the experiments. Also software is subject to changes and updates over time
and it is not guaranteed that data in a certain format can still be read years
later. Additionally, potentially large amounts of scientiﬁc relevant data remain
unused as the researchers who created them are now working on other projects,
etc. For a fast developing ﬁeld such as image processing the time after which a
certain dataset becomes mostly irrelevant is also not easy to predict. Some optical
ﬂow test sequences for example are still used even decades after they have been
developed while other are forgotten merely months after publication. Solving
these problems however is a more general and related to research management or
even archival sciences.
1.6 Limits and Problems
It is the general consensus, that the usage of benchmark datasets and reference
data for algorithm evaluation had a largely beneﬁcial impact on computer vision.
However, there are also problems related with that practice.
One major problem is overfitting, a term that originally comes from the ﬁeld
of machine learning. Overﬁtting occurs when a model becomes too complex, so
that it performs very well on training data but looses it predictive capabilities.
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This can for example be the case when the number of model parameters comes
close to the number of observations in the training data. The result is that the
learning algorithm adjusts its parameters to the layout of the training data and
can no longer be used for generic problems of the same kind but with diﬀerent
realizations.
The same problem can occur on a meta level with the algorithms taking the place
of the parameters and the developer/researcher acting as the learning algorithm.
A reference dataset which is accurate, easy to use and suﬃciently broad will of
course be used more often and may establish itself as the one benchmark dataset
used throughout the speciﬁc ﬁeld. The result is that researchers may (probably
involuntarily or unnoticed) tailor the algorithms they develop to that speciﬁc
benchmark. A new method may only be considered worthwhile (or publishable)
if it performs well (or even better than any of its competitors) on this particular
benchmark dataset. But one dataset can hardly cover all possible applications (of
which many may not even be known yet as science and applications marches on).
The only practical solution is to treat benchmarking and reference data creation
in the same manner as algorithm development. In the same manner as a single
image processing problem can never be solved completely, dataset creation should
never be considered ﬁnished and should keep track with development.
1.7 Further Reading
Reference data creation is connected closely to the topic of performance analysis.
This ﬁeld deals among others with the comparability and characterization of
algorithms. Reference data is one popular method to compare the performance
of algorithms regarding diﬀerent error metrics. Furthermore it can be used to
classify algorithms into diﬀerent groups.
The current state of performance analysis for optical ﬂow evaluation was sum-
marized by Kondermann et al. [93]. They argue that algorithms should not be
characterized or even ranked based on a single scalar value and that evaluation
should be performed on as much (ground truth-) data as possible.
This is also true for other algorithms were currently benchmarks are performed
on very small datasets [63].
Arguments and suggestions for experimental design in computer vision have been
brought forth for example by Foerstner [47], Maimone et al. [108] or Courtney
and Thacker[35]. On often brought up argument is that proper error statistics are
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needed, emphasizing that testing on single images is insuﬃcient for most vision
tasks.
Listing all existing benchmark datasets is deﬁnitely not possible but publications
relevant to speciﬁc tasks will be listed in the corresponding Chapters. An
overview can for example be obtained at the CVonline website of the University
of Edinburgh which lists nearly 250 entries1 for diﬀerent types of datasets and
benchmark databases Other lists are available for example at the Pilot European
Image Processing Archive of the University of Essex2. Additionally Thacker et





2 Real World Reference Data with
Ground Truth
This chapter will focus on methods for creating real-world datasets with accurate
reference data. Special emphasis will be put on low-level vision tasks which
are based on the geometric structure of the scenes. This includes depth and
movement estimation such as optical ﬂow, stereo or feature tracking. Solving
such problems is often an intermediate step for concrete applications, such as 3D
scene reconstruction or robot navigation.
Many of these low-level problems are variants of the correspondence problem,
determining which pixel in one view corresponds to a pixel in another view.
Reference data for such low-level tasks is useful in more than one way as it is
relatively independent of the targeted application. It is therefore advantageous
for the general task of reference data creation to investigate how geometric scene
information can be obtained.
The following sections will summarize the basics of projective geometry and
camera models as this will lay the foundation also for the later chapters dealing
with synthetic ground truth and image synthesis. Then, we will discuss design
choices for acquiring geometric reference data, followed by an detailed examination
of one method which is particularly suited for the fast acquisition of large datasets.
2.1 Related Work
The following works and datasets represent the current state of the art for real-
word datasets related to geometric reference data and correspondence problems.
The mentioned works represent examples for both high accuracy data acquired
under lab conditions as well as scenes for real-world and outdoor applications. As
such they represent diﬀerent types of constraints for correspondence problems.
The probably most well known database is the Middlebury Optical Flow database
[12]. Herein Baker et al. used ﬂuorescent paint to coat the depicted objects
with a easily matchable pattern to determine the optical ﬂow between frames.
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Figure 2.1: Scheﬄera, Army and Meguon example scenes from the OF
Middlebury datasets [12]
By additional temporal and spatial downsampling the images they were able to
produce ground truth maps with ﬂow amplitudes in the subpixel range. The
stated accuracy for the evaluation images is 1 / 60th of a pixel, save for outliers.
Much eﬀort was put into each sequence and because of the complex process only
four of them were created. To the authors best knowledge, there currently exists
no real-world dataset with higher accuracy. Three example images from the
dataset can be seen in Figure 2.1
In stereo vision, the correspondence displacement vectors are generally at least
a magnitude larger but only estimated to about one pixel accuracy. Existing
benchmark datasets reﬂect these constraints and many of them actually use hand-
labelled data. The Middlebury Stereo database [133] for example was created
by using handlabelled piecewise planar objects. Disparity in the middle of the
plane segments could be inferred by aﬃne interpolation from the object edges
and bounds. Also often used is the Tsukuba "’Head and Lamp"’ dataset [115]
with manually created disparity and occlusion information.
Recent developments seem to forfeit accuracy in favor of more realistic non-
laboratory scenes. Often they do so by combining diﬀerent scanning modalities
to measure reference data. The KITTI Vision Benchmark Suite by Geiger et
al.[53, 54, 50] for example combines stereo images with sparse laser scanner data
to create partial depth reference data for automotive scenes. Their stated accuracy
is about two to three pixels and the correspondence maps don’t reach full density.
In a similar manner Strecha et al. [28] use terrestrial LiDAR to create reference
data for static scenes. The .enpeda project1 contains multiple stereo datasets,
some of them with segmentation or depth reference data, including for example
the works by Morales et al. [114], which combine stereo and laser range ﬁnder
data.
Simultaneous localization and mapping applications (SLAM) such as robot navi-
gation also can use correspondence data with yet another set of constraints. Often
1http://www.mi.auckland.ac.nz/index.php?view=article&id=43, Accessed 09.10.2013
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they need only sparse correspondence data or feature tracks, however preferably
with consistent vectors over very long sequences (potentially thousand of images).
The design rationale is, that for example robots must be able to detect if they
have visited a location already, even if the camera angle has changed signiﬁcantly.
Reference data for these applications include for example the work presented by
Sturm et al.[147] which uses multiple Microsoft Kinect depth sensors. Further-
more, the Rawseeds project2 [22, 31] aims at creating a whole database of various
robot navigation benchmark datasets.
Some of the authors improve their dataset regularly or replace them with newer
ones. Interestingly there is a deﬁnite trends towards synthetic image sequences
for benchmarking, as for example the Tsukuba sequences was succeeded by new
rendered data [119, 109]. This and other datasets limited to synthetic or mostly
synthetic images will be mentioned in more detail in Chapter 4.
2http://www.rawseeds.org
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2.2 Geometric Image Processing and the Correspondence
Problem
Creating reference data for correspondence problems is one of the best understood,
but also one of the hardest problems in performance analysis. We will therefore
ﬁrst investigate how it is related to scene geometry and the image formation
process.
Imaging always begins with a scene. This could be the real world, a geometric
scene description in computer memory or some abstract phasespace representation
of high-dimensional data. Mathematically it is a set of properties ~v(~x) with x
deﬁned on a geometric space Rn (n typically equals 3 or 4 if the time-development
is of importance or even 5 in the case of the static plenoptic function mentioned
in Chapter 4.4 ). Images are projections of a part of these properties into a lower
dimensional space, usually performed using a camera. Unless noted otherwise we
use the basic deﬁnition of an image as a discrete two-dimensional array of values.
Of course this a very abstract description of the process. In any practical
realization there are multiple physical eﬀects involved, including radiometry, ray
and wave-optics and sensor electronics. We should always keep this in mind when
working with real data but for describing some basic principles the abstract model
is still useful.
Image processing is a tool to infer information about the original scene from
two-dimensional images. In quite a few application ﬁelds the desired information
is related to the geometric structure of the scene (including the camera position)
or its change over time. The data that can be derived from a single image is
limited as depth or other geometry information can not generally be inferred
unambiguously from one projection. Of course, ambiguities can always be reduced
by making certain assumptions about the image and the scene.
Once multiple images of the same scene are available the number of assumptions
that have to be made to arrive at the same conclusions about the scene are
reduced drastically. Many low-level image processing problems that are related
to geometric properties are variants of the correspondence problem. The question
here is: For a given point in an image, what is the corresponding point in another
image. If this property is known, the position of the original point in space
can be calculated by means of triangulation. Algorithms like stereo methods
try to ﬁnd spatial correspondences while while others may try to ﬁnd temporal
correspondences to estimate movement.
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For correspondence problems the most useful ground truth would be a exact
and dense correspondence map as it allows the direct evaluation of the used
algorithm. However, such a reference map is neither accessible by direct physical
measurement, nor must it actually exists in all cases. The problem is that
correspondences are deﬁned in the image domain, not in the scene domain. Parts
of the observed geometry may be visible in one camera view, but could be occluded
in another one. Hence the corresponding point does not exist in the image even
though it does so in real space. Depth, as the information sought for, may be
deﬁned for every pixel in the ﬁrst image, but disparity (the distance between
corresponding points in the two images) as an intermediate value is not.
This is a problem, as it is not clear which kind of possible ground truth is suited
best. A disparity map is not optimal as it is not directly measurable by external
means and doesn’t represent an intrinsic property of an image (A disparity map
for a single image is meaningless). A depth map is always deﬁned but doesn’t
actually represent the output of a stereo algorithm.
Under these assumptions ground truth should be as close as possible to the
original geometric representation of the scene as other values can be derived from
it. This does of of course impose a tradeoﬀ, as one needs to decide how and how
accurate a scene needs to be measured to derive accurate and dense ground truth.
In the following sections I will present methods to derive geometric scene descrip-
tions which can be used for the creation of low-level ground truth data. The basic
principle is the usage of high accuracy measurement of diﬀerent modalities to
create reference data for low-accuracy methods.
2.2.1 Camera Calibration
Nearly all applications in this and the following chapters deal with real or virtual
cameras in one way or another. The camera represent the connection between
a 3-dimensional scene and the 2-dimensional image on a sensor plane. If and
how the projection a camera performs can be measured and probably inverted
depends on the camera model and available information.
The simplest camera model which performs the mentioned mapping is the pinhole
camera which can be described by its principal point C and the image plane
located behind it at a distance f (the focal length). As a mathematical concept
the pinhole camera does not deal with physical eﬀects like exposure time, motion
blur, diﬀraction or distortions. In so far it can be considered as the ideal, but not
realizable camera.
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Figure 2.2: Pinhole camera model. The virtual sensor plane is depicted in front
of the principal point, not behind it as it would be the case for real cameras.
None the less, the characteristics of a regular camera with lenses, sensor pixels
and attached electronics can be modeled as extensions of the pinhole model and
so it is useful as a basis for further examinations. This is especially true for
virtual cameras which are used as abstractions in computer graphics. Here the
base image is often synthesized as if it was taken by a perfect pinhole camera and
physical eﬀects like depth of ﬁeld or motion blur are added as a post processing
step if necessary.
Using homogeneous coordinates, a point P = (X,Y, Z,W ) in R3 is projected onto
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• fx, fy : focal lengths in x and y direction respectively
• s : skew factor describing the pixel form. Practically always close to 1 for
rectangular pixels.
• cx, cy : shift of the principal point from the center of the image plane. For
a real camera this describes the point where the optical axis intersects the
sensor plane. In most cases this is close to half the sensor width and height.
• ri : components of a 3x3 rotation matrix
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• t{x,y,z} : translations along the principal axes in R3
C is also called the internal camera matrix, while E is the external camera matrix
which describes the transformation between the world and camera coordinate
systems. Due to the use of homogeneous coordinates both transformations as well
as rotations can be described as a single matrix multiplication. Transformation
from regular to homogeneous coordinates can be performed by dividing the values
for x, y,X, Y, Z with w or W respectively.
fx, fy, cx and cy can be deﬁned in pixel units as it simpliﬁes computation and is
independent of the physical sensor size. However, to derive metric units for depth
etc. the individual pixel size on the sensor must be known.
Even with high quality lenses, straight lines in space will not necessarily be
projected onto straight lines on the sensor plane. For most cases the distortion
model by Brown [25] is still suﬃcient to describe these deviations of the pixel
position from their ideal value. It uses a set of polynomial coeﬃcients to describe
the shift of points in radial and tangential direction in relation to the distance
from the principal point. This pays tribute to the fact that distortions are usually
larger at the edges of lenses and take the form of barrel or pincushion deformations.
The model is however not well suited for optics with very low focal lengths (ﬁsheye
optics) or for special cases such as tilt-shift optics. In this case more sophisticated
models must be used.
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with r =
√
(x2 + y2) the radial distance from the camera center (in pixel units),
the radial distortion coeﬃcients ki and the tangential coeﬃcients li. Polynomial
orders higher than n = 3 are seldom used, as the radial distortion are not usually
that high in practical cases. Other lens errors such as chromatic aberration can
be described when distortion coeﬃcients are estimated separately for diﬀerent
color channels.
Unless zoom lenses are used, the internal camera matrix as well as distortion pa-
rameters are generally ﬁxed, although small changes can occur due to temperature
diﬀerences or when the aperture is changed to account for illumination changes.
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Many algorithms for scene reconstruction or SLAM depend on the continuous
estimation of the camera extrinsics as it moves around the scene.
For an unknown camera system the task of estimating all camera parameters is
known as camera calibration. This is typically done by calculating C and E given
a set of known 3D Points with corresponding 2D pixel positions. The system
consists of at least 10 degrees of freedom (for ﬁxed skew s and zero distortions).
This means at least 5 observations or correspondences (2 degrees of freedom each)
are needed to estimate the parameters. Once the camera intrinsics are known at
least 3 points are needed to estimate the camera position in consecutive images.
This case is sometimes called pose estimation as it involves the calculation of a
relative object to camera pose.
As the positions of correspondences are subject to noise, external distortions, etc.
in practice more observations are used and an error minimization scheme such as
least-squares is used to estimate the parameters.
Commonly used implementations of camera calibration algorithms for example
the one from the OpenCV library [24] used in this work are based on works by
Zhang [168] or Bouguet [23]. They depend on a target or rig, which contains
markers at ﬁxed positions in space which can be easily detected using basic image
processing. Examples are planar checkerboard patterns or circles whose corner
points or centers represent the feature points used for correspondence estimation.
Features which are detectable with subpixel accuracy even in out-of-focus or
blurred images are advantageous here. A Rig can be seen in Figure 2.3.
The accuracy of camera calibration is most often judged by means of the re-
projection error. This value describes the diﬀerence between the found feature
positions and the position of the known 3D object points when projected using
the estimated camera matrices. Root-mean-square values for this error are usually
in the range of 0.03 to 0.1 pixels for state-of-the-art methods using regular camera
rigs [9], [168]. In photogrametry, using very controlled environments, values of
down to 0.01 pixels are possible. These errors limit the accuracy of correspondence
reference data.
A more profound overview over camera geometries and calibration methods can
be found for example in [67] or [126].
We can take advantage of the fact that camera calibration uses methods for very
exact but sparse correspondence estimation. These methods can be modiﬁed to
create dense correspondence maps for benchmarking purposes as described in the
following section.
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Figure 2.3: Camera Calibration Rig as used in method [9]. Circles or Ellipses can
easily be ﬁt to the reﬂective markers.
Depth and correspondence ground truth using pose estimation
Given an object with known geometry, pose estimation, which is also used to
determine external camera parameters, can be used as a method for creating
reference data for depth imaging and correspondence problems. Instead of
measuring the depth for every pixel, it is only necessary to select a few exact
sparse point correspondences to get reference data for all other points.
This method can be applied to systems that produce an intensity image alongside
depth data which is the case for e.g. stereo systems, Time-of-Flight cameras, or
structured light depth cameras such as the Kinect.
The method can be summarized with the following steps:
• Acquire 3D mesh of object or manufacture object based on mesh
• Record benchmark sequence depicting object
• Perform camera calibration
• Select correspondences in image and object mesh
• Perform pose estimation using the correspondences
• Perform raycasting for every pixel to acquire depth
Given that the internal camera matrix of the system is known (for example by an
already performed camera calibration) the transformation between the camera
and the object that is used as a test target must be determined. If geometric
or optical features such as corners can be found in the image of the object,
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Figure 2.4: Screenshot of pose estimation workﬂow. Depicted is a 2D image and
the 3D Mesh of a reference object. Manually selected correspondences are
highlighted. We implemented the algorithm as a plugin for the 3D software
Blender [19].
2D-to-3D correspondences can be selected either automatically or manually. This
transformation has only 6 degrees of freedom, hence three points are suﬃcient.
Using a 3D representation of the object (e.g. a polygon mesh) and a virtual
camera with the same intrinsics and extrinsics as the real one, the distance from
the camera to each object point can be computed for every pixel. Depending
on the representation of the object, it may only be possible to compute the
depth (or correspondences if multiple cameras are used) for certain vertices (or
corner points). However, for pixels in which no vertex is visible, the depth can
be computed by interpolating from the nearest vertices. This is done regularly
in computer graphic systems using for example raycasting. More details on the
problem with this interpolation approach can be found in Section 4.2.1.
The result is a dense depth map for every pixel of the camera where the object is
visible. The advantage of this method is that an object can be scanned with a high
accuracy method, such as the scanners described below, or even manufactured
with known geometry. Using this model it is then possible to create dense depth
(or correspondence) reference data for any other modality.
We implemented the method as a plugin for the 3D software Blender [19], a
screen shot can be seen in Figure 2.4. The displayed box is used as a depth
reference object in several sections of this thesis. The method is used for example




Various methods exist which can be used to acquire the 3D structure of objects and
whole scenes. 3D polygon models or point clouds have many uses, for example
for renderings in computer graphics or in industrial inspection (comparing a
manufactured object with a reference). Because of this, the accuracy and precision
of these methods is well known and multiple industry standards (for example
VDI/VDE 2617) are in place to guarantee the reliability of these systems. As
described in the previous section, they can also be used to create reference data
for various low-level vision tasks.
As a complete examination of all scanning methods is beyond the scope of this
work, I will only list those techniques that are best suited for evaluating depth or
correspondence related vision tasks. Among others, the described methods are
suited for objects between a few centimeters and a few hundred meters in size
and operate in the visible or near infrared spectrum. A quantitative examination
of diﬀerent scanners can be found in [81].
Many of these systems are itself based on computer vision, so we are confronted
with the problem that we want to evaluate one vision system using another.
So in general we employ a ﬁne-to-coarse approach using more accurate systems
to evaluate inaccurate ones as described in Section 1.2.2. Which scanner is
appropriate for a given scene also depends on the content and scene size.
Structured light scanning For small scenes and objects, structured light scanners
are one established method. These systems use active illumination to
project known patterns (often based on graycodes [59]) onto the object
to be scanned. These patterns are distorted due to the object geometry.
Using basic triangulation the depth can be inferred. By using multiple
exposures of slightly shifted high-frequency patterns, very high resolutions
both in depth as well as lateral can be achieved. By capturing multiple
depth maps from diﬀerent angles the complete surface of the object can
be reconstructed with resolutions of down to a few microns. As a optical
measurement technique it has problems dealing with transparent or strongly
reﬂecting surfaces. One methods to alleviate this problem is the use of
diﬀuse paint, however this may of course change the object properties in a
undesired way.
Both precision and accuracy of these scanners is usually way better than
that of any depth imaging system targeted at dynamic content such as ToF
or stereo cameras. As long as the object pose estimation as described in the
previous section is suﬃciently exact and under the assumption that there
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are no further systematic errors, the data created with these systems can
be considered ground truth. Models acquired using this scanning technique
are used dominantly in the following chapters.
Laser scanning For larger scale scenes, laser scanners, especially terrestrial laser
scanners (TLS), have recently received more attention. Dataset which use
use these include the KITTI Vision Benchmark Suite [53, 54, 50] and the
works by Reynolds et al. [128]. These systems use either triangulation or
more often Time-of-Flight to infer depth. Usually, they use a sweeping
or rotating beam to scan a scene, which means that the lateral resolution
is adjustable. The depth resolution itself is usually ﬁxed. Typical values
reach accuracies of a few mm for depths between two and a few hundred
meters [21]. Scanners for even larger scenes exist however vision based depth
estimation on these scales is practically always based on stereo estimation
which can also be tested on smaller scales.
It should be noted that laser scanners show various systematic error sources.
How these errors inﬂuence the quality of reference data must be evaluated
on an individual basis. A detailed examination of the errors can be found
for example in [21] and correction techniques are described in [103]. Most of
these errors are also present in other depth imaging modalities such as the
later described Microsoft Kinect or Time-of-Flight cameras. Problematic
are for example occlusions and depth discontinuities which may cause ﬂying
pixels or depth results which are material dependent.
Sensor fusion based approaches 3D meshes can also be created by combining
depth maps from diﬀerent depth imaging modalities such as stereo. The
resolution of the resulting mesh can actually be higher than the accuracy of
the individual depth maps. The KinectFusion algorithm [79] described in
the next section (2.3) is an example for such a method.
Industrial inspection systems The here mentioned methods represent only a
small subset of available scanning techniques. Physical contact scanners
for example belong to the most accurate but also most expensive and
slow class. Furthermore, X-ray computer tomography (CT) has been used
both in medical applications as well as for industrial inspection. They are
practically unrivaled regarding their accuracy but as potential ground truth
data is also limited by e.g. camera calibration, there are few cases in image
processing were they can be utilized to their full potential.
An overview over the technical characteristics of the mentioned scanner types can
be found in Table 2.1 or [81]. The given values are mostly valid for commercial











10− 100 1− 100 700 ≈ 0.1
Scan Range (m) 0.2− 5 0.5− 105 0.5− 7 < 4
Accuracy3(mm) 0.01− 0.1 1− 100 5− 80 ≈ 0.003













Table 2.1: Properties of diﬀerent 3D scanner types. The approximate price for
the KinectFusion system consists of the camera and a PC with suﬃcient
processing power. Other technical values were taken from [81] as well as diﬀerent
scanner manufacturing homepages4.
are also less expensive versions available. It is for example possible to construct a
structured light scanner using only a video beamer and a webcam. Cheap laser
scanner system based on webcams and modiﬁed laser pointer are also available
[162]. Accuracy of these low-end systems may be lower or their interfaces may be
less sophisticated but otherwise the same considerations apply.
Additional information on the use of 3D scanning for the evaluation of Time-of-
Flight cameras can be found in Section 3.1 of [7].
3It is common practice to state either accuracy and precision or accuracy and repeatability.
All of the presented scanning methods have precision values that are at least on magnitude
better than their accuracy.
4Including Mitutoyo USA (http://ecatalog.mitutoyo.com), RIEGL Laser Measurement
System Gmbh (http://www.riegl.com) and AICON 3D Systems (http://www.aicon3d.de)
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2.3 Creating Reference Data with KinectFusion
As previously discussed, 3D models and meshes can be used both for creating
real-word ground truth as well as for synthetic evaluation sequences. The quality
of the reference data does depend highly on the quality of the meshes. The
scanning techniques discussed in Section 2.2.2 can reach very high precision and
accuracy values although they are also slow. This represent a bottleneck for
benchmarks which aim at covering a large application domain.
The Microsoft Kinect camera presented in 2011 is an interesting alternative as it
can can produce reasonable accurate depth maps fast and at a low price. The
KinectFusion algorithm can create 3D meshes from these depth maps that are
more exact than than the camera itself and does run on commodity hardware.
In this Section I will describe how the KinectFusion system can be used as a source
for fast reference data creation. Furthermore, this Section has been partially
published as ”When Can We Use KinectFusion for Ground Truth Acquisition?”
[4].
2.3.1 Algorithm and Capturing of 3D Models
The Microsoft Kinect camera uses an active stereo approach by projecting an
infrared point pattern into a scene to infer depth information. An infrared
camera in the device detects individual subpatterns and estimates their disparity
using block matching. From this disparity the depth can be computed. In the
KinectFusion system [79] by Izadi et al. this depth data (which can also come
from other, similar devices) is used to produce a 3D volumetric reconstruction of
the scene.
This is done by integrating the data into a regular voxel grid structure stored on
the graphics card (GPU). Surface data is encoded implicitly into voxels as signed
distances, truncated to a predeﬁned region around the surface. The surface data
is continuously updated as new values are integrated with the existing ones using
a weighted running average [37]. The global pose of the moving depth camera is
predicted using a point-plane iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm [165] while
drift is mitigated by aligning the current raw depth map with the accumulated
model instead of the previous raw frame, hence the name Fusion.
Additionally, the geometric isosurface from the volumetric data can be extracted
using a GPU-based implementation of the marching cubes algorithm [105]. For
each voxel, the signed distance value at its eight corners is computed. The
algorithm uses these computed signed distances as a lookup (into a table stored
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as a 1D texture on the GPU) to produce the correct polygon at the speciﬁc voxel.
This results in an exported mesh in a common format that can be used in 3D
modeling applications such as MeshLab5.
The entirety of the so produced data, consisting of 3D meshes, voxel volumes,
synthetic and raw depth maps, RGB images as well as camera poses (location
+ orientation) can be used for various vision-based tasks: For example, the
3D models with known accuracy can be used to evaluate other reconstruction
algorithms such as structure-from-motion or shape-from-shading approaches.
Combined with the RGB data, new images of the object can be synthesized and
by transforming it based on the known camera movement, optical ﬂow maps can
be generated.
2.3.2 Improvements and Alternatives
Multiple improvements or alternatives to the orignal KinectFusion algorithm have
been published. Some of these remove certain scene restrictions which makes
them even more versatile for the creation of reference data. One of the biggest
drawbacks of KinectFusion is the limitation to a ﬁxed scanning volume which
is deﬁned by the graphics card memory. This limit has been reduced by Roth
et al. [130], in Kinfu Large Scale [71] or by Zeng et al. [167] by using more
eﬃcient memory representations or by moving the bounding volume. Kintinuous
by Whelan et al. [159] eﬀectively removes this limit by converting and moving of
volume data to main memory. Additionally, methods based on similar principles
but diﬀerent representations of the scan volume have been described, for example
by Keller [88], Henry et al. [70] or Stückler et al. [146]. A more detailed overview
can be found in [1].
In the following Section a few test datasets are compared to high-accuracy, high-
cost scans to evaluate the absolute quality of this method, with special emphasis
being put on the geometric accuracies.
2.3.3 Quality Analysis
To analyse the accuracy of the KinectFusion method in diﬀerent scales three
test scenes with reference data were created. The test scenes are called Statue,
Targetbox and Office. Many depth cameras and 3D scanners have optics with
a ﬁxed focal length as well as a minimal and maximal acquisition depth. Most
of them are tailored for indoor use where typical scene depths are below 10 m.
5Meshlab software, http://meshlab.sourceforge.net/
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Figure 2.5: Photos of the three test scenes: statue, targetbox and oﬃce. The
statue is about 40 cm in height, the test box about 1m and the oﬃce is ca. 4 by
6 meter. This shows the diﬀerent scalings at which the system can be used.
This is a limiting factor for the size and resolution of the scenes or objects one
wants to scan using these devices. We therefore selected the test scenes to fall
into diﬀerent scale ranges within these limitations.
Although the KinectFusion system is able to work with diﬀerent depth data
sources, the quantitative experiments are limited to the original Kinect sensor.
Examples where other input was used can be found in Section 2.3.4.
For each scene the mesh generated by KinectFusion was aligned to the ground truth
data using a standard Iterative Closest Point algorithm [16] (ICP) implemented
in Meshlab. An initial guess for the ICP algorithm was provided by manually
selected correspondences.
Several error measures can be used to evaluate the quality of the meshes.
Euclidean error This error metric is deﬁned for every vertex of the test point
cloud. It describes the Euclidean distance to the nearest polygon or face in
the reference mesh. For the statue and targetbox scene the KinectFusion
generated mesh is the test mesh while the ground truth data is used as
reference. For the oﬃce scene no ground truth mesh data was available,
so we used the ground truth point cloud data instead as test set and the
KinectFusion mesh as reference mesh. A closest point metric between two
point clouds would not be useful here as due to the diﬀerent scanning
methods the resolutions diﬀer.
angle error This metric is again deﬁned for every vertex of the test cloud. It
describes the angle between the normal at the test vertex and the normal
of the closest vertex in the reference point cloud. It is more sensitive to
corners and depth discontinuities and allows evaluation at sections which
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Figure 2.6: Euclidean Error: blue distance vectors. Angular Error: angle
between the normals connected by the blue lines.
are critical to some image processing algorithms. Additionally it allows for
the evaluation of surface curvature. However, large diﬀerences in the mesh
resolution can make this error less descriptive as it is also more susceptible
to noise.
Average, median and quartiles of these values are a good indicator of the overall
reconstruction quality. Large deviations for a small amount of vertices is practically
unavoidable, so outliers will occur but are not very descriptive of the reconstruction
quality.
If not mentioned otherwise, the values in all images are linearly scaled according
to the displayed colorbar. The values for minimum(blue) and maximum(red) are
each mentioned in the ﬁgure captions.
Statue Scene:
The ﬁrst scene is composed of an approximately 40cm high wooden statue.
According to Khoshelham [89] the Kinect has an accuracy of several millimeters
for close distances and up to 4 cm at the maximum range. The ﬁne structures
of the statue are well in or below the close range limit. The surface material
(wood) is well suited for depth estimation using active illumination as it shows
only limited specular reﬂexes which could cause problematic. The aim with this
statue scene is to evaluate the lower limit of resolution KinectFusion can provide
(cf. Figures 2.5).
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Figure 2.7: Comparison of reference(left) and KinectFusion mesh(right) of statue.
Details which are approximately smaller than 1cm are not present in the
KinectFusion mesh.
Ground truth for this scene was generated by scanning the statue with a structured
light-scanner6. The scan contains approximately 2.5 Million Triangles. Scan data
for this scene and the next scene was acquired by Julia Freudenreich, Anja Schäfer
and Susanne Krömker of the Visualization and Numerical Geometry Group, IWR,
University of Heidelberg).7
For the reconstruction the KinectFusions implicit voxel volume was chosen to be
as small as possible ((0.8m)3 in this case). Smaller values are theoretically allowed
by the software but resulted in in frequent loss of tracking. The reason is that the
camera must always stay centered at the object to be scanned. Geometry outside
of the scanning volume is not considered for camera tracking or icp evaluation.
The resolution of 5123 voxels is close to the maximum (6003) the used graphic
card8 could handle and accounts for voxel side lengths of ≈ 1.6mm. The memory
requirements do scale with the third power of the volume resolution, so usage of
additional hardware is no valid option to increase it. The camera/object distance
was approximately 1 meter in this case which is close to the minimum distance
where the system does still work. At closer distances self occlusion as well as the
increased disparity range become diﬃcult to handle.
6Breuckmann smartSCAN-HE, resolution of down to 10 microns depending on field of view
7Additional thanks to the Heidelberg Graduate School of Mathematical and Computational
Methods for the Sciences (HGS MathComp) for providing the hardware.
8nvidia GTX 480 with 1.5 GB Ram
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Figure 2.8: Euclidean error of statue (0-8mm, > 8mm is gray), Histogram of
Euclidean error. The largest errors are located at the foundation of the statue
where either scan was incomplete.
Figure 2.7 shows that the general shape of the statue could be retrieved by
KinectFusion but ﬁner surface detail such as facial features is lost. The histogram
in Figure 2.8 shows that at least half of all estimated surface points are closer
than 5mm to the correct value. Additionally, 75% of all points have an error
smaller than 10mm. The highest error values were mostly caused by points at
the statue base which were cut oﬀ from one of the scans. Other regions which
are problematic are folds in the garment. In these concave regions (red in Figure
2.8) the KinectFusion mesh partially follows the outline of the convex hull of the
statue, meaning that small indentations are smoothed out.
This resolution limits seem not to be caused by the voxel scaling which is at least
a factor three smaller. Lateral and depth resolution however are in the same range
or higher so the algorithm is at least partially able to surpass these limitations.
Hence, it seems reasonable that the system can be used for tasks where 10mm
resolution or better in absolute coordinates is suﬃcient.
The error of the surface normals is widely distributed (See Figure 2.9), mainly
due to concave sections such as the folds in the garment. From this result one
can conclude that highly curved and concave details below the scale of around
10mm cannot be resolved well with the current Kinect system, even if the voxels
are small enough. The angle error is however not very descriptive in this case.
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Figure 2.9: Angle errors of statue. Left: angle error(0− 90◦). Center: angle
error(0− 180◦). Right: Histogram of angle errors.
Targetbox Scene:
The second test object is a wooden target box especially designed for the eval-
uation of depth cameras. It is 1 x 1 x 0.5 meter in size and contains several
geometric objects made of styrofoam, as well as many regions with slanted sur-
faces, curvature or sharp 90 degree corners which are typically problematic for
any depth acquisition system. (Remark: This box will also be used as a test
target in later chapters.)
The 3D model for the box was created by manual measurement and is about
1mm exact. Structured light scans would be more accurate but as the box is
larger than the scanning volume of most scanners multiple individual scans would
be needed to record the whole object. Due to occluded regions it would however
be diﬃcult to cover all possible angles.
To accommodate for the box size, the implicit voxel volume was set to to (1.6m)3
with 6003 voxels, yielding a voxel side length of ≈ 2.7mm. Only the interior
geometry was considered for the evaluation. Erroneous parts on the outside are
marked gray in the renderings seen in Figure 2.10. Scanning with KinectFusion
was in this case easier as the clear distinct geometry is easier to align using ICP.
The Euclidean error depicted in Figure 2.11 is generally low and in the same
range (5-15mm) as in the previous statue scene. Errors higher than 15mm result
mostly from the free ﬂoating artefacts on the top of the box. Only the higher
error on the styrofoam sphere suggests that the algorithm underestimates the
volume of curved regions. We can conclude that the voxel size of ≈ 2.7mm was
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Figure 2.10: Comparison of reference(left) and KinectFusion mesh(right) of
targetbox.The topside of the box was not scanned which results in some free
ﬂoating artifacts. Good visible are rounded corners on the cube and stairs.
suﬃciently small for this experiment and that the accuracy of around 15mm is
also valid for such a medium scale scene.
For this scene the angle errors is signiﬁcantly better than for the statue scene. See
Figure 2.12 for visualization. Angle errors > 90◦ are partially caused by vertices
whose nearest neighbor was matched to one vertex on the other side of the surface.
So if a correctly aligned vertex on the inside of test mesh is paired with a vertex
on the outside of the reference mesh this would result in an angular error of
180◦. The error density is highest around 0◦ and 180◦ so we can assume that
a signiﬁcant part of the vertices has an angular error in that region. Generally,
surfaces which are ﬂat or have high curvature radii (like the styrofoam sphere or
cylinder) are reconstructed well with minimal angular error.
Sharp corners on the other hand are partly smoothed out. This can be seen at
object boundaries in Figure 2.12. The histogram density for 45◦ angle errors (as
well as 135◦ due to the ﬂipping error) is slightly higher than for other angles. This
could be caused by the marching cubes algorithm which may add an additional
face with a 45◦ angle if there is a sharp 90◦ corner in the raw point data.
Office Scene:
The third scene is a small oﬃce room of approximately 6 x 4 x 2.5m. Reference
data was acquired by terrestrial LiDAR using a Riegl VZ-400 time-of-ﬂight scanner.
Its accuracy is stated with 5mm. The manufacturer also documents a precision
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Figure 2.11: Euclidean error of targetbox. Left: 0-15mm, higher errors in gray.
Right: Histogram of Euclidean errors. Most errors are well below 15mm. Some
outliers are caused by the artifacts on the top and outside of the box.


















Figure 2.12: Angle error of targetbox. Left: 0− 90◦, higher errors in gray. Right:
histogram of angle errors. Most ﬂat or rounded surfaces show very little angle
error. Object corners however are worse, probably due to additional slanted faces
created by the marching cubes algorithm.
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of 3mm. Inside the oﬃce, overall six scan positions were necessary for a suﬃcient
coverage. The scan data was created by Markus Forbriger, Larissa Müller and
Fabian Schütt of the LiDAR Research Group of the Institute for Geography,
University of Heidelberg.
In order to ﬁt the whole room into the 5123-voxel volume we had to choose a
voxel side length of about ≈ 13.7mm while keeping a scan distance of 1 to 2
meters. This means that the actual lateral and depth resolution of the Kinect
system of about 5-10mm can no longer be fully exploited. Given current graphics
hardware, the oﬃce scene represents the maximum size which can be scanned by
the KinectFusion system.
The main axes of the volume do not necessarily coincide with the principal axes
of the room so that in the worst case the volume must be scale to the room
diagonals, thereby losing resolution. Some of the algorithms mentioned in Section
2.3.2 could be used to handle this problem, however they were not yet available
at the time these scans were conducted. Parts of the room such as the walls and
ceiling also lack geometric features which results in more frequent tracking loses.
Due to these limitations, a mean Euclidean error of only 50mm compared to the
5mm accurate LiDAR scanner could be reached.
This scene is highly concave and heavily cluttered, necessitating the use of many
diﬀerent view angles, both for the laser as well as the KinectFusion scan. This is
a general problem which applies to nearly all optical 3D reconstructions systems.
Accordingly, the reconstruction is not very dense, with many holes or missing
parts in the geometry. It can be concluded that very careful acquisition of all
concave regions in the oﬃce is very challenging with both 3D scanning methods.
The resulting scans can be seen in Figure 2.13.
ICP alignment of the KinectFusion mesh and the ground truth mesh are here
not perfectly accurate as a small scaling along the object axes was necessary.
This is caused by three reasons: ﬁrst, the scene is heavily cluttered containing
many regions were any 3D scanning devices fails due to obstruction. Second, the
increased voxel sizes create a coarser mesh which is more diﬃcult to align to the
LiDAR results. Third, the LiDAR scan itself is more inaccurate in regions with
small scale detail and contains some holes and regions of low point cloud density.
The Euclidean error is therefore about one magnitude larger than for the other
scenes. Yet, most vertices with errors > 100mm are actually on the outside of
the room. This is a result of the marching cubes algorithm which tries to produce
closed surfaces. The wall was only scanned from one side and so the algorithm
will try to close the surface on the backside with an arbitrary thickness.
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Figure 2.13: Comparison of reference(left) and KinectFusion mesh(right) of oﬃce.
The laser scan shows a high amount of ﬂying pixels. The KinectFusion scan has
some missing sections as tracking errors occurred frequently on the carpet.
As Figure 2.15 shows, the error is well below 80mm for most vertices. This
is partially caused by the less accurate ICP alignment of test and reference
mesh. Additionally these highest errors are caused by regions were both scanning
methods fail. Future work should focus on detecting such regions of low certainty
in order to mask them out in the resulting benchmark datasets. To get an idea
of the accuracy in more conﬁdent regions, a robust statistical measure such as
the median error can be used whose value is just below three voxel sizes (36mm).
This indicates that even if the number of voxels were increased, the measurement
volume of the current KinectFusion system (at least when using Kinect depth
maps as input) should not be much larger than 7x7x7m to achieve maximum
accuracy.
The problem of the previous dataset where mesh normals were ﬂipped with respect
to the correct orientation did occur more frequently for this dataset. The reason
is that the LiDAR scanner point clouds did not contain per-vertex normal data
which could have helped in the mesh generation process. Instead the reference
mesh was created with a ball pivoting approach [15] which did not always yield
correct results for surface orientations. Therefore the computation of the angle
error was changed slightly by ﬂipping the corresponding normal each time the
error was above 90◦. The results can be seen in Figure 2.16. By ﬂipping the
normals most parts of the ground and walls show now a relatively low angle error
which is consistent with the results visible in the rendering (Figure 2.13).
Mainly, high angle errors can be found at sharp corners and boundaries to missing
data in highly concave regions. See for example the corners of table and the
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Figure 2.14: Euclidean error of oﬃce. Left: 0-100mm, higher errors are red.
Center: 0-50mm, higher errors are transparent.
window frames in Figure 2.16. The high error rates at mesh discontinuities shift
the error distribution which can be seen at the high density on the right of the
angle error histogram (Figure 2.17).
Overall reconstruction quality is actually better than the results suggest. Sections
where the mesh was incomplete due to insuﬃcient scan coverage inﬂuence the
statistics of the errors heavily. A better quantitative analysis could be devised
by explicitly masking out holes or invalid regions which were missing from both
scans.
2.3.4 Using Alternative Depth Imaging Modalities
In principle behind KinectFusion pipeline is not limited to depth data provided
by the Kinect sensor. Yet, we observed that depth map density and noise are
limiting factors and not all depth imaging modalities are equally suited as input
data. Figure 2.18 shows some exemplary results when either Time-of-Flight data
or depth maps from a stereo system are used as input.
The Time-of-Flight based scan of the targetbox in the ﬁgure was only possible by
using temporal averaging over ﬁve to eight frames. This introduces of course severe
motion blur based artefacts every time the camera is moved. The experiments
showed that ToF is too noisy in the time-domain and additional artefacts (e.g.
due to interreﬂections of the modulated light source) lead to signiﬁcant geometry
distortions. More details on the problems of ToF cameras can be found in Chapter
5.
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Figure 2.15: Histogram of Euclidean error of oﬃce. High error values are caused
outside regions on the walls (See Figure 2.14. For correctly aligned regions the
error is approximately in the range of the voxel volume size.
Figure 2.16: Angle error of oﬃce. Left Top: 0− 90◦, normals where the error was
> 90◦ were ﬂipped. Left Bottom: 0− 180◦, normals remained unﬂipped.
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Figure 2.17: Histogram of full angle error.
Stereo data on the other hand often is not dense enough or can contain isolated
segments with consistent, but highly incorrect depth.
This can occur e.g. in featureless regions, images of the sky, etc. The right of
Figure 2.18 shows an example street scene from the data used in Section 4.3. In
this image signiﬁcant artefacts where removed by hand to make the underlying
structure of the building visible. Otherwise the whole scene was heavily cluttered
with ﬂying unconnected mesh segments caused by incorrect disparity estimates.
It can be concluded that post-processing as well as data speciﬁc adaptions of the
KinectFusion pipeline are needed to deal with these challenges.
Figure 2.18: KinectFusion mesh using
Time-of-Flight data
Figure 2.19: KinectFusion mesh using
stereo data computed with [75].
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2.3.5 Accuracy Analysis for Dense Correspondence Problems
Apart from the geometric reconstruction quality we are interested in whether
the Kinect sensor can be used to acquire ground truth for dense correspondence
problems. In realtime computer vision applications a suﬃcient accuracy often is
the order of one pixel. Hence, to achieve ground truth quality, the KinectFusion
system should record data which is one order of magnitude more accurate.
We synthesized a stereo disparity map and an optical ﬂow ﬁeld from two virtual
views of the targetbox scene (camera distance ≈ 1.3m, ﬁeld of view 40◦, maximum
ﬂow magnitude ≈ 25 pixel). The ﬂow/disparity at each vertex can be computed
by comparing the position of their projections in both views. Values at pixel
positions where no vertices are present can be interpolated over the area of a
polygon by using the values of the three vertices deﬁning that polygon.
This process was done for both the test and the reference mesh. Figure 2.20
shows the per pixel endpoint error, a widely used error measure for optical ﬂow
evaluation [12]. The mean endpoint error for this scene was 0.06 pixel with a
median of 0.02 pixel. Most errors occurred on depth discontinuities and edges.
To evaluate stereo disparity accuracies we transformed the depths to disparity
values using a focal length of 1100 pixel and a virtual camera distance of 7.5cm
which corresponds to a regular human eye separation. The mean disparity error
was 0.25 pixel with a median of 0.11 pixel (Visualized in Figure 2.22). As most
common stereo algorithms have no subpixel accuracy this is a very small diﬀerence
which should be unobservable in most use cases.
We conclude that KinectFusion based geometry data can indeed be used to
generate ground truth optical ﬂow and stereo information in case the application
requires accuracies in the order of magnitude of around one pixel. Optical Flow
evaluation is hereby limited to static scenes but still useful e.g. for simultaneous
location and mapping (SLAM) problems.
2.3.6 Conclusion
This section has shown that the KinectFusion algorithm in combination with
the Kinect camera can under certain circumstances be used to create geometric
reference data.
The Kinect sensor has several practical advantages over more exact 3D scanners :
The setup and actual scanning process is fast as no calibration is needed. Meshed
results are available within minutes as in contrast to LiDAR or structured light
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Figure 2.20: Rendering of box with
synthetic optical ﬂow as hsv color
overlay
Figure 2.21: Optical ﬂow endpoint
error (0-0.2 pixel, higher errors are
white) between ground truth and
KinectFusion based scene. The largest
errors occur at depth discontinuities.
scanners, no extensive manual postprocessing is needed. The Kinect sensor also is
more portable and smaller compared to other devices, facilitating the acquisition
of additional viewpoints in highly complex scenes. Finally, the eﬀective ﬁeld of
measurement is quite large, closing the gap between portable structured light
scanners which are typically restricted to volumes < (1m)3 and LiDAR equipment
for larger outdoor scenes. This is useful to create reference data without or only
with weak ground truth as many sequences can be recorded in a fast manner.
Most of these advantages are also valid for other depth sensors using the same
modalities.
The system can resolve object details with a minimum size of approximately
10mm. This also represents the minimum radius of curvature for slanted or
curved surfaces which can be reconstructed reliably. Sharp (depth) edges or
highly concave scenes are as problematic for KinectFusion as for many other 3D
scanning technologies. For indoor scenes with a volume of (7m)3 this accuracy
drops to ≈ 80mm with GPU memory and the Kinects minimum object distance
as the limiting factors. Insofar there are few 3D or depth scanners which could
be evaluated directly with the system as it is located at the lower end of the
accuracy scale. Some of the improved methods mentioned earlier are known to
produce even better scene representations. At least some of the problems are
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Figure 2.22: Stereo disparity error (0-1 pixel, higher errors are white) between
ground truth and KinectFusion based scene.



















Figure 2.23: Histogram of endpoint
errors for synthetic optical ﬂow ﬁeld.














Figure 2.24: Histogram of disparity
errors for synthetic disparity map.
related to the mesh generation. Alternative algorithms for meshing point clouds
such as the algebraic point set surfaces method [62] could produce better results,
although at the cost of higher computation time.
Data derived from the created scans however can be quite exact. Optical ﬂow
and stereo ground truth created in the above manner is only 0.1 pixels worse
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than high precision systems. This is well within the range of current OF or stereo
algorithms and synthetic test data created with KinectFusion should therefore be
well suited for algorithm evaluation.
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2.4 Summary
In this Chapter we have investigated methods for creating reference data for
real-world scenes. The focus was on dense correspondence and depth estimation
which are still not fully solved. Some would argue that they are unsolvable in
principle [48]. Hence, it is even more important to evaluate algorithms based on
this or other geometric problems.
The problem in this ﬁeld is that many methods which are used for creating
ground truth are itself vision based. We must therefore apply the aforementioned
ﬁne-to-coarse approach; evaluating cheaper systems using more exact ones.
We have seen that objects with known geometry can be used in conjunction with
camera calibration methods to create reference data for depth and correspondence
problems. For high accuracy constraints we have identiﬁed structure light and
laser scanners as appropriate methods for acquiring 3D meshes and object data.
An alternative would be to manufacture reference and test objects based on known
speciﬁcations or blueprints.
These methods however are rather slow and may not be ideal if the goal is to
create reference data for multiple objects or scenes. In this cases or when we
don’t need high accuracies there are alternatives that can create 3D data faster
and with much smaller costs. We have investigated the KinectFusion method as
a potential substitution.
The system can create 3D meshes with accuracies of a few millimeters and the
results suggest that we can create reference data for correspondence problems
which diﬀer only slightly from high accuracy methods. Furthermore the system
can be used with other depth imaging modalities, a few of which are now entering
the consumer market.
The release of the Kinect camera in 2010 for example has sparked great research
eﬀorts, also for other depth imaging modalities [1]. We can assume that the
recently presented successor of the camera, which is based on Time-of-Flight
principles, will have an equally large impact. However, only recently have we
begun investigating how these systems can be used for the acquisition of reference
data.
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3 Real World Reference Data without
Ground Truth
3.1 Introduction
Datasets without dense ground truth are often considered inferior to those that
contain high quality reference data. Accordingly, there is for one little motivation
to create such data, and for another it is diﬃcult to get them published or at
least recognized. We have already shown the usefulness of dense and accuracy
reference data for development and research but there are additional aspects on
the application side which we will now investigate.
Benchmark databases are available for nearly all conceivable tasks and application
ﬁelds related to computer vision. The CVonline website of the University of
Edinburgh for example lists nearly 250 entries1 and is deﬁnitely not intended to
be exhaustive. Reference data is often available, but generally limited to single
speciﬁc tasks. Many datasets, for example the Robotic 3D Scan Repository [116]
contain mainly raw data of diﬀerent formats. But this lack of ground truth does
not diminish the usability of these datasets.
Some arguments for datasets without ground truth were already brought up in the
sections on requirements engineering (1.3) and weak ground truth (1.4). These
included test scenarios for graceful degradation or examples of failure cases.
Most useful is data without ground truth if the results of an algorithm can be
judged without a quantitative analysis. For complicated tasks such as decision
making or navigation, for example on mobile robots, there isn’t a single good
quality measure for the result of an algorithm and until one can be developed
a human must judge the results. Engineers or even layman can often decide on
whether the results of a computation is potentially correct or deﬁnitely wrong.
This is possible because humans are still superior in many vision related tasks.
The decision process is also simply known as eyeballing.
1http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/rbf/CVonline/Imagedbase.htm
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Another usage scenario for data without ground truth is object detection and
identiﬁcation. A system based on unsupervised learning algorithms for example
can be trained on a large set of unlabeled data. Datasets used in this approach
are, among others, the 101 Object categories database [46] or the Tiny Image
Dataset [152]. Machine learning can also be applied to dense correspondence
problems, so that even these ﬁeld may proﬁt from long image sequences [148].
To show the potential beneﬁts of reference data without dense ground truth we will
investigate its use in a speciﬁc ﬁeld of application. Automotive applications are
an excellent candidate as it is a broad ﬁeld with requirements and constraints that
expand beyond pure numeric accuracy for single vision tasks. In the following
we will ﬁrst describe a large stereo dataset without ground truth which was
used successfully multiple times for various evaluation tasks. The results and
experiences from this dataset were subsequently used in a new joint research
eﬀort to create a improved dataset.
3.2 Related Work
The datasets presented in the following two sections were inspired by similar
works, of which the most important will be listed. Most of the datasets contain
stereo sequences as this depth imaging modality is still more robust than any
other method in challenging traﬃc situations.
The aim of the .enpeda project2 is to collect and present datasets mainly for, but
not limited to automotive applications. Currently, it contains 9 distinct sets of
data with approximately 3-4 scenes per set. The length of the sequences is typically
100 to 400 frames at 25 Hz with two longer exceptions. Most of the contained data
is accommodated by application speciﬁc investigations regarding driver assistance
systems. The contents of the articles can reach from general purpose examinations
to very speciﬁc cases. The work by Klette et al. [90] for example examines the
performance of correspondence algorithms regarding robustness and stability. To
facilitate this eﬀort they presented a set of traﬃc sequences with ego-motion data
which are signiﬁcantly longer than other datasets for correspondence problems.
Furthermore, Barth et al. [13] presented a segmentation method for traﬃc scenes
alongside stereo test data. In contrast to many other segmentation algorithms,
their method depends solely on depth information and scene ﬂow. Schauwecker
et al. [134] on the other hand provide a dataset on which they investigate, among
others, the eﬀect of windscreen wipers on the results of stereo algorithms.
2http://www.mi.auckland.ac.nz/index.php?view=article&id=43
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Figure 3.1: Example scenes from the KITTI dataset [53, 54, 50]
Comport et al. [32] use quadrifocal data to perform odometry estimation for a
long car sequence. Interesting is that they don’t use reference data from the car
itself to test their results but instead superimpose the estimated track on a road
map and perform a manual consistency check.
The Cheddar Gorge Data Set is a very impressive contribution by Simpson et al.
[142]. It contains grayscale stereo, high-resolution color and infrared images as
well as GPS/IMU and odometry data in addition to laser scan data on a single
platform. The depicted scene is a single one hour drive trough a about 30 km of
a mostly rural area.
The KITTI Vision Benchmark Suite [53, 54, 50] which was already mentioned
contains partial depth ground truth based on laser scanning as well as odometry
data. It is interesting for this chapter as the contained stereo data is very similar
to the other described datasets. The contained stereo frames are synchronized
to the laser scanners, hence they have only framerates of 10 Hz, although the
raw data may have higher temporal solution. It is also on of the larger available
datasets with currently 28 distinct scenes. Examples can be seen in Figure 3.1.
Furthermore new scenes are added regularly.
Similar datasets with supplementing laser scanners have been presented in [118]
or the already mentioned Rawseeds project3. The former is more aimed at robot
navigation instead of driver assistance. Datasets for this or SLAM solutions are
more numerous but are usually aimed at more controlled environments. Examples
are the New College Vision and Laser Data Set by Smith et al. [145] which
contains about 300 GB of stereo images as well as omnidirectional camera and
laser range scan data.
Table 3.1 gives a short comparison between three well-known databases and the










# Sequenzes 28 6 1 15 (≈ 800) 75
Sequence
length(frames)
100 - 1K 200 - 400 (57 min) 1K - 2K 5K-20K
# Cameras 4 2 4 2 2
Resolution
(spatial,px)






10 25 20 25 (100) 200
Bit depth 12 12 12 8 (12) 8∗
Odometry yes yes yes yes no
Depth GT yes no partial no partial
(+)Given are values for published data. Real capabilities in brackets.
(*)12bit with quadratic scaled lookup table.
Table 3.1: Overview over ﬁve benchmark datasets for automotive applications. If
the dataset contains multiple cameras, the resolution of the primary stereo pair
is given.
recorded with rather low framerates of 25Hz or lower. Considering that movement
speeds in traﬃc scenes can be high there is much room for future improvements.
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3.3 The Hildesheim Dataset
The acquisition system and data in the following section was ﬁrst presented in
[2] and [5]. The datasets are also available at http://hci.iwr.uni-heidelberg.
de//Benchmarks/. The data was acquired in cooperation with Sebastian Lauer,
Anita Sellent and Wolfgang Niehsen of Robert-Bosch-GmbH.4
3.3.1 Design Rationale
Usage of image processing in the automotive sector has a long tradition, ranging
from passive driver assistance systems for lane departure warning, over semi-
automatic systems like parking assistants to fully-automatic driverless vehicles
as for example presented in the DARPA Grand or Urban Challenge 5. The
requirements in this ﬁeld for both, low-level as well as high-level applications, are
very diﬀerent from typical research considerations. For example, robustness and
safety are way more important than e.g. accuracy. A car that doesn’t behave
as expected due to some erroneous or unexpected input can inﬂict substantial
damage including injuries to bystanders or worse. Testing of such systems is
therefore mandatory and does indeed include a signiﬁcant if not the largest part
of development time and resources.
Traﬃc situations are very numerous and even classifying them is a complicated
task in itself. Image sequences of such situations can depict other cars, trucks,
pedestrians, animals etc. Traﬃc participant could be crossing the street, walking
alongside or standing in the vicinity. It could be sunny, raining or snowing:
situations where even humans with their (still) superior pattern recognition and
decision making capabilities fail. Reference data for systems that must deal with
these situations must therefore cover a very broad ﬁeld.
Alone capturing a representative sample from these situations is a daunting tasks.
Supplementing those sequences with accurate ground truth for (possibly) multiple
image processing tasks is even more complicated. For segmentation or ego motion
estimation this has been done multiple times but ground truth for depth or
correspondence problems is rare. Examples such as [53, 54] or [127] are very
impressive but the data is not fully dense or limited to a few scenes.
Nevertheless, ground-truth-less reference data can still be used for testing pur-
poses. For example, an algorithm that estimates the relative movement speed of
4Additional thanks to Annika Berger, Julian Coordts, Tobias Praetsch and Christoph Koke for
their programming and post-processing efforts
5http://archive.darpa.mil/grandchallenge/index.asp
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other vehicles shouldn’t report incorrect values if there’s no other vehicle visible.
Generally, no movement ground truth is necessary to determine if there actually
is a vehicle visible in a given test image.
The following section will describe a stereo acquisition system that has been
developed with the intention of producing large amounts of stereo image se-
quences under diﬀerent traﬃc situations for testing automotive systems. The
data produced with this system has since then been successfully used for the
development and testing of diﬀerent low-level vision algorithms.
3.3.2 System Description
This section will shortly motivate and summarize the hard and software used in
the camera system. The exact technical speciﬁcation can be found in [5].
It consists two high-speed monochrome CMOS cameras6, a standard PC for data
recording as well as a combined GPS/IMU system for odometry acquisition.
Most consumer cameras, but also many industrial or research systems operate at
rates of 25 or 30 frames per second. This is also true for most of the cameras used
in existing datasets. In traﬃc scenes, where objects can move at several dozen
meters per second, those relatively low framerates can produce severe motion
blur (depending on exposure time) or temporal aliasing eﬀects. Take for example
wheels which appear to rotate backwards if their angular velocity is above a
certain value. To deal with such situations cameras that achieve a high framerate
of 100 Hz have been chosen.
The cameras lateral resolution was chosen as large as possible respecting technical
constraints of manageable datarates. With 1.5 Megapixels the resolution is not
particularly high compared to existing consumer cameras, but suﬃcient for most
tasks related to automotive systems.
More important for outdoor scenes is the dynamic range of the cameras as
the illumination situation can change rapidly due to sunlight, shadowing and
oncoming traﬃc. The cameras are able to operator in a pseudo-logarithmic mode
(using a piecewise linear responsivity curve) to increase their dynamic range.
Additionally, they operate at a bitdepth of 12 bits, allowing to work on a ﬁner
intensity resolution. To ensure the comparability of the data in a radiometric
sense, the cameras were calibrated according to the EMVA 1288 standard 7 for




The additional IMU/GPS system provides odometry information with a high
heading and acceleration accuracy of < 1.0◦ and < 9.8 · 10−3m
s2
and an circular
error probable of < 3.0m. The system operates at frequencies of up to 100Hz
reaching the same speed as the cameras.
Figure 3.2: Stereo rig on tripod Figure 3.3: Stereo rig mounted in car.
The GPS/IMU unit is located in the
center.
Stereo rectiﬁcation of the resulting data has been performed using the method by
Abraham and Hau [9] with a mean reprojection error of 0.25 pixels.
3.3.3 Data
Multiple datasets have been produced with the described system. The largest one
consists of approximately 800 sequences taken the German city of Hildesheim.
This amounts to about 10 TB of stereo data. Each sequence is between 10 and
20 second long, yielding 1000 to 2000 frames. This is suﬃcient to cover situations
such as waiting at intersections or train crossings, long overtaking maneuvers or
crossing pedestrians. While some of the other presented databases also contain
such scenes, their temporal resolution is often limited.
Each of these short sequences is also tagged with various keywords to allow a quick
search for conditions which are of interest for a given application or algorithm.
Tags include terms like horizon, traffic sign, clouds, tunnel and reflections etc.
Two examples can be seen in Figure 3.4.
The dataset is also interesting as it contains points of the same route at diﬀerent
times. This way an algorithm can be tested on practically the same data but at
diﬀerent illumination or weather conditions. Test evaluations have shown that,
while many methods work in favorable daylight conditions, they may fail quickly
when confronted with images containing rain or snow.
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(a) Tags: predriving cars, oncoming cars,
green traffic light, houses on both sides, dou-
ble tracked, dreary horizon
(b) Tags: fields on right, oncoming cars, single
tracked, trees sideways, floodlight, no speed
limit sign, horizon
Figure 3.4: Two traﬃc scenes with example Tags
Some examples for situations which pose a challenge to many image processing
algorithms can be seen in Figures 3.5 and 3.6. The examples in Figure 3.6 were
part of the HCI Robust Vision Challenge described further below.
Applications
One example use for the data is a method for optical ﬂow reconstruction on
rigid scenes described in [2]. The method uses sparse feature tracking and
stereo depth maps to calculate dense movement information for the scenes. An
resulting example ﬂow ﬁeld encoded as an hsv overlay can be seen in Figure
3.7. The method does not provide the high sub-pixel accuracy of state-of-the-art
optical ﬂow methods but does not depend on brightness constancy constraints
yielding better results in case of moving shadows. This behavior is closer to the
requirements of many industry partners which deem an one-pixel accuracy as
completely satisfying for most applications. What they consider more important
are robustness, illumination independence and predictable and improved corner
behavior.
Another application which uses the data is the robust reconstruction of 3D
scenes. A method which can jointly estimate the scene depth and external camera
parameters was described by Becker et. al.[14] and subsequently tested on the
dataset. Their method uses a optical estimation combined with an variational
approach to create a dense depth map from as less as two images of a monocular
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(a) Intense reflections (b) Reflections on windshield
(c) Same location on rural street at different seasons (d) Comparison with VGA res-
olution system





Sun reﬂections in windshield
Reﬂections on wet street
Figure 3.6: Challenging sequences for correspondence problems. Stereo results
were obtained using [74], optical ﬂow results using [149]. The ﬁrst scene shows
fast lateral movement, the second scene moving shadows on the back of the truck.
Scenes three and four show reﬂections in the windshield and the wet street.
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Figure 3.7: Traﬃc scene with ﬂow ﬁeld generated in [2] as HSV overlay
camera setup. See Figure 3.8 for an visualization of the reconstructed depth maps.
The dataset was especially useful for the evaluation as the high framerate was
favorable for OF estimation while the stereo data could be used to estimate the
results of the monoscopic depth reconstruction.
(a) estimated depth as color overlay(arbitrary
units, blue=close, red=far)
(b) 3D reconstruction
Figure 3.8: Robust 3D scene reconstruction as demonstrated by Becker et. al.[14]
(Images courtesies of the authors)
Finally the dataset has been used in the HCI Robust Vision Challenge [94] pre-
sented to researchers and engineers developing optical ﬂow algorithms. The image
sequences for this challenge were selected with the intention of demonstrating
that optical ﬂow is still an unsolved problem. As such they contain many diﬃcult
eﬀects such as big motion vectors, occlusions and repetitive structures. A few
examples can be seen in Figure 3.6. Example examinations for stereo and optical
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ﬂow were performed using the algorithms by Hirschmueller et al. [74] and Sun
et al. [149] which are among the most sophisticated methods in their respective
ﬁeld. Stereo estimation is especially diﬃcult in case of reﬂections as can be seen
in scenes three and four. Optical ﬂow on the other hand has problems with large
ﬂow amplitudes, as is evident on the fast truck in scene one and the moving
shadows in scene two.
The results of the challenge are presented on the project homepage. The winning
methods by Hermann and Klette [73, 72] were both based on semi-global matching
and fared especially well in case of disturbing shadows. However, results from
the challenge have also shown that most general purpose algorithms fail on at
least some of the sequences. Additionally interesting is the rather low number of
participants, as the challenge data was downloaded around one hundred times,
but only four methods were submitted. It is unknown if this was due to missing
interest or if the data was actually too challenging.
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3.4 The Erlensee Dataset
3.4.1 Experiences and Rectification
The test data presented here was met with deﬁnite success, but certain aspects
limited its use. By evaluating feedback from researchers and engineers the
following problems were identiﬁed:
Information privacy Due to applicable law in Germany and the European union,
public datasets may contain no information by which individual persons
can be identiﬁed unless they agreed to the publication. The presented
datasets contain large amounts of pedestrians as well as vehicles which are
identiﬁable by their license plates, etc. As it is not possible to ask all visible
persons for approval it is necessary to identify faces, license plates etc. and
to remove them before the data can be published. For the large amounts
of data this is course tedious work, even if automatic face detection etc. is
used. Furthermore the necessary changes to the images limits their usability
as censored regions can be considered artefacts.
Search for relevant scenes As the traﬃc scenes were captured automatically
without inﬂuence on the actual content, there is a large number of scenes
which contain no or only a few interesting events. This means that the
data must be searched and annotated manually to sort out data with less
relevance. And even though the number of scenes is large, not all relevant
events occurred multiple times so that proper comparisons could be made.
Fast movement Despite the high framerate, there were still scenes were the
cameras egomotion was so high, that nearly all optical ﬂow algorithms fail
[39]. This was the case in curves or when cars where moving fast in lateral
direction to the cameras, for example on highway intersections.
Dynamic Range To prevent recalibration of the cameras, multiple scenes were
captured with the same aperture and focal settings. Additionally the
exposure time was also kept ﬁxed to keep the noise behavior constant.
Although the cameras were optimized for low-light conditions the high
variability of illumination strength during a full capture session proved
problematic. While the relevant regions were not necessarily under or
overexposed, the theoretical range of the cameras was not used to their full
potential.
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3.4.2 Second Generation Dataset
With these shortcomings in mind a new dataset was created in August 2013 with
the cooperation of the Robert-Bosch-Gmbh, AEON Verlag & Studio GmbH &
Co. KG., the Institute for Cartography and Geoinformatics of the University of
Hanover and the Institute for Scientiﬁc Computing of the University of Heidelberg.
This new dataset consists of ca. 80 individual sequences with lengths between
one and two minutes showing traﬃc scenes in a residential area on the former
military airbase near Erlensee, Germany. The pedestrians and other vehicles
in the scenes are all committed background actors so that the legal status of
the material is clariﬁed. Additionally, the content of each scene was partially
choreographed so that each one contains events relevant to automotive image
processing tasks such as pedestrians crossing the street, carrying luggage, people
suddenly appearing between cars etc. Two example images can be seen in Figure
3.9. The scenes are now also supplied with partial reference data for geometric
evaluations as static parts of the scene geometry (buildings, parking cars, etc.)
were scanned beforehand using terrestrial LiDAR. As the GPS/IMU information
from the former dataset was problematic to synchronize and due to the fact
that georectiﬁed point cloud data was available, we didn’t use external odometry
sensors for this dataset.
The following paragraphs give a short summary of the technical details of the
sequences.
Stereo camera system Since the production of the previous dataset various
advancements in the area of sensor and camera design were made. The new
sequences were captured using two pco.edge 5.5 cameras 8 by the PCO AG, Ger-
many.9 These cameras oﬀer higher framerate, horizontal resolution, signiﬁcantly
lower dark signal non-uniformity (DSNU) and photo response non-uniformity
(PRNU) as well as increased dynamic range. This provides us with the following
advantages:
Larger field of view The vertical resolution and ﬁeld of view of the system is
roughly the same as for the previous cameras. In horizontal direction the
cameras have nearly double the number of pixels, resulting in a very broad
ﬁeld of view.
8http://www.pco.de/categories/scmos-cameras/pcoedge/
9Assembly and programming of the acquisition system as well as partial data recording was
carried out by Wolfgang Mischler, IUP, University of Heidelberg.
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(a) Traffic scene with pedestrians and vehicles. A calibration marker is visible
in the lower right.
(b) Low light conditions with wet street (Logarithmic intensity for better
visibility)
Figure 3.9: Example Sequence of 2nd generation dataset
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Higher Framerate With 200 frames per second, the system is capable of resolving
very fast movements without temporal aliasing. The examination of time
slices of the data (Figure 3.12) shows approximate optical ﬂow amplitudes
of one pixel per frame or lower.
High dynamic range The cameras can capture diﬃcult light situations like sun
reﬂections as well as dark shadows at the same time and without changing
the exposure. Image 3.9(b) was captured at dusk against the sun yet still
is neither under nor signiﬁcantly overexposed. Additionally the cameras
produce extreme low noise values of approximately 1.1 electrons at a full
well capacity of 40000.
The mounted cameras are displayed in Figure 3.10. Camera calibration and stereo
rectiﬁcation was performed with the same method as in Section 3.3.
Figure 3.10: Cameras mounted in test
vehicle. The stereo baseline was at 30
cm
Figure 3.11: Calibration marker # 5 for
movement estimation. Each Marker has
an individual number which is encoded
using a 6bit binary pattern.
The high framerate of the data allows for additional examinations in the time
domain. Figure 3.12 shows part of a sequences where the cameras were mounted
to the side, capturing a view orthogonal to the vehicles movement direction. Using
slices along the YT direction of the data (Figure 3.12(c)) one can for example
examine the bending angles of straight structures (such as the window sills) to
estimate the pitch movement of the car. The XT slices (Figure 3.12(b)) are
similar to lightﬁeld data described in Chapter 4.4. Objects which are closer to
the camera move faster along the image plane. This speed and therefore also the
distance is directly related to the orientation of the visible structures. The cars
backhatch for example is responsible for the black low angle line cutting trough
the white ones which are caused by the windows. Structures with an angle larger
than 45◦ move faster than one pixel per frame which is for example a limit for
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optical ﬂow estimation. If the ﬂow is larger than this value, methods like pyramid
schemes, which can lead to reduced accuracy, must be used.
Partial reference data The whole location was scanned using terrestrial LiDAR
before individual scenes were captured. The data was acquired using a Mobile
Mapping System VMX-250 by Riegl LMS GmbH.10 These scans provide geometric
reference data with accuracies of approximately a few millimeters. A section of
the 3D pointcloud is visible in Figure 3.13 and an aerial view with local point
cloud curvature is visible in Figure 3.14. Note the stop sign and lamp post in
the closeup which gives a rough estimate about the point resolution. Of course
the geometric data represents only a single moment in time and is only valid for
static scene components. Moving objects like pedestrians are not included in the
scan data and stationary objects like trees etc. may still deform over time due
to wind etc. As such the reference data is deﬁnitely not dense and falls into the
category of weak ground truth.
To estimate the egomotion of the car, additional visual markers were placed in the
scene. About 50 of these markers were placed along the scene and their relative
position was determined by laser distance measurements. Each marker has an
individual number which is encoded in binary on its pole. See Figure 3.11 for an
example. By means of pose estimation the relative positions of the cameras to
the markers can be determined, similar to the method described in Section 2.2.1.
Metadata To supplement the pure stereo sequences and laser scans, additional
data from diﬀerent sources are part of the dataset. This does include a high
number of high-resolution but uncalibrated photos of the surroundings which can
be used for alternate 3D reconstruction methods as well as information about sun
angle and cloud coverage to estimate local lighting conditions.
No datasets have been published yet as postprocessing is still pending. None the
less, it is to be expected that the data will be extremely useful for the evaluation
of driver assistance systems, 3D reconstruction methods and similar tasks.
3.5 Summary
In this Chapter we have summarized the potential applications of reference
datasets without or with weak ground truth. Reference data can be called weak
10Scans and postprocessing performed by the Institute for Cartography and Geoinformatics of
the University of Hanover.
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(a) Regular XY frame of side-mounted camera
(b) Slice along the horizontal line in (a).
Time in vertical direction.
(c) Slice along the vertical line in (a).
Time is in horizontal direction.
Figure 3.12: Slices of XY, XT and YT dimension of side mounted camera. The
XY slice in (b) is similar to lightﬁeld approaches. The orientation of the
structures encodes their distance.
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(a) Overview (b) Closeup. Note the calibra-
tion marker from 3.11 in the
lower left.
Figure 3.13: Partial LiDAR scan of scene
Figure 3.14: Aerial view of laserscan data. The colors depict the local curvature.
Flat areas are blue, highly curved or fragmented parts like treetops and
undergrowth are red.
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if it is less accurate than the system which should be evaluated or not densely
available. Datasets of this type can be used in multiple ways, ranging from
machine learning applications to scene understanding.
The automotive ﬁeld is an excellent example for the use of such data as the
requirements for image processing algorithms used here are not limited to pure
accuracy values. Together with engineers working on these applications, problems
of existing datasets have been identiﬁed. Available datasets are, with a few
exceptions, limited regarding their temporal resolution and show only a very
limited set of possible traﬃc events. This is especially problematic for security
relevant applications as the robustness of an algorithm can not be guaranteed if
the test space is too small.
Two stereo datasets, both aimed at driver assistance systems, have been created to
solve these problems and demonstrate the usefulness of data missing ground truth.
The ﬁrst dataset contains a multitude of traﬃc situations at diﬀerent times and
weather conditions. It has been used successfully in tasks like monocular camera
tracking and optical ﬂow evaluation even though it does not contain reference
data for the presented problems. Furthermore, it showed that image sequences
from this ﬁeld still represent a signiﬁcant challenge to algorithms dealing with
correspondence problems.
The second dataset has recently been created to correct shortcomings and problems
of the ﬁrst dataset and is about to be published in the near future. In addition
to even higher resolution stereo data it contains partial ground truth in form of
terrestrial laser scans as well as additional metadata.
The feedback from both researchers as well as engineers has shown that such data
has multiple use cases and the assumption that this is also valid for other ﬁelds
of application is not far fetched.
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4 Real vs. Synthetic Reference Data
Examples from the previous chapters have established that the creation of bench-
mark datasets with reference data can require considerable eﬀort. There are no
theoretical limits to the complexity of the acquisition process, especially if dense
per-pixel information about a scene such as depth or optical ﬂow is required. But
for the most basic evaluations and proofs-of-concepts, high-accuracy benchmark
data is not strictly necessary. Synthetic images have therefore always been used
to test the practicality and basic working principles of algorithms.
But once development leaves the early prototype stage these simple test images
are often considered insuﬃcient for serious benchmarking. One argument that is
frequently brought up, is that synthetic sequences are too simplistic or unrealistic
and that only by testing on real data one can reliably judge an algorithm.
Computer graphics has come a long way in the recent years. Large scale media
productions like movies and computer games demonstrate to us each year anew
what computer graphics algorithms are capable of and it is getting harder and
harder even for experts to decide whether an image sequence is real or not. As
synthetic images become more and more realistic we start to wonder why we
shouldn’t use these techniques to create benchmark data customized to any
problem we are able to conceive.
And indeed, computer graphics has been used for this tasks, however only on a
small scale that is neither related to the amount of needed benchmark data nor
to the amount of synthetic images we are confronted with on a daily basis. What
is the reason for this lack of synthetic benchmark data and can we overcome the
problems related to it?
This chapter tries to answer these questions by investigating certain aspects
of ground truth creation for synthetic image data. A full investigation on the
state-of-the-art in computer graphics is deﬁnitely beyond the scope of this work
However such a investigation is also not necessary to demonstrate the problems
and principles behind synthetic reference data. The subsequent chapter will also
demonstrate some of the work needed to create synthetic benchmark data for a
concrete case.
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Figure 4.1: Synthetic scenes from the Middlebury dataset [12].
4.1 State-of-the-Art and Related Work
Synthetic datasets for algorithm evaluations are by no means a new development.
Although, in some ﬁelds of image processing they are used more frequently
than in others. This depends partly on whether ground truth can be extracted
from the scene representation automatically or if additional postprocessing or
manual annotation is needed. The works mentioned here present just a small
set of previous and current developments. More detailed lists on available image
processing databases including synthetic ones can be found among others at
CVonline1.
Optical ﬂow estimation is a ﬁeld where synthetic reference data creation is
relatively easy while for real sequences it is still considered an unsolved problem
[48]. Unlike e.g. in segmentation or object detection, the manual creation of dense
ground truth ﬂow ﬁelds for existing image sequences is considered impracticable,
at least until recently [39]. Synthetic ﬂow ﬁelds have therefore long been in use
as it is easy to warp an existing image using a predeﬁned ﬂow ﬁeld or to extract
the motion from a full geometric scene representation. A case study on the use of
computer graphics for optical ﬂow evaluation is presented in Section 4.3.
Basic examples for datasets are the Yosemite sequence[69], the stereo benchmark
by Haeusler and Kondermann [64] or other relatively simple scenes [110]. Slightly
more complex 3D renderings based on scanline rendering or simple raytracing
have been shown e.g. by Vaudrey et al. [154], Aodha et al. [106] or by Baker et
al. in the Middlebury Datasets [12] (Figure 4.1).
Only recently have more sophisticated uses of computer graphics for ground truth
generation emerged. An example is the work by Butler et al. [26] in which the
1http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/rbf/CVonline/Imagedbase.htm
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Figure 4.2: Footage from the movie Sintel [102], CC BY 3.0
authors used scenes from the animated open source movie Sintel to evaluate ﬂow
algorithms. Example footage from the movie showing can be seen in Figure 4.2.
Additionally, a new stereo ground truth dataset has been presented by Peris and
Martull et al. [119, 109].
But also outside of optical ﬂow, synthetic ground truth is getting traction. Hal-
takov et al. [65] for example presented a framework for the creation of ground
truth sequences for driver assistance systems. Isaza et al. [78] use rendered images
to create ground truth for shadow detection in outdoor scenes. They assume that
the sun is the primary light source in a scene and calculate the shadows projected
by geometric primitives and more complex 3D objects. Additionally, Garcia et al.
[52] recently presented a framework for the generation of synthetic stereo images.
For the ﬁeld of medical imaging Prastawa et al. [123] created synthetic magnetic
resonance images with ground truth to validate brain tumor segmentation methods.
Rezatoﬁghi and colleagues [129] generated synthetic sequences of total internal
reﬂection ﬂuorescence microscope (TIRFM) images. Furthermore Hamarneh and
Jassi [66] presented a method for simulating vascular trees with segmentation
data which can be used to train and test algorithms that deal with blood vessels
or lung airways.
The aim of most of these methods is not photorealism but instead plausible
renderings for a speciﬁc narrow ﬁeld of application. More sophisticated methods
from computer graphics such as global illumination are rather seldom employed.
At least for medical applications, one reason is that experiences from photorealistic
rendering can not be directly applied to microscopy images.
4.2 Image Synthesis for Image Analysis
Computer graphics as a research discipline deals among others with two tightly
related tasks: Visualization and Simulation. The ﬁnal result of both tasks is the
creation of new images, however with diﬀerent intentions.
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The goal of visualization is to emphasize or highlight properties contained in a set
of data. Examples are the marking and rendering of bones or tissue in CT scans,
the visualization of gas ﬂow directions or turbulences in a combustion engine
or colorcoding the vegetation types of plants in an aerial image. Simulation on
the other hand aims at creating either physically correct or at least aesthetically
pleasing images from geometric scene descriptions. Both tasks can be handled
partially with the same algorithms. Volume rendering techniques, for example,
are used for both, visualization as well as photorealistic image creation. So the
true diﬀerence lies neither in the results (a image or image sequences) nor in the
used tools.
What is diﬀerent is the handling of information. Visualization is a form of decoding.
Certain information contained in a set of data is extracted and emphasized. For
example: Which datapoints in this volumetric block of data describe blood
vessels and which describe neural pathways. Simulation on the other hand
takes structured data (the scene description) and encodes it in images. As
such, simulation is an excellent tool for benchmarking as we can control which
information is encoded in the images so that we can decode it using image
processing later on. This does, of course, mean that we have to make certain
guarantees about this encoding process:
First, the data we encode must be relevant for the image processing tasks we
ﬁnally want to solve or at least evaluate. This is related to the above mentioned
question of whether ground truth data does actually exist. For geometric scene
data, as mentioned earlier, we can model artiﬁcial ground truth data with nearly
arbitrary precision. The only limits here are memory and computing power.
Second, we must make sure that the process we use to encode the data, namely
the render process, represents or reproduces the real image formation process
suﬃciently exact. While some rendering techniques do only aim at aesthetic
convincing results, many achievements were also made regarding physically correct
or predictive rendering [161]. It stands to reason that synthetic images can be
equally well suited to perform benchmarking and algorithm evaluation as real-
world images.
Now the pure possibility to create even good reference data does not mean that it
is easy. Unless very high eﬀort is put into the creation, the synthetic scenes may
have some shortcomings or be diﬀerent from real-world images in subtle ways.
This may manifest itself in render artifacts, diﬀerent noise behavior or missing
ambient and global lighting. Much of the criticism related to synthetic image
data is related to these problems.
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The main diﬀerence between real and synthetic reference datasets is now: Real
datasets may have reference data with limited or unknown precision and accuracy
while synthetic dataset will have nearly perfect reference data at the cost of
reduced realism. This poses a dilemma for researchers who want to create test
cases. Does an algorithm that performs well on a synthetic dataset still do so
on real-world data? And even if that is the case, is the performance diﬀerence
between both types of data (which will deﬁnitely exist) a result of the image
creation process or based on the diﬀerent accuracies of the reference data?
Until recently, real-world data was often preferred for all more complicated and
high-level vision tasks, and that with good reason. At least this stance was
taken by practitioners, not necessarily by developers which is related to the
conﬂict addressed in Chapter 1. The rationale behind it is, that an algorithm
that performs well on some artiﬁcial and eventually irrelevant data is in the long
run inferior to an algorithm that produces only mediocre results but on relevant
input data.
The advantage of synthetic scenes does also not necessarily lie in a faster or easier
scene creation. Setting up a synthetic scene can be as taxing or time consuming
as a real one, possibly even more so. Render times are an additional factor as
complicated scenes can take hours or even days to render when sophisticated
global illumination methods are used. Where synthetic datasets excel is the
possibility to parametrize and automate their creation. When a scene is created
it is rather easy to change various aspects, such as movement speeds, materials,
camera resolution, etc. This may pay oﬀ in the long run if the goal is to create
many diﬀerent test sequences with slightly varying parameters.
Furthermore, the great level of control being available on synthetic scene setups
can be very useful to create tests for speciﬁc aspects. Time-of-Flight cameras
which are dealt with in Chapter 5 for example exhibit diﬀerent errors which
can depend on distance, intensity, stray light etc. In real test scenes it can be
complicated to separate and vary these error sources individually. One can, for
example, not just double the distance of objects from the camera without reducing
the illumination due to the inverse-square-law. In a synthetic setup is is however
easy to quadruple the light ﬂux from a light source by just changing a value. This
opens the door to creating tests with very ﬁne granularity regarding the covered
problems and scene parameters.
It seems reasonable that the advancements in computer graphics can be used
to overcome the problems of synthetic reference datasets and that they may be
featured more prominently in the near future. Advancements in image based
rendering, match moving and possibly even movie production may give us the
possibility to produce hybrid sequences which combine the advantages of both
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approaches. One could record a realistic street scene and change the illumination
and weather afterwards without the need to wait for the right conditions to record
the same scene anew.
4.2.1 Practical Problems
Here we will discuss if and how experiences from applied computer graphics such
as from the entertainment industry (games, movies etc.) can be used for reference
data creation. As such the section deals with the creation of image sequences in
scales which are roughly within the range of human perception. Image acquisition
tasks that need special equipment (microscopes, astronomic telescopes, imaging
outside of the visible spectrum, etc.) may have constraints that can not be
simulated or rendered without signiﬁcant adaption.
The creation of real world test scenes is considered to be an engineering problem
and the eﬀort put into it is easily justiﬁable. Both algorithm developers as well
as practitioners have usually some profound insight into the speciﬁc problem they
are trying to solve. This generally includes access to test and training data and
image sequences. Creating real ground truth for existing test setups is therefore
the obvious course of action.
Creating synthetic scenes on the other hand requires a quite diﬀerent set of skills.
These skills are at least partly more of the artistic variant as they may include
texture creation, scene composition and lighting setup. Software used for this
tasks is becoming more sophisticated and user friendly but the learning curves
are still high.
The Asset Problem Another problem is the availability of assets, including
3D meshes and textures. To render an automotive scene one would need a
mesh describing the street, the surrounding environment, cars, pedestrians etc.
Theses objects must have materials and probably color and reﬂection textures to
appear realistic. Additionally, we may want correct movement animation, scripted
interactions, etc.
The previous chapter described some 3D scanning techniques that can be used
to acquire polygonmeshes at diﬀerent scaling and accuracy levels. Some of these
also capture the per-vertex or per-face colors of the scanned objects, reducing
the need to create textures. Current research focuses on measuring surface and
material properties alongside the 3D structure, but so far these systems are still
in the experimental stage and not necessarily suited for productive use. The
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ability to create 3D data gives the user a ﬁne control over the scene content but
also increases the needed workload.
An alternative would be the possibility to use existing assets. Examples would be
publicly available object or scanning databases. In that case one would still need
to combine the objects to a meaningful scene setup, complete with animation
etc. Interesting would be the possibility to use footage and production material
from existing movies and computer games that are considered suﬃciently realistic.
That way advancements in computer graphics and content production could
directly be used.
Unfortunately, getting access to production material of that high quality is often
not possible, due to legal and intellectual property considerations. The amount of
material under more permissive licenses such as Creative Commons 2 is however
steadily increasing. An example is the movie Sintel [102] that has been used by
Wulﬀ et al. [163] for the creation of an optical ﬂow dataset. The option to use
computer game engines to create content is discussed in Section 4.5
Limits of Synthetic Ground Truth Reference data based on scene descriptions
is usually superior to measured data. None the less, there are still problems and
uncertainties related to this data. Some of this is related to how geometric data
is represented in computer graphics.
Rendering is often done on the basis of 3D meshes which describe the geometry
via points in 3D space (vertices), connections between these points (edges) and
polygons or faces bounded by the edges. Additional properties such as color,
normals, etc. are often only deﬁned at vertex positions but not on polygons
surfaces, unless textures are used. This can pose problems if we want to create
dense reference data. Merely interpolating these values across the rendered image
can lead to errors such as distortions.
An example is depicted in Figure 4.3. The displayed triangle is moved and rotated
in 3D space between 4.3(a) and 4.3(b). Optical ﬂow reference data for these two
images can be computed by projecting the transformation vectors at the vertices
onto the image plane. As the triangle is characterized by only three points, all
intermediate ﬂow vectors must be interpolated between the corners. Using this
ﬂow to warp the triangle yields the result in Figure 4.3(c). The resulting image
shows huge distortion as interpolating the projected movement is diﬀerent from
projecting the interpolated vertex movement. If the triangle is ﬁrst subdivided
into smaller segments, resulting in a higher number of vertices, before projecting
the ﬂow vectors we get much better warping results (Figure 4.3(d)).
2http://creativecommons.org
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This is but one of many pitfalls that have to be avoided when creating synthetic
reference data. There may also be problems of numeric precision, etc. involved.
High quality render and modeling software maybe is not necessarily prone to this
error. However, in software aimed at artistic or entertainment purposes, such
as game engines, smaller errors or inaccuracies may be considered acceptable,
especially if performance is an issue. The discrete 8bit color value of a pixel, for
example, may be oﬀ by one digital value if ﬂoat precision values get truncated
instead of proper rounding. This is hardly an issue for a game, as most humans can
barely notice the diﬀerence between adjacent colors in the 32bit RGB colorspace.
For image processing algorithms however this may be a mayor diﬀerence. Similar
problems may arise when graphics buﬀers with low ﬂoat precision are used or due
to poorly documented post processing steps.
Further Reading Furthermore, physically correct rendering in computer graphics
is a very broad topic that cannot be handled in detail here. Interested readers
may have a look at [141] by Shirley et al. or Pharr and Humphreys [120] work
for an overview. Articles that deal with predictive rendering, the synthesis of
images that not only look real but can be compared quantitatively to real images
are, among others, the works by Wilkie [161] or Ochoa et al. [117]. The global
illumination section in Chapter 5 will also give speciﬁcs on Monte-Carlo based
simulations.
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(a) Frame 0 of rendered Triangle (b) Frame 1 with transformed rendered
Triangle
(c) Frame 0 warped with flow of low res-
olution mesh. Note the center of the
rings.
(d) Frame 0 warped with flow of high
resolution mesh
Figure 4.3: The shown triangle is transformed in 3D space. Reference optical
ﬂow can be computed by projecting the movement vectors at the vertices onto
the image plane. Bilinear interpolation of the ﬂow at only the triangle corners
yields poor results. Subdividing the mesh into smaller triangles reduces this
problem. (Image center marked in green)
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4.3 Case Study: Synthetic Optical Flow
The results of the following section were ﬁrst published in my diploma thesis
[2] and in [3]. This summary will put additional emphasis on the results in the
context of general dense correspondence problems and the applicability to other
vision tasks.
Optical ﬂow evaluation has already been mentioned as an example for the use of
synthetic reference data. We will brieﬂy investigate whether there are fundamental
diﬀerences between the ﬂow ﬁelds computed from synthetic images and real-world
ones. A special emphasis will be put on the inﬂuence of diﬀerent levels of realism
in the renderings.
Optical ﬂow can be measured with very high accuracy. Many state-of-the-art
algorithms claim mean endpoint errors in the lower subpixel range. Subsequently
even small diﬀerences between two images can result in quantiﬁable and signiﬁcant
ﬂow diﬀerences. This vision task is therefore very well suited to estimate diﬀerences
between synthetic and real world imagery, .
As a form of case study, these examinations can only give hints on whether
synthetic reference data is useful. The test scene is very limited and in total only
two of the many diﬀerent optical ﬂow algorithms were used. However, by doing
an analysis of individual aspects of image synthesis and putting them in relation
to the resulting optical ﬂow results, it seems at least plausible that the ﬁndings
can be generalized.
The performed examinations are based on works by Vaudrey et.al. [154], who
concluded that the mayor problems which make synthetic sequences inferior to
real-world sequences is the fact that object and texture boundaries in synthetic
images are much more distinguished. Additionally they argue that the brightness
consistency between two frames is violated more often in real-world images.
To perform a quantitative comparison a real-world scene and a synthetic one
with the same geometry was created. For both scenes optical ﬂow ﬁelds were
computed and compared to each other and to reference data. By reducing the
realism of the synthetic scene one can investigate which eﬀects are responsible for
the discrepancies between the computed optical ﬂow of the real and the synthetic
scene.
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Figure 4.4: Real test sequence
4.3.1 Experiments
The constructed test sequence is limited to a relatively simple geometry to reduce
errors caused by stray light, occlusions and specular reﬂection. It depicts a
wooden block standing on a circular wooden plate which is ﬁxed to a stepper
motor. Scenes are recorded in a stop-motion manner with the plate rotating
at 0.5 degrees per frame. The rationale behind this setup is that rotational
motion represents a challenge to typical optical ﬂow algorithms which use spatial
smoothing based on L2 regularizers. These regularization schemes suppresses
divergences and rotations in the ﬂow ﬁeld. A real recoding of the test sequence
can be seen in Figure 4.4.
Real Scene
The real scene is lit by a desk lamp consisting of six linearly arranged white
LEDs. We chose those deliberately, as they can be better approximated by virtual
point or spot light sources. They also produce slightly crispier shadow edges than
more spatially extended light sources like light bulbs. Furthermore the scene was
shielded against stray and ambient light.
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The scene was recorded using a CMOS machine vision camera3 and a 25mm lens
at a distance of approximately 50cm. Lens distortions of the optical system were
minimal, but the sensor showed signiﬁcant dark response non uniformity (DRNU)
which was subsequently removed by subtraction.
Synthetic Scene Reconstruction
The real world scene was reconstructed with a mixture of classical and image-
based modeling and rendering. Polygon meshes for the used objects were created
by manual measurement which was aided by the simplistic shapes. The wooden
plate was additionally scanned using a ﬂatbed scanner. Final accuracy for the
meshes was 1 mm or less which was later conﬁrmed using a structured light
scanner. Additionally, the meshes were created with a high subdivision level,
resulting in a suﬃciently high number of vertices even in areas where one large
polygon would be enough to model the surface. This was done in order to avoid
the interpolation errors described in Section 4.2.1.
The textures were created from images taken with the same camera system
which was used to create the real-world scene. Hence, the textures have the
same dynamic range as the real materials and there are no signiﬁcant intensity
deviations. The ﬁnal texture resolutions were at least two times higher than the
size of the objects in the ﬁnal renderings, so interpolation errors were minimal.
The materials diﬀuse channel was simulated using the method by Oren and Nayar
[111]. By using a microfacet model this shader simulates the surface of natural
materials like sand or wood better than a simple lambertian model.
For the specular reﬂections we used a basic Blinn-Phong shader [20]. This model
is slightly inferior to the more accurate Phong model [121] as it computes only
an approximation to the correct reﬂection angle. The problems introduced by
this were minimal as the used wood showed only minimal specular reﬂexes.
Finally, the objects were positioned inside a virtual environment by using the
previously captured real-world scene as a reference. Pose estimation for the
objects was performed using the camera calibration method by Tsai [153].
In the ﬁnal renderings the objects are aligned with an approximate error of 2-3
pixels or more at points close to the camera (e.g. the front of the plate). This is
caused by errors in the meshes themselves (the plate for example was no perfect
disk). Also the actual displacements can seem to be larger due to errors in the
texture mapping.
3Photonfous MV1-D1312, 1312x1082 pixel
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λ = 100 λ= 200 λ = 400 λ = 700
real(A) 0.51± 0.81 0.48± 0.75 0.47± 0.71 0.51± 0.70
realistic(B) 0.43± 0.86 0.39± 0.83 0.38± 0.83 0.39± 0.90
no specularity(C) 0.42± 0.83 0.38± 0.75 0.36± 0.74 0.38± 0.88
simple shader(D) 0.40± 0.81 0.36± 0.74 0.34± 0.71 0.36± 0.82
minimum realism(E) 0.36± 0.74 0.29± 0.63 0.30± 0.74 0.36± 1.11
Table 4.1: Mean endpoint errors and standard deviations for diﬀerent
regularization strengths. The errors for λ = 400 were slightly lower than for
λ = 200 but the edge strength at discontinuities was worse.
The scene was illuminated with 6 spotlights which are decent approximations
of the LEDs used in the original scene. Global Illumination (multiple diﬀuse
reﬂections) in the scene was simulated using radiosity rendering which was ﬁrst
introduced by Goral et al. [55].
The original recording as well as the diﬀerent renderings can be seen in Figure
4.5. The realism was then subsequently reduced by removing eﬀects which could
inﬂuence optical ﬂow results. First the specularity of the wood material was set
to zero, eﬀectively removing all specular highlights (scene C). These highlights are
a major violation of the brightness constancy constraint which is modeled in the
optical ﬂow algorithm. Secondly the diﬀuse shader was changed from Oren-Nayar
to a lambertian model thus simulating a more simple material (scene D). In a
ﬁnal step global illumination as well as shadows were deactivated (scene E). This
last setup bears the most resemblance to the previously mentioned synthetic
sequences.
4.3.2 Evaluation
This section will only summarize the relation between simulation quality and
optical ﬂow results. A more detailed error analysis can be found in [2] and [3].
The optical ﬂow was computed using a L1−total-variation based algorithm by Zach
et. al. [166] which performs well on the Middlebury dataset. The computations
were performed using a 4 level pyramid scheme to accommodate for larger ﬂow
vectors. Flow results can be seen in Figures 4.6 and 4.7. Error analysis was
carried out by means of the endpoint error and warping residuals. The former is
deﬁned as the magnitude of the diﬀerence between the reference and the computed
ﬂow while the later is the diﬀerence image between the second frame and the
ﬁrst frame warped according to the computed ﬂow. Standard error measures for
optical ﬂow are deﬁned in [68] (Section 13.8.2).
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of real and rendered images: real scene(A), realistic
reconstruction(B), without specularity(C),with simple diﬀuse shader(D),
minimum realism(E)
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Figure 4.6: Optical ﬂow on real
sequences as HSV color overlay
Figure 4.7: Optical ﬂow on rendered
sequence as HSV color overlay
All evaluations on the optical ﬂow ﬁelds were performed with a regularization
strength of λ = 200. For this value the tradeoﬀ between global mean endpoint
error and edge strength was minimal.
Figure 4.8 shows the endpoint errors computed for λ = 200. The images are
normalized to show the same gray value for a given value of the endpoint error.
Errors bigger than one pixel are pure white.
The mean endpoint errors as shown in table 4.1 were measured only where actual
content was visible. The error of the real scene is the largest which can either be
attributed to errors in the alignment or to deviations caused by real-world eﬀects.
One of those would be the fact that the back of the plate is poorly lit which
makes ﬂow evaluation diﬃcult. However we are only interested in the diﬀerences
between the renderings, not the absolute error.
The smallest endpoint error was reached for the most simple rendered scene with
a mean of 0.29± 0.63 pixels (last image in Figure 4.8). This is to be expected as
most realistic rendering eﬀects that were omitted in this scene are detrimental
to optical ﬂow analysis. Deactivating shadows, for example, improves the image
contrast and removes shadow edges which can appear as incorrect ﬂow edges.
One can see that the specularity plays a minor role in this scenario as switching
it oﬀ leads only to a marginal decrease of the endpoint error. However the error
distribution also gets slightly narrower. The eﬀects can best be observed at
the right corner of the wooden block, where a small region with huge errors
(> 10pixels) shrinks in size signiﬁcantly once the specularities are reduced. For
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Figure 4.8: Normalized endpoint errors(Errors > 1 pixel are pure white): real(A),
realistic(B), without specularity(C), simple shaders(D), minimum realism(E).
Good visible are artifacts on the front and top of the block due to texture
aliasing.
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(a) NCC between the endpoint errors for
the real and rendered sequences
(b) NCC between the endpoint errors for
the realistic and simple scene
Figure 4.9: Normalized Cross Correlation (NCC). Positive values scale from
zero(black) to 1.0 (white), negative values are blue.
scenes or objects where the brightness changes are larger due to distinct highlights
the inﬂuence should be even stronger.
The endpoint error drops signiﬁcantly once the reﬂectance model is changed to a
pure lambertian one. There is no signiﬁcant change between the Image C and D
in Figure 4.8 so the error is reduced slightly over the whole image. This should be
caused mostly by the increase in image contrast, as the former used Oren-Nayar
shader produces a more homogeneous brightness distribution on curved surfaces.
Without shadows the large error on the front of the block vanishes nearly com-
pletely. In the renderings before, the block casts a shadow on itself. This caused
an additional incorrect ﬂow edge which is now missing.
The normalized cross correlation (Figure 4.9) between the endpoint errors of
the real and the realistically rendered scene can be used as an additional spatial
similarity measure. Across all surfaces there are areas with low (negative) cor-
relations indicating large dissimilarities in the local structure of the errors. We
would expect that on ﬂat surfaces the diﬀerences between the errors would be
minimal. However there seems to be a signiﬁcant diﬀerence in the local structure,
possibly caused by a diﬀerent dynamic range and texture eﬀects.
Optical ﬂow results are known to depend strongly on the used algorithm and
parametrization. [2] contains additional evaluations with the ﬂow algorithm by
Black and Anandan [18]. As the results are qualitatively the same, we can conclude
that the observations apply to the general problem of optical ﬂow estimation and
are most likely no artifacts of this particular algorithm/scene combination.
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4.3.3 Conclusions
Several conclusions can be drawn from the presented results.
First, the renderings were all very similar and except for the missing shadows it
is relatively hard to distinguish between the real and synthetic ones. Surprising
is, that the ﬂow diﬀerences were signiﬁcant even if the optical diﬀerence between
the scenes was marginal. Therefore it is not always possible to judge the realism
of images based on a subjective impression. The notion that a rendering looks
good is not necessarily suﬃcient to mark a scene as realistic in the sense that it
will yield the same results in image processing. This may also be valid for the
inverse case. Images that look wrong or unreal in some unspeciﬁc way may deliver
totally acceptable results when used for benchmarking. Validity decision should
therefore generally depend on measurable quantities.
Second, the most signiﬁcant diﬀerences in the ﬂow ﬁelds were caused by eﬀects
inﬂuenced by illumination and materials. Moving shadows, highlights and reﬂec-
tions represent violations of the brightness constancy constraint which have direct
implications for the computed ﬂow. These eﬀects can also represent cases were the
regular optical ﬂow deﬁnition does not apply [140]. A synthetic OF benchmark
can only be considered realistic if all these eﬀects are simulated correctly. But
also eﬀects that caused no direct BCC violation had an inﬂuence. For example,
there were small but measurable diﬀerences even for relatively homogeneous re-
gions. The most probable cause are diﬀerences in the observable texture reﬂection
behavior or interpolation errors despite the high mesh resolution.
As already mentioned, optical ﬂow in general is rather sensitive to small image
changes. Other methods, such as stereo estimation, which is often only pixel
exact, produce more coarse results. The diﬀerences between real and synthetic
scenes were mostly in the subpixel range so we can assume that stereo estimation
would produce comparable results for both types of images. Similar arguments
apply to other vision tasks.
Robustness is often at least as important as accuracy [48], especially in practical
applications. As synthetic images oﬀer more possibilities to challenge claimed
robustness we can consider them a valid method for creating reference data. But
before a ﬁnal verdict can be given, more examinations, possibly on very diﬀerent
vision tasks, should be conducted. Additionally, a form of hybrid testing, using
both real and synthetic scenes could help ﬁnding discrepancies between both
methods.
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4.4 Reference Data for 4D Light Fields
This section is based on results ﬁrst published in [8]. It presents a concrete
example for a hybrid dataset that contains both synthetic as well as real world
reference data. The dataset is intended for the evaluation of existing and future
algorithms for light ﬁeld processing. The ﬁrst part will give a short introduction
in the theory of lightﬁelds, then the creation of the image and reference data will
be described.
4.4.1 Introduction to Lightfields
Geometric optics uses the concept of rays to describe how light propagates in a
given volume. This omits eﬀects described by wave optics such as diﬀraction. A
ray can be parametrized by a point in space (x, y, z), a direction (σ, φ) and the
amount of energy transported along it. Hence, how much energy is transported
in a static volume can be characterized by the 5-dimensional plenoptic function
L (x, y, z, σ, φ) [10]. We could also say that this function contains the total
information about the illumination in a scene.
Regular cameras create a sparse two-dimensional sampling of this function, char-
acterized by the internal and external camera parameters. The light ﬁeld is
integrated in a small region around each pixel position and for a solid angle
deﬁned by the camera optics. As such we could call it a 2D lightﬁeld. The 4D
lightﬁeld, which is further motivated in [57] and [101], is also a subspace of the
plenoptic function, typically deﬁned on a surface such as a plane or sphere. In
practical terms the diﬀerence between both representations is that for the 4D
lightﬁeld a single pixel can contain multiple incoming light directions.
It is possible to capture a 4D lightﬁeld by recording regular 2D images at diﬀerent
camera positions on this surface. Practical realizations either use multiple cameras
arranged in an array or move a single camera using e.g. a motorized frame. An
alternative method is the use of plenoptic cameras that use microlens arrays on
the sensor to simultaneously capture light coming from slightly diﬀerent directions
[158].
4D lightﬁelds have numerous applications in image processing and computational
photography. They can for example be used for very exact estimations of depth
and surface normals or in inverse rendering. Examples and further information
on lightﬁelds can be found in [157] or [38].
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So far a few light ﬁeld datasets for evaluation and benchmarking exist, for example,
in [160], the UCSD/MERL Light Field Repository4 or the Synthetic Light Field
Archive 5. Problematic is that these not always contain reference data or that the
baseline between individual views of the lightﬁeld is too large for algorithms aimed
at densely sampled lightﬁelds. The new dataset described in this section consists
of both synthetic as well as real world lightﬁelds with depth and segmentation
reference data and a much higher sampling density than previous datasets.
4.4.2 Real and Synthetic Light Field Data
The dataset contains a total of 13 densely sampled planar lightﬁelds each consisting
of 9-by-9 individual images. Seven of the dataset are synthetics ones, rendered
with the open source software Blender [19]. The rest are real world sequences
captured using a digital camera mounted on a motorized gantry. Creation and
analysis of both types of lightﬁelds as well as the synthetic reference data was
performed by Sven Wanner. An example for the synthetic images can be seen in
Figure 4.10, an example for the real ones in Figure 4.11.
Synthetic images are very well suited for benchmark datasets in lightﬁeld analysis
as it is necessary to create many images with slightly diﬀerent view angles and
positions. This kind of work can easily be automated while for real world sequences
it is necessary to utilize special equipment. The renderings don’t utilize full global
illumination but rely instead on raytracing combined with the radiosity algorithm.
Depth data was directly created from the scene description in Blender. As each
visible object in the data was rendered from an individual mesh with a unique id,
assigning a label for segmentation purposes was also straightforward.
Depth reference for the center view of the real world images was created using
the method described in Section 2.2.1. The objects depicted in the scenes were
ﬁrst scanned using a structured light scanner and the relative orientation between
mesh and camera was estimated using 2D-to-3D point correspondences. The
depth map was then created by raycasting through each pixel of the image. Based
on a reprojection error of the correspondences of 0.5± 0.1 pixels we estimate an
error for the position of the object of 1mm along the cameras view axis. The
relative depth error on the surface of the object is lower and in the range of the
structured light scanners’ accuracy. The main cause for these errors is the fact
that the displayed objects don’t have many distinct features that can be used for




Center view Depth map Segmentation
Figure 4.10: Synthetic light ﬁeld renderings.
Center view Depth map Depth validity
mask
Figure 4.11: Real light ﬁeld images
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geometry which resulted in small errors and holes in the meshes. For these regions
additional validity masks where created which mark incorrect sections.
4.4.3 Conclusions
We have seen that lightﬁeld synthesis is another ﬁeld were computer generated
images oﬀer great advantages. Real world devices are either expensive (in the
case of camera arrays), slow (moving single camera) or sacriﬁce lateral resolution
for angular resolution (plentoptic cameras). In synthetic setups we can simulate
each individual method to decide, for example, how algorithms react to diﬀerent
view baselines or sampling densities.
Additionally, this dataset shows the practical limits of real-world reference data.
Capturing the real lightﬁelds themselves was time-consuming but straightforward
and higher image resolutions and sampling depths could be produced relatively
easily. The depth reference data on the other hand could not be made more
accurately using the described method, even though high precision scanning
methods were used. Creating depth data for all individual views of the lightﬁeld
data would also have taken signiﬁcantly more time.
So this type of application represents a border case where suﬃciently accurate
reference data is quite hard to produce, especially in large amounts. The beneﬁts
of synthetic images are here clear but the impacts of using them has not been
investigated in detail. The hybrid approach to dataset creation was therefore the
best choice.
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4.5 Creating Reference Data using Computer Games
So far we have investigated two possibilities to create synthetic reference data
manually. Handling every aspect of the image creation process from object
creation over scene composition to rendering gives unprecedented control over the
resulting sequences. On the other hand, it limits the number of scenes that can
be created in the same time, even considering parametrization and automation
of certain parts. This leads back to the generalization and test case coverage
problem mentioned earlier. The question is whether we can automate some or
even all of the needed worksteps to create large amounts of data.
One interesting proposal is the use of a large amount of untrained workers to
deal with some of the more tedious tasks of data creation. These crowdsourcing
approaches were discussed by Aydemir et al.[11] or Donath and Kondermann
[39]. One type of system that is used to produce image data in large amounts,
however with a completely diﬀerent intention, are computer games. Here the
players control limited aspects of the simulation (such as the player character) to
create new images. If it would be possible to get players to supply researchers
with their regular game output, or to let them play modiﬁed versions of games
with application relevant content, a potentially large source of reference datasets
could be created.
There is no doubt that computer game graphics are in general of high quality.
Many of the advancements in modern computer graphics were in fact made
because of the gaming industries’ demand for more natural and more impressive
images for their products.
The wide span of available genres also suggests that the images created by games
can be relevant for at least some applications. Producers of car racing games, for
example, already work closely with car manufacturers to incorporate original CAD
models and physically correct driving behavior to make the gaming experience
more realistic.
The content of the games itself is often not publicly available, but many popular
titles have active fan communities that create new content under much more
permissive licenses. Newer game engines are also often build in a way that they
can be scripted or modiﬁed by their user community so that additional reference
data like vertex coordinates, motion etc. can be exported.
To identify possibilities as well as problems that can arise from the usage of
computer games for reference data creation two game engines were investigated
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more closely. 6 The ﬁrst one is based on the game Crysis [36] by the German
Crytek corporation7 and the second is the Source engine by the US based Valve
Corporation8. Both games are known to be relatively modding friendly as the
producers have published tools for modifying content as well as graphic shaders
or game logic.
Figure 4.12 shows free content for the Crysis game which, despite being already
a few years old, displays impressive and realistic images. The game engine is
also able to render stereo images and export depth maps in real time using the
processing power of modern GPUs. A colorcoded depth map as well as a stereo
estimation example using a semi-global matching approach can also be seen in
the image.
The source engine was presented in 2004 and has fewer graphic capabilities, but
oﬀers more possibilities for modiﬁcation as the large number of available third
party products based on this engine shows.
For brevity’s sake the conducted examinations were limited to the creation of
depth and stereo data. While it was indeed possible to create reference data with
these engines to a certain degree, many technical problems were identiﬁed.
Simultaneous rendering By programing custom shaders a user of those engines
has control over what kind of data is rendered, for example, the regular
scene, the depth buﬀer, object indices (for segmentation) etc. Both engines
also have the option to render stereo images, either natively or by using a
third-party plugin. But often the output is limited to a single render target.
Due to this it is not possible to get all this data simultaneously. It is also
not possible to render exactly the same sequence but with diﬀerent types
of output data repeatedly (See below). These limitations are sometimes
hard constraints of the used graphics hardware and software libraries and
sometimes deliberate restrictions by the engine developers. Unless the
companies are willing to drop these restrictions the creation of reference
data is therefore limited to speciﬁc single sets of data.
Depth buffer accuracy Nearly all computer games, not just the two investigated,
use scanline render algorithms to achieve real-time performance. As such
they often use the z-buﬀer algorithm by Catmull [29] for hidden surface
removal. The z- or depth buﬀer value is approximated from the real distance
between camera and corresponding object but the mapping is non-linear and
6This data was produced by Julien Stern and Maximillian Klingmann during a practical course





(b) Reference depth from game engine (c) Stereo estimate using Semi-global match-
ing (Color encodings are not directly compa-
rable)
Figure 4.12: Footage from the computer game Crysis with depth reference data.
The game engine is capable of rendering realistic eﬀects like motion blur, high
dynamic range images and reﬂections.
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in general non-reversible. Real depth values are often not computed by the
engines as it is computationally expensive and not needed for rendering. The
depth buﬀer values that are accessible are however a suboptimal supplement
of real depth reference data. Additionally they may be subject to the already
mentioned vertex interpolation problems. Some engines may support ﬂoat
precision depth maps but access to the data is not always possible using
the provided library interfaces.
Randomness and repeatability Most games contain some random elements as
part of their game mechanics. This clashes with the requirement that
experiments should be repeatable under the same conditions. Game engines
do generally not oﬀer the possibility to control their internal state, such
as the seed of the random number generator, etc. Due to the way input
is handled, the resulting internal state (such as the player position and
hence the camera position) can also depend slightly on factors such as
CPU load or memory consumption. This is problematic if one wants, for
example, to record a game situation from multiple camera angles. As there
is often only one main camera observing the scene, this is only possible by
repeating the exact same game sequence multiple times. If there is, however
an uncontrollable random element each scene realization may be slightly
(or even dramatically) diﬀerent, even if the user inputs can be reproduced
exactly.
The conclusion that we can draw from these results is that computer games
and engines oﬀer the technical prerequisites for reference data creation but a
multitude of software restrictions make it currently unfeasible. It may be possible
to get the cooperation of the developers of single games or to modify available
open source games but the majority of existing games is generally unsuited for
scientiﬁc purposes.
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4.6 Results and Future Work
In this chapter we have identiﬁed the basic steps and problems of the creation of
synthetic scenes with reference data. Once the composition of a scene is decided
on, assets such as models, textures etc. must either be created or taken from
other sources. Results from Section 4.3 suggest that material properties may
have a signiﬁcant impact on the resulting data. Section 5.5.2 of the next chapter
strengthens that notion further. How sophisticated this data must be depends on
the desired accuracy of the reference data.
Secondly, an appropriate rendering solution must be selected. The decision can
be limited by the available raw data which may only be usable for a speciﬁc
software. This choice is also inﬂuenced by the desired physical realism. Modern
global illumination methods are necessary if the goal is photorealism and physical
correctness. More speciﬁcs on Monte-Carlo based Global Illumination algorithms
can be found in the next Chapter.
Computer graphic has the theoretical capacity to create large scale benchmark
datasets, but practical aspects prevent researchers from doing so. A generic
solution to create images of any desirable scene with suﬃcient realism and
minimal experience on the side of the producer seems as unreachable as the
generic optical ﬂow algorithm that solves all problems. None the less, such data
can still be created for limited application domains. Also, in situations where
creating real benchmark data is not feasible it may be a realistic alternative.
Despite all eﬀorts a purely synthetic dataset may still be considered unrealistic.
Combining real and synthetic sequences in a hybrid approach may be a solution
to get the advantages of both methods and may also help to bootstrap future




The following chapter demonstrates the problems and necessary considerations
for the creation of synthetic ground truth in a speciﬁc case. The focus lies on
the simulation of continuous-wave Time-of-Flight(ToF) depth cameras. These
cameras use modulated infrared light sources to simultaneously measure the
distance for each pixel of the sensor.
Unlike most depth imagers, such as stereo or structured light systems which
measure depth using triangulation, ToF cameras measure the propagation time
of a light signal to estimate the distance of objects from the camera.
Due to its unique properties, this type of image sensor has gotten much attention
from researchers as well as industrial users. The capability to simultaneously
capture depth as well as intensity images in the infrared range makes them useful
in many ﬁelds of application, such as 3D reconstruction or human-computer-
interfaces. They can also be used for creating reference data, for example using
sensor fusion approaches as described in Section 2.2.2.
However, much alike other depth imaging system, these sensors show a multitude
of systematic and statistical errors. These include high noise levels, depth
and intensity dependent depth-errors, ﬂying pixels or multipath interference.
Development of algorithms dealing with denoising strategies, depth calibration
or distortion reduction are therefore crucial for the continuous development of
Time-of-Flight cameras.
Creation of reference data for these cameras can be split into two subsections.
First, one can provide reference depth maps for real camera footage. This can
be done using the techniques described in section 2.2. The reference depth maps
that can be acquired this way are very useful for calibration purposes. The depth
errors in are ToF camera a mostly non-linear in nature and multiple models to
parametrize these errors have been developed. See the related work section (5.2)
for details. The involved parameter spaces can have a high dimensionality and
the results are in general not transferable between cameras even if they are of the
same type. Hence, for error estimations and calibration the capture of multiple
depth images is necessary. None the less, a few images may already be suﬃcient
to estimate depth bias and to get more accurate results from subsequent images.
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Second, on a more basic level, the raw output of the camera can be simulated
using computer graphics to evaluate algorithms which operate on this raw data.
Examples would be denoising algorithms or methods for motion artifact compen-
sation.
This is an important aspect, as the diﬀerent error sources present in the camera
output cannot be separated easily. For a given depth image it is not clear if the
deviation from the true ground truth depth was caused by intensity dependent
variations, multipath eﬀects in the scene or some other inﬂuence. A physical
simulation with the possibility to change individual aspects of the scene (such as
materials) and the simulation (e.g. electronic noise behavior) can help develop
algorithms that deal with those eﬀects. So far, there are multiple eﬀects that
have not been considered yet in existing ToF simulators. In the following, a
special emphasis will be put on these eﬀects, including multipath interference or
ambiguous depth due to transparent materials.
The simulation of ToF cameras is a unique case, as methods from computer
graphics can not be applied directly. Other depth imaging modalities for example
can be simulated comparatively easy: E.g. for stereo imaging one would only
need to render two images of the same scene with modiﬁed camera positions.
In case of active stereo the structured light used to infer depth can as easily
be imposed on a synthetic scene. ToF imaging on the other hand depends on
principles computer graphics seldom has to deal with, namely the time dependent
propagation of light. None the less, with minor modiﬁcations, classical global
illumination algorithms can simulate such systems.
This chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.1 will summarize the theory
behind Time-of-Flight cameras and list typical problems. Section 5.2 will then
introduce related work and give a short overview over already existing camera
simulators. Section 5.3 contains general considerations that are relevant to global
illumination algorithms used in the following sections. Two diﬀerent algorithms as
well as examinations will be presented in Sections 5.4 and 5.5. Final conclusions
and outlooks will follow in Section 5.6.
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Figure 5.1: Left: PMD CamCube 2 (Image by PMD Technologies), Right:
Panasonic EKL3104 (Image by Mrinnovative (CC-A-SA license))
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Figure 5.2: Time-of-Flight working principle. For small distances between
emitter and detector the distance between object and detector is half the signal
travel distance.
5.1 Time-of-Flight: Theory and Problems
The following section describes the working principle of a correlation based
continuous-wave Time-of-Flight camera.
Distance measurement based on Time-of-Flight is well understood and has been
in use for decades e.g. in the form of RADAR (radio detection and ranging),
SONAR (sound navigation and ranging) or LiDAR (light detection and ranging)
systems. All these systems are based on the same fundamentals: An emitter
produces a electromagnetic (or sound) signal which is reﬂected from an object
and ﬁnally measured by an appropriate detector. The distance d of the object
can be determined by the travel time t and the propagation speed of the signal






The factor two is necessary as the distance must be traveled twice by the signal.
The above mentioned systems can achieve spatial resolution of the distance ﬁeld
by mechanically or electronically (for example in phased array radar) sweeping a
beam over an area. Sweeping the beam in two dimensions can generate a depth
map and the angular resolution can only be increased by sacriﬁcing temporal
resolution (by sweeping the beam slower). Rotating terrestrial LiDAR Scanners
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for example can achieve angular resolutions of 1 mrad for each axis over half a
hemisphere but may need well over a minute to do so.
Time-of-Flight cameras in principle use one sensor, the image pixel, for each
direction to achieve their spatial resolution and capture a whole depth ﬁeld
simultaneously, just like a regular CMOS or CCD sensor does for light intensity.
To do this, the scene must logically also be illuminated simultaneously. This
introduces another problem to the concept. In pulse based systems, the depth
resolution is directly proportional to the time resolution of the sensor. In the
atmosphere, light travels the distance of 1 meter in approximately 3 nanoseconds.
In this timeframe the detector must be able to collect enough light to distinguish
the signal from the background intensity. Additionally, the pulse length must
be in the same time domain, which makes it necessary to handle signals in the
gigahertz range. This is possible but puts higher demands on the electronics
and manufacturing processes. Additionally, if the camera should also capture an
intensity image of the scene, the signal-to-noise ratio would be suboptimal as in
this case exposure times are multiple magnitudes lower than in regular cameras.
To alleviate these problems, continuous-wave Time-of-Flight cameras utilize a
diﬀerent principle to measure light propagation times.
Instead of measuring the signal delay directly using a pulsed signal, it is more
sensible to use a periodically modulated signal of frequency f to illuminate
the scene. The light returning to the sensor will have the same waveform and
frequency but will be phase shifted relative to the modulation signal, that is
unless multipath eﬀects occur, in which case the waveform may change. The





This method has some interesting consequences. First, the achievable depth
resolution is no longer dependent on the frequency of the signal. This makes it
possible (and due to the following point even necessary) to modulate the signal
with frequencies which are much more handable with standard electronics (≈ 20
Mhz in the case of most ToF cameras). On the other hand, for a distance d and
the wavelength of the modulation signal dm only the value d mod dm can be
determined as the possible phase values are periodic. This leads to the so called
non-ambiguity range described below.
Given a known waveform and frequency, the phase of a signal can be determined.
A practical realization to do so is the photonic mixing device.
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In principle, the output of a sensor is the cross-correlation of it’s own temporal
sensitivity curve and the incoming signal. An ideal sensor would use a dirac pulse
as its sensitivity curve, but of course such as sensor is not physically possible as
the measurement process always involves the ﬂow of energy of some form. The
sensitivity curve of regular image sensors can be approximated by a box function
whose width corresponds to the camera exposure time.
The photonic mixing device uses a steerable sensitivity curve to measure the
phase of an image signal.
Given a scene, illuminated with a time varying light source, the incidence light
intensity on a single sensor element coming from the scene can be formalized as:
I(t) = I0 +A · F (t) (5.3)
Here I0 is a constant oﬀset induced by non-varying light sources, A is the
amplitude of the signal caused by the modulated illumination and F (t) is the
time-modulation function of the signal.
Given a linear sensor response curve the output signal S can be described as:
S(t) = I ′0 +A
′
· F (t) (5.4)
where I ′0 and A′ are the scaled intensity components. The assumption of a linear
sensor does not hold in general and deviations from from it lead to some of the
errors described in section 5.1.2, but it does not invalidate the basic principle.
Furthermore, we can use a sinusoidal modulation function F with frequency f ,
as this corresponds to the practical realization in most available ToF cameras. A
general description based on arbitrary periodic signals can be found in [122].
S(t) = I ′0 +A
′
· sin(2πf + ϕ) (5.5)
Here ϑ is the phase-shift as described in Equation (5.2), caused by the propagation
delay. Generally, there is not one single delay value as the modulated light can
take multiple paths in a scene, which arrive at the sensor at diﬀerent times. The
more general form would be
S(t) = I ′0 +
∑
i
A′i · sin(2πν + ϕi) (5.6)
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where i runs over all possible light paths. Although, we can continue with an
eﬀective phase shift ϑe, which is the weighted mean of all ϑi. The weight is here
the corresponding amplitude A′i, of which the one corresponding to the shortest
possible distance usually dominates.
The photonic mixing device now acts like a loc-in ampliﬁer, making it possible
to maximize the output of a signal with a certain frequency. Additionally, the
ampliﬁcation factor can be phase shifted with a value of θ. The result is a
time varying response curve for the sensor pixel which can be described with a




S(t) ·R(t+ θ)dt (5.7)


















Here ∆t = t1− t0 is the full integration time for the sensor. As it is only a linear
factor it is possible to integrate over multiple periods of the reference signal which
can reduce noise signiﬁcantly.
Also there are three unknown values in this equation we are interested in. The
constant intensity oﬀset I ′0, the modulated amplitude A′ and the phase ϕ. By
sampling this function at three diﬀerent phase-shifts θ, all these unknowns can
be determined.
As the signal is disturbed by electronic and sensor noise, it is advisable to use
more (N) samples at the positions θk.
The optimal solutions (in the least-squares sense) for I ′0, A′ and ϕ as shown in





























N should be kept as small as possible to maximize ∆t for each sampling. N = 4
is the value used by most ToF cameras, with equidistant phase-shifts θk of
C0 = C(0
◦), C1 = C(90◦), C2 = (180◦) and C3 = C(270◦). We will call a full n by
m pixel frame with one distinct phase-shift a raw- or phase-frame. Unless stated
otherwise, the variables C0 to C3 will now denounce such a whole frame. The
























In actual implementations, the atan2 function is used as it returns the phase
angle without any discontinuities when the denominator in Equation (5.15) is
non-positive.
There exist multiple variations to the above described correlation based ToF
model. For example the modulation signal is not limited to a sinusoidal one.
Multiple frequencies could be used, as shown by Conroy et al. ([33]), while
Buttgen et al. even described a ToF camera using non-periodic signals ([27]).
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This can eﬀectively eliminate the below mentioned non-ambiguity range, however
there exist currently no practical realisations of these principles.
5.1.1 Practical Implementation
All existing ToF cameras use at least four raw frames to compute depth, intensity
and amplitude. Many of them can capture multiple raw frames with diﬀerent
phase shifts in parallel. This is accomplished by using so called multi-tap sensors,
a sensor layout ﬁrst described by Schwarte et al.[139]. Multi-tap sensors use two
or more capacity wells for each pixel to accumulate charge carriers. The internal
reference signal R(t) can be used to steer in which capacity well the charge induced
by a photon in the pixels light sensitive area will end. The PMDtech CamCube
camera for example captures four pairs of two raw-frames each, simultaneously
for the phase shifts 0◦/180◦, 90◦/270◦, 180◦/0◦ and 270◦/90◦. This acquisition
method has the beneﬁt of decreased noise and can be used to reduce motion
artifacts caused by movement of objects between adjacent raw-frames. See [99]
for an example.
5.1.2 Error sources
There are multiple sources of errors which cause the result of equation (5.16)
to diﬀer from the true object-to-camera distance. Some of them are inherent
problems of the measurement process, while some are caused by the electronics
and noise. I will only give a short overview on these error sources and refer to
the related work section (5.2) for details. A example scene with some of these
eﬀects can be seen in Figure 5.6.
Noise ToF cameras are subject to the same noise sources as regular cameras.
These include poisson-distributed photon-noise, or shot noise, which is
caused by the quantization of the charge carriers, as well as thermal and
electronic noise in the integrated circuits. The former one is generally higher
in ToF cameras as it is dependent on the number of charge carriers which is
lower due to the shorter integration times. The second one is additionally
temperature dependent and also higher as the complex electronics on the
CMOS sensors have not yet reached the same sophistication as in other
mass produced cameras. As the depth reconstruction formulas (Equation
(5.15)) are also non-linear, a certain noise distribution can lead to signiﬁcant
depth variations.
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Non-Ambiguity Range This is technically not an error but a limitation of the
measurement process. Due to the signal being periodic, there is no way to
distinguish between phase shifts of
0 <ϑ < 2π
or n · 2π <ϑ < (n+ 1) · 2π
with n ∈ N. A ToF camera based on this method can therefore only be
used reliably for distances between zero and c
2f
.
Flying Pixel So called flying pixel are the result of multiple depth cues at the
same pixel. They most prominently occur at or around depth discontinuities
where fore and background light signals overlap. Typically the measured
resulting depth is somewhere in between the foreground and background
depth unless the background depth is higher than the cameras non-ambiguity
range. As the cameras sensor response curve is non-linear, other values
are also possible. The results are single points that seem to ﬂoat freely in
space without being connected to any solid geometry. Additionally, the high
camera noise causes the intermix ratio to vary wildly between consecutive
frames to that the temporal depth noise around a ﬂying pixel is even
higher than on a regular surface. The mixture function that describes the
measured depth with respect to the relative fore and background intensities
is generally non-linear and two evaluation samples can be seen in Figure
5.3. This example assumes linear sensor response.
Non-Linearities Generally, it is assumed that the sensor response curve (the
relation between incidence intensity and resulting digital signal) is linear,
save for quantization eﬀects. Experiments for diﬀerent ToF cameras have
shown that this is not always the case, especially for lower intensities.
Deviations from a linear responsivity are also not easy to model as the true
response curve is highly hardware dependent. A simple polynomial of higher
order for example is not suﬃcient. This results in a non-linear intensity
dependent error. However, as shown by Schmidt [136], deliberately using
sensors with non-linear response curves can also be used to increase the
dynamic range of the cameras without sacriﬁcing depth accuracy.
Temperature dependent error Both the sensor electronics as well as the modu-
lated light source will change multiple of their characteristics with changing
temperature. This is due to both external sources as well as self-heating.
Between the time of switching a ToF camera on and until it has reached a
steady state the measured depth values may vary strongly.
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Figure 5.3: Which depth would a ToF camera report if two depth cues with
diﬀerent intensity were present in a pixel. A mixture ratio of zero means that the
ﬁrst cue has brigthness 1 while the second one has 0. The foreground depth in
both plots is 1 m while the background depth is 3m in the left and 7.5m in the
right image.
Wiggling Error The light modulation signal is not perfectly sinusoidal, but may
contain higher harmonics. The correct waveform of the signal depends on
the number of harmonics and their phase shifts. An exemplary LED signal
of a CamCube 3 sensor can be seen in Figure 5.4. This results in a periodic
depth deviation which is itself dependent on the true depth. See the works
by Rapp [125], Erz and Jähne [42] or Schmidt [136] for speciﬁc examinations
of diﬀerent cameras.
Multipath The so called multipath error is also caused by multiple depth cues,
but unlike ﬂying pixels, it is more systematic than statistical in nature.
Light does not only travel a simple path from the light source to the scene
and back to the camera. This one possibility is usually the single most
strong contribution for the irradiance of an observed point, but all other
possible light path also do contribute. The observed depth in a point is
therefore typically higher than the direct distance to the camera and also
dependent on scene geometry and materials. In a computer graphics context
such eﬀects could be summarized as global illumination. The following
chapters deal with the simulation of multipath eﬀects in greater detail.
Motion artefacts ToF cameras capture multiple frames in fast succession to
evaluate the phase of the modulated light signal. The result is well deﬁned
for a static scene. However, if objects in the scene move between acquisitions
of the raw frames, depth errors can occur, especially at motion boundaries.
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Figure 5.4: LED signal of a CamCube 3. Clearly visible are the deviations from
a sinusoidal signal. (Image courtesy of Henrik Schäfer)
Figure 5.5: Motion artifacts caused by a moving camera. (Image courtesy of
Jens-Malte Gottried.)
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Figure 5.6: Left: intensity image of real example scene with problematic content.
Right: Depth map of same scene. Depth estimations on reﬂecting (aluminum
foil) or transparent (water glass) surfaces diﬀer wildly.
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5.2 Related Work
Literature on Time of Flight classically concentrates on characterization of typical
problems, while recent works deal with methods to handle or rectify these problems.
A overview over current topics regarding ground truth in time-of-ﬂight imaging
can be found in [7].
As the number of diﬀerent camera and sensor manufacturers is limited, most
works concentrate on one, maybe two cameras and their characteristics. The
PMDtec CamCube is mentioned most often and could be considered as the typical
ToF camera. This may change however when more cameras such as the Microsoft
Kinect 2 [131] enter the market.
Publications that deal with ToF imaging itself and not solely with applications
thereof usually fall in one or multiple of the following categories. First Analysis,
describing the characteristics of the hardware, potentially under special conditions.
This is naturally also a prerequisite to the following two, namely Rectification, the
correction of problems inherent in the sensor and ﬁnally Simulation, the creation
of artiﬁcial ToF data. I will list some of the most important works falling in
either one of those categories.
The characteristic errors of Time-of-Flight camera haven been investigated in
succession by Plaue [122], Rapp [125], Schmidt [135] and Schmidt [137, 136].
Their works characterize important error sources in Time-of-Flight imagers such
as non-linear sensor response curves, non-sinusoidal illumination and diﬀerent
electronic noise sources. Additionally, Erz and Jähne [42] performed radiometric
and spectrometric measurements and calibrations on ToF cameras.
Based on these characterizations, multiple works deal with the reduction or
removal of those errors. These include calibration procedures to reduce the
intensity based depth errors presented by Lindner and Kolb [104] or similar works
by Falie and Buzuloiu [45].
Techniques developed for image denoising can also be applied to ToF imagers.
Either directly to the resulting depth maps or even earlier in the processing
pipeline by denoising the raw phase images. As depth edges are usually quite
distinct, variational methods can be used to regularize the depth maps. This has
been shown by Lentzen at al. [100], who use ﬁrst and second order total variation
approaches. Aodha et al. [107] use machine learning, especially random forests,
to learn and reduce the noise behavior. Additionally, Schoner et al. [138] try to
identify regions with consistent depth by means of clustering.
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The estimation and compensation of multipath interference has been the focus
of recent investigations. Falie and Buzuloiu [45] suggest a method based on
structured light to use additional triangulation data similar to stereo systems.
Fuchs [51] estimates the secondary light arriving indirectly at a point in the scene
using the ToF measurements themselves. Jiménez et al [83] use a similar but
iterative approach, minimizing a cost function to reduce the depth error. Their
model does also make less strong assumptions about the scene radiometry than
the former ones. Finally Dorrington et al. [40] repeat the raw measurement with
diﬀerent modulation frequencies to identify the primary light path. Most of these
methods make the simpliﬁcation of treating all materials in a scene as lambertian
reﬂectors, an assumption that not always works, as pure lambertian reﬂectors are
actually quite uncommon [17].
Scattering inside the camera casing and lens is somewhat related to multipath
problems and has been investigated by Karel et al. [85]. They propose a method
to iteratively measure and correct the point spread function of the system.
The reduction of motion induced artifacts has been investigated e.g. by Leﬂoch
[99], Hussmann [76] or Lee [98]. Some of these approaches use optical ﬂow
techniques to estimate the motion between raw phase frames and warp the images
back to the ﬁrst one.
Simulation of ToF cameras has so far been performed by Schmidt [136] and Keller,
Kolb et al. [87] [86]. The former presented a sophisticated physical sensor model
based on empiric calibration data from a PMDTec CamCube. It is capable of
simulating many of the sensor related errors such as electronics noise and intensity
dependent depth. Although, to do so it needs a precomputed true depth map
as well as reﬂectance values for every pixel as input. This simulation is later
combined with the method described in this work.
The second simulator uses the render pipeline of modern GPUs to simulated
a Time-of-Flight camera in realtime. Here a 3D scene representation based on
common data formats can be used as input, which allows for fast setup of diﬀerent
simulation scenarios.
Simulation of ToF Data with computer graphics is unique in that time dependency
is an integral part of the problem. Most render system assume a steady-state
of light propagation. In computer graphics Smith et al.[143] were the ﬁrst to
postulate a generic time-dependent form of the rendering equation.
The usage of Monte Carlo methods to simulate multiple light scatterings is not
new, as it has already been employed for the evaluation of LiDAR systems.
Examples are the works of Gordon [56], describing the eﬀect of laser reﬂections
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on oceanic surfaces or the works by Kunkel et al. [96] who investigated multiple
atmospheric scatterings.
5.3 Simulation Considerations
While other simulators for Time-of-Flight sensors do exist, they lack the ability
to simulate multipath eﬀects, which is one of the major error sources in existing
depth cameras. In computer graphics, methods that simulate the propagation of
light, even after multiple bounces from diﬀerent surfaces or volumes, are commonly
known as global illumination methods. As this is exactly the problem we need
to solve, it seems optimal to use an existing global illumination algorithm and
modify it to simulate Time-of-Flight. The fact that these algorithm are based on
physical principles in contrast to e.g. scanline renderers makes it also possible
to add other eﬀects such as those caused by varying illumination, refraction, etc.
An excellent overview on the theory of physically correct rendering can be found
in [120].
Two diﬀerent global illumination methods were considered for ToF simulation.
Photonmapping and Bidirectional Path Tracing. An in-depth description of both
algorithms as well as experiments and results can be found in Sections 5.4 and
5.5.
In this section I will discuss general properties and design considerations of
image synthesis and render solutions. Unless noted otherwise they apply to
both investigated algorithms. The actual modiﬁcations made to both algorithms
that make ToF simulation possible are quite similar, but as they can be better
understood in the context of the actual algorithm description they are mentioned
later on.
Many render solutions and global illumination algorithms have common charac-
teristics or parameters. Those that are important for Time-of-Flight simulation
will be discussed in detail:
5.3.1 Render Equation and Render Bias
One of the fundamental problems of computer graphics is to ﬁnd solutions or
solvers for the render equation. In basic, it describes the radiant emittance, or
how much light is leaving a point of a surface in a certain direction (e.g. towards
a camera) given the incidence illumination. Nearly all known render algorithms
can be derived from this equation. It is fundamentally based on the conservation
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Figure 5.7: Colorcoded raw phase images of synthetic Kitchen scene [30]. Well
visible are the intensity changes at diﬀerent depths. Reﬂecting surfaces such as
the chrome on the oven door appear very dark as they reﬂect only indirectly
illuminated surfaces.
of energy and was formally introduced by Kajiya [84] and Immel et al. [77]. It
takes the form of a integral equation, where the radiance at a point is the sum of
the self-emission and a function of the irradiance:
Io(~x, ωo) = Ie(~x, ωo) +
∫
Ω




• ωo outgoing direction
• Ie self emission of the surface
• Ω unit hemisphere above ~x
• b(~x, ωo, ωi) bidirectional brightness distribution function (BRDF)
• Ii irradiance
• wi · ~n attenuation factor due to the projection of the inﬁnitesimal area
segment
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In this simple form the equation is deﬁned on a 4-dimensional domain (on a
surface with two angles for wo). Generally, the function is additionally dependent
on time and the lights wavelength λ. The bidirectional brightness distribution
function (BRDF) b which plays a major role in the modeling of materials and
surfaces can even be 10-dimensional if sub-surface scattering and luminescence are
taken into consideration. However, most often models with only a few parameters
based on the physical material that must be simulated are used. Examples are
the lambertian, Oren-Nayar[111] or Cook-Torrance[34] models mentioned later
on.
Generally, there exists no analytic solution of the render equation, so practically
all render algorithms try to solve it numerically using diﬀerent assumptions or
simpliﬁcations. Wide spread is the use of Monte-Carlo integrators which sample
the function for diﬀerent points and values for incoming (ωi) and outgoing (ωo)
angles. The two methods used in the following sections also fall under this
category.
In this context the term of render bias is important. If modeled correctly, the
numerical methods should converge on a physically correct solution. However,
not all render algorithms aim at physically correctness, as artistically pleasing
or at least convincing results are also often sought for. This is called render
bias, as the algorithm will not converge to the correct solution even if run
indeﬁnitely. Algorithms can either be biased by design or by choosing the
parameters incorrectly. The later used photonmapping algorithm for example
is biased unless an inﬁnite amount of photons is used. The inﬂuence of this
is however minor and the bias can be kept small if the number of photons is
suﬃcient. The second algorithm, path tracing, is generally unbiased unless the
recursion depth is set too small.
5.3.2 Sampling and Image Filtering
Image processing, image synthesis and camera simulators all use pixels as the
fundamental unit of data, be it input or output. This is somewhat problematic
as the deﬁnitions of a pixel vary slightly between these ﬁelds.
As already noted by Smith [144], the most simple interpretation of a pixel as a
colored square is very seldom the correct one. One of the few cases where this is
correct, is when one speaks of a single display element of a TFT LCD. Here the
elements are in fact square formed and lit homogeneously.
From a signal processing standpoint, a pixel is often described as a single sample
of a continuous light signal on the sensor plane. To perfectly reconstruct this
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signal from the samples, the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem ([80], Theorem
2.1) must be fulﬁlled, stating that the sampling frequency must be 2 times higher
than the largest frequency present in the signal. For real world images this
continuous signal is generally not bandlimited and even for synthetic scenes it is
at least scale-dependent, so there is no practical rule for how dense a sampling
must be. In this representation the pixel has no spatial proﬁle which is useful
from a mathematical standpoint.
Although, this does not take physical measurements into considerations. A CCD
or CMOS sensor does not sample the light signal at a single point but rather over
a light sensitive area. As the spatial information over this area is lost during the
measurement, the characterization of a pixel as a colored square is actually not
that wrong in this case. The true form of the sensitive area of course depends
on the physical layout of the semiconductor and additional optical elements like
microlenses that can change the eﬀective area further. Electronic eﬀects like
crosstalk or blooming in CCDs could also be modeled into this representation, as
well as quantization eﬀects due to the conversion into a discrete signal [80].
The image signal Ires a real world line sensor would produce, can therefore be
described as multiple convolutions of the original light signal:
Ires(x) = I(x) ∗ P (x) ∗ S(x) ∗ IIIT (x) (5.18)
with
• Ires(x): measured signal at discrete points
• I(x): original continuous signal
• P (x): point spread function (PSF) of camera optics
• S(x): active sensor area
• IIIT (x) =
∑
k δ(x− kT ): dirac comb, where k sums over all pixels of the
sensor with a pixel spacing of T
deﬁned on an image domain x ∈ R. Two-dimensional sensors are deﬁned analogous
on an image domain ~x ∈ R× R.
Image synthesis and computer graphics are either focused on simulating the
original light signal that originates from a physical scene description or on the
reconstruction of a visually pleasing image based on this description. Sensor
simulation as it is performed here should instead focus on the physically accurate
reproduction of the sensor signal. The signal convolution and sampling implicitly
performed by a CCD or CMOS pixel should therefore be part of the following
considerations.
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Figure 5.8: Possible distributions for pixel samplings: Regular spacing (can lead
to aliasing), samples shared between adjacent pixels, roughly uniform random
distribution, random distribution with clustering (these can be chosen
deliberately or due to a bad random number generator)
Scanline renderers usually evaluate the color of a pixel only once at its center or
use a very limited number of distributed samples for spatial antialiasing. Here
the sample space is limited by the size of geometric structures projected onto
the pixel (e.g. how much detail is contained in the pixel), although the render
pipeline makes no assumption about the size of these structures. Examples of
multiple sample patterns which are in general use can be seen in Figure 5.8. If the
Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem is not met, meaning if the spacing of samples
is larger than the structures in the scene, aliasing artifacts occur. Non-uniform
random sampling has the advantage that it converts these artifacts into noise
([120], p.334).
When the global illumination is computed, the signal space that must be sampled
per pixel increases. This is the case, as we must now consider the multiple paths
the light could have taken to reach the geometry visible in that pixel. Insuﬃcient
sampling manifests itself as noise and aliasing artifacts in the image. So, to get a
clean representation the number of samples per pixel needs to be much higher
than in case of scanline rendering. Probabilistic sampling methods which are
aware of the current noise level or the scene structure are often employed to
concentrate sampling in more important areas of the image. Examples would
be Metropolis Light Transport by Veach [156] or Low Discrepancy Sampling by
Mitchell [112]. Which sampling is best is often scene dependent.
When simulating a Time-of-Flight sensor, the sample space gets even larger as
now the signal must also be sampled in time. Although, in the described ToF
simulation algorithms this increase is somewhat alleviated as no full time-domain
simulation is performed. Instead, the time sampling is replaced with a sampling
over the possible distances of varying light paths. See the algorithm description
under Section 5.4.1 for details.
The ﬁnal pixel color is computed using an appropriate spatial ﬁlter function such
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as sinc, gaussian or box ﬁlters. Their use is motivated from signal processing
theory as a means to reconstruct a continuous signal from a sparse sampling.
Although as the underlying continuous signal is not bandlimited, none of the
available ﬁlters can be considered ideal. The eﬀects of diﬀerent ﬁlters are more
prominent for low numbers of samples.
However, from a physical simulation standpoint these ﬁlters are not necessarily
optimal. While from a mathematical or signal processing standpoint the sinc
ﬁlter would be optimal, it also has the problem of having an inﬁnite support,
which can not be realized in actual implementations. Filter with negative lobes,
such as a cutoﬀ sinc or the often used Mitchell-Netravali ﬁlter [113] can introduce
visible ringing artifacts at object boundaries .
Ideal would be a ﬁltering with the point-spread-function of the optical system
combined with the area response of the physical sensor pixel. The former can
be represented by an Airy-Disc while the latter is probably best described by a
box function. An Airy-Disc describes the diﬀraction pattern caused by a circular






with J1 as the Bessel functions of the ﬁrst kind. Generally render frameworks
don’t oﬀer such a sophisticated ﬁltering approach and in this special case it is
recommended to perform simple averaging (box ﬁlter) or maybe gauss ﬁltering
on an increased number of samples as this represents the physical sensor response
best.
Sampling and ﬁltering would also inﬂuence the perceived depth of a ToF camera
as well as the occurrence of ﬂying pixels. Given two depth cues at a single pixel
position, the resulting depth would lie somewhere in between the two values,
depending on their relative intensities. The used sampling strategy must make
sure that the distribution of accumulated depth cues matches the true distribution,
according to multiple possible light paths, while depth cues from neighboring
pixels due to spatial ﬁltering may also inﬂuence the depth. The results of mixed
depth cues can be seen in Figure 5.3.
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5.4 Algorithm Investigation: Photonmapping
Two diﬀerent global illumination methods were considered for ToF simulation,
Photonmapping and Bidirectional Path Tracing. Both algorithms are used
extensively for artistic and media renderings as well as for scientiﬁc visualization.
Path tracing is also used in physics for example for simulating optical paths in
lens system or optical ﬁbers.
We investigate photonmapping ﬁrst as it is known to have a better predictable
noise behavior and allows the precomputation of the light situation in a scene. The
idea is to compute the light distribution only once for four individual raw frames
to save render time. While this was indeed useful for the simulation, certain
properties of the algorithm proved to be diﬃcult to manage. The most problematic
part is the fact that the actual photon shooting process which approximates the
light distribution in a scene has only little inﬂuence on the measured depth.
The following section will explain the working principles of the photon mapping
algorithm, lay out some experiments conducted with it and ﬁnally explain why
the algorithm is only partially suitable for ToF simulation.
5.4.1 Method Description
Photon mapping was ﬁrst introduced by Jensen [82] as a method to solve the
rendering equation (5.17). It separates the computation of the light distribution
in scene from the actual view point rendering. The working principle is visualized
in Figure 5.10.
The problem is solved in two steps. First, the radiance is calculated by emitting
virtual particles (photons) from each light source into the scene. Each time the
photon intersects the scene geometry, its position is recorded in an appropriate
data structure (here a kd-tree) and from there it can be further reﬂected or
transmitted according to the local material properties. This is done until a
suﬃcient number of photons are deposited in the scene. In a second step, view
rays are projected from the camera similar to classical raytracing. Around each
scene-ray-intersection the radiance is calculated by accumulating photons in the
vicinity. If the ray hits a reﬂective or transparent surface it can be traced further
for simulating mirror like reﬂections.
The following detailed algorithm description is based on the Exphotonmap Inte-
grator, a general implementation of the photon mapping algorithm by Pharr and
Humphrey [120] for the PBRT software library. The actually used implementation
is of the Luxrender project [60], a fork of PBRT under the GNU General Public
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Figure 5.9: Processing Pipeline of the algorithm: Starting from a scene
description global illumination is used to generate four raw phase frames, similar
to a real ToF camera. The scene depth can then be recomputed from these phase
images. The algorithm simulates eﬀects based on diﬀerent materials and
multipath artifacts.
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Figure 5.10: Visualization of photon mapping algorithm. Red paths are photon
paths(1. step of algorithm), blue paths are view rays(2. step).
Licence [49]. The later described ToF Simulation is implemented as a modiﬁcation
of the luxrender code.
Detailed description The photon shooting process is implemented as follows.
A light in the scene is sampled and a virtual photon is emitted, according to the
light properties. If the ray describing the photon direction intersects a part of
the scene geometry, its position can be recorded in a kd-tree data structure. It is
also possible to use other structures, e.g. a local texture map, but the kd-tree has
the advantage that it is independent of the actual geometric description (Texture
maps for example would not work well for geometric primitives or volumes). This
ﬁrst kd-tree is also called the direct photonmap, as it only records photon events
of the ﬁrst order. The direct photon map is only used if the algorithm uses final
gathering, a additional integration step which can speed up indirect illumination
calculation later on (Note that we don’t use ﬁnal gathering due to implementation
speciﬁc problems). Now a secondary attenuated photon is emitted from the
intersection point. For transparent or mirror like surfaces the emission direction
can be determined directly from Snell’s law. For all other cases, such as diﬀuse
reﬂection, the local BRDF must be sampled. For this either a measured or a
modeled BRDF (shader) can be used. Photons resulting from direct reﬂections
can also be called caustic photons, the ones originating from diﬀuse reﬂection are
indirect photons.
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Depending on the reﬂection type, these photons are now saved in either the
caustic photon map or the indirect photon map when they intersect the scene
geometry again. This commences until either, a given maximum photon depth
is reached or a probabilistic termination criterion is met. Once a photon path
terminates, a new photon is generated from another light source. The ﬁnal photon
maps now represent the distribution of light in the scene and will be evaluated
in the second phase of the algorithm. A sparse rendering of an indirect photon
map can be seen in Figure 5.11. Keep in mind that caustic photon map is only
used to calculate the position and form of caustics due to light concentration and
not for mirror projections. It usually contains less photons than the indirect map
unless glass or mirror materials dominate the scene.
The second step acts much like a classical raytracer. A camera pixel is sampled
and a view ray based on the lens and camera settings is traced until it hits the
scene. The ﬁnal color of this intersection point, as well as the originating pixel is
determined by all light contributions in that point:
Direct illumination The irradiance from all lights in the scene is accumulated
unless the direct line of sight between the source and the intersection point
is blocked. This part can be computed directly as it only depends on the
incidence angles.
Specular illumination If the hit surface is composed of a specular reﬂecting or
transparent material, the reﬂection can be computed by emitting a secondary
ray according to Snell’s law. For a non perfect but still specular reﬂector
the secondary ray can be sampled according to the local BRDF. The color
of this secondary ray can then be computed recursively in the same way.
The recursion depth is typically limited.
Indirect illumination The photons in a ﬁxed radius around the intersection point
are gathered from the direct and caustic photon maps. If final gathering
is used, secondary rays are emitted and similar lookups are performed on
the direct photon map to get a better estimate of the indirect illumination.
(As the combination of ﬁnal gathering and Time-of-Flight simulation has
proven to be too error prone, we will omit this step.)
Special cases These can occur if the ray hits an area light source directly or if
no intersection at all occurs. In the later case, the intensity can simply be
set to an ambient light value or left at zero.
Usually, the described process is repeated multiple times per pixel. This is
necessary as otherwise only a to small subset of all possible light paths would be
considered. The ﬁnal intensity of pixel is computed from individual pixel samples
by means of spatial ﬁltering, e.g. with a gauss or sinc ﬁlter as described in Section
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Figure 5.11: Sparse photon map of box scene. Each point is a photon event
(intersection). Their density represents the radiance in that point. For
visualization the number of photons has been greatly reduced.
5.3.2. The precomputed photon maps can be reused for consecutive renderings as
long as only the camera view point but not the scene itself does change.
Phase Modulated Photon Mapping To simulate the time dependent illumina-
tion of a Time-of-Flight recording, the algorithm was modiﬁed in the following
way: Usually, for each intersection or photon event only the intensity (possibly for
diﬀerent wavelengths or colors) and position of the event is saved in the photon
map. Additionally we now save the full travel distance since the emission from
the light source in the map. The resulting photon maps represent the radiance in
the scene (through photon density and individual energy per photon) as well as a
light travel distance proﬁle.
In the second step, the individual light contributions for each pixel are accumulated
to a ﬁnal intensity Lr: For direct and specular illumination the lengths of the
camera-scene-light paths can be computed directly by adding up the length of
the individual view rays. The length of specular paths which contain multiple
intersections can be added recursively. Indirect diﬀuse lighting as well as caustics
are handled by integrating photons in an area around each intersection point. As
now each photon also carries its travel distance, the integration can be modiﬁed
to attenuate each light contribution according to this distance.
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Li · (mi +Om) (5.19)
where the sum is performed over all direct and indirect contributions and the












• L unmodulated Intensity
• d distance
• f modulation frequency
• c speed of light
• θk phase shift between modulation and sensor signal
• Im = [0..1] modulation Intensity
• Om = [0..1] modulation Oﬀset with Om + Im = 1
The light sources of a real ToF camera typically have a constant intensity oﬀset
and only a part of the light is intensity modulated. The modulation factor is
modeled accordingly by introducing Im and Om.
Repeating this process for the whole image and the four diﬀerent values for θk
yields the four phase images C0, C1, C2, C3. Given these images, the relative phase






which results in a phase value between −π and π. After shifting the phase to the
positive range
ϑ+ = (ϑ+ 2π)mod 2π (5.22)







Generic render settings as described in Section 5.3 also apply here, unless noted
otherwise. The most important parameter of the algorithm is the number of
photons to integrate over in the vicinity of each view-ray intersection point.
For artistic rendering, a few dozen photons in a rather large area are suﬃcient
for optically convincing render results.
For Time-of-Flight simulation, one must perform a statistically suﬃcient sampling,
not only over the light contributions at each point, but also over the various
photon paths. As the algorithm is split into two parts, suﬃcient sampling must
be conducted for both parts individually.
The Photon Mapping itself is biased in that it will not necessarily converge on a
correct solution for the render equation. This is caused by the ﬁrst part of the
algorithm, as the number of photons is ﬁxed and once the light distribution in the
scene is computed via the photon maps, it won’t change anymore. A bad initial
sampling of the map can therefore inﬂuence the results negatively. A suﬃciently
high number of photons can alleviate this problem, especially when considering
that the sample space for Time-of-Flight simulations is increased in comparison
to pure artistic renderings. Progressive photon mapping [91] could be used the
eliminate this problems in future implementations.
Additionally, the photon integration area must be kept small, as otherwise the
distance between the intersection point and the contributing photon could intro-
duce an error in the traveled light distance. The area around the intersection
point in which photons are accumulated is usually enlarged dynamically by the
algorithm until enough photons are collected. If the photon map is sparse, this
distance can reach values of a few centimeters. Both these facts make it necessary
to compute suﬃciently dense photon maps where the number of photons should
be at least one order of magnitude higher than in the default parametrization
(where 1 million photons are usually enough even for complex scenes).
Furthermore, considerations apply for the used materials and material properties.
Most ToF cameras use infrared light to infer depth. However, the used wavelength
is typically in the range of 850nm, which is rather close to the visible spectrum.
Here we assume that the models developed for visible light do also apply under
the near-infrared illumination of the ToF camera, even if the individual model
parameters may change. We could observe that for example white paper with
black ink has a reversed intensity response under infrared light (the paper appears
darker than the ink), however the general reﬂection behavior (specular or diﬀuse)
did not change drastically. Another example is glass that can be transparent in
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the visible spectrum but opaque in the far infrared. So far all transparent surfaces
that we have observed (with the exception of water) were still transparent when
observed with a ToF camera.
Render time for a single phase image depends heavily on the used material shaders
and scene geometry. The simulation of a single 200 by 200 pixel depth image at
20000 samples per pixel with the yet unoptimized program can take about two
hours on a 2.4 Ghz Xeon processor. The generated photon maps can be saved
between diﬀerent phase renderings which reduces computation time for all images
but the ﬁst. The advantage of individual renderings is that motion blur can be
simulated accurately by animating camera or scene motions for each phase image.
5.4.3 Experiments
Multiple synthetic, as well as real scene setups, were used to evaluate the algorithm.
Two synthetic scenes are laid out as a proof of concept with very simple geometries.
They are mostly used to investigate the inﬂuence of algorithm parameters, such
as recursion depth or number of samples.
The ﬁrst synthetic scene, labeled Shell, is modeled as a half-shell centered
around the virtual camera. In practice, the ground truth distance to the camera
center is the same for every pixel. The shells surface is modeled with a pure
lambertian material, as the eﬀects of specular highlights etc. are not subject
of the basic evaluations. This scene is also used later in the bidirectional path
tracing experiments to test eﬀects such as the non-ambiguity or wiggling error. A
screenshot of the scene can be seen in Figure 5.12.
The second synthetic scene is labeled Corner. The displayed object consists
of two walls with a variable opening angle (displayed in Figure 5.27 with a 90◦
angle). All surfaces are modeled with the same specular reﬂecting material, only
the brightness of the materials diﬀuse channel does vary in vertical direction. In
Luxrender, this shader (called glossy) is implemented as a diﬀuse base material
combined with a specular coating. The diﬀuse material is modeled as a lambertian
or Oren-Nayar [111] shader while the coating uses a Cook-Torrance reﬂectance
model [34]. Details on the exact implementation of the material can be found in
the LuxRender documentation.
The scene RealCorner is similar to the Corner scene, but a real target of the
same geometry with a ﬁxed 90◦ angle was used to obtain and compare data
from a real ToF camera (Figure 5.14). The surface of the object is coated with
ﬁnished paper. While recycled unprinted paper can be modeled with a lambertian
reﬂectance model, printed or ﬁnished paper will show distinct specular reﬂexes
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Figure 5.12: Shell scene, modeled as a partial sphere with the camera and
illumination at the center. For each pixel the ground truth depth is equal to the
sphere radius.
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Figure 5.13: ToF Intensity Image of
synthetic Corner scene (depth proﬁles
along the red lines are shown in Figures
5.35 and 5.36
Figure 5.14: ToF Intensity Image
RealCorner scene
under the right angles. So, for the simulation the same glossy shader as for the
Corner scene was used.
Depth reference data for the scenes was either directly available from the synthetic
scene description or created by using objects with known geometry as described
in section 2.2.1. In this case the 2d-to-3d pose estimation and camera calibration
were performed with an Levenberg-Marquardt optimization from the OpenCV
image processing library [24]. The meshes have an accuracy of ≈ 1mm and
reprojection errors of the internal and external camera calibration were below
≈ 0.5pixel. Hence, one can assume that the error in the ground truth depth
maps is lower than ≈ 1mm, which is well below the standard error ranges of most
Time-of-Flight cameras. Additionally, the lens distortions of the CamCube 3 were
measured using the methods described in Section 2.2. This is necessary, as the
specialized optic of the CamCube 3 shows severe barrel distortions, which were
subsequently removed.
Additional light sources in the scenes were not simulated, as their non-modulated
light contributions can be rendered separately and added as constant oﬀset to
all phase images. However, this could be changed in the future if one wanted
to simulate or evaluate background light suppression systems. The used light
sources were instead modeled with a constant intensity oﬀset similar to real ToF
cameras.
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To evaluate the algorithm, the generated depth maps are compared with results
from a real PMDtec CamCube 3, the simulation method described by Schmidt
[136], the simulator by Keller et al. [86], as well as ground truth data. The
evaluations have been partially carried out using the Charon software framework
[58].
Basic Evaluation
To test the basic properties of the algorithm, mostly the synthetic Corner and
Shell scenes were used. Here the eﬀects of varying diﬀerent algorithm parameters
like the number of pixel samples were investigated.
First, the radius of the half-sphere in the Shell scene was varied between 1m and
7.5m in steps of 0.1m. This radius corresponds to the non-ambiguity range for
the simulated ToF modulation frequency of 20 Mhz. The diﬀerence between the
radius and the depth estimated with the algorithm is plotted in Figure 5.15 with
respect to the shell radius. The simulation was performed once with deactivated
multi-path simulation, once with activated multi-path and once with also with
activated multi-path but using a specular material instead of the previously used
lambertian material. For the deactivated multi-path simulation, the measured
depth is very close to the ground truth (approximately 1 cm diﬀerence), however
the diﬀerence is not zero, mostly due to the minimal distance between the light
source and the virtual camera. For activated multi-path simulation, the diﬀerence
is slightly higher. Although, due to the used lambertian material and the scene
geometry, the amount of indirect light is relatively small in this scene so the
expected multi-path interference is minimal. For both simulations the error is
independent of the actual depth. For true depths above the non-ambiguity range
the error does raise by 7.5 as expected (not displayed here). A true depth of 8m
for example is reported as 0.5m.
A more drastic change in the observed depth occurs if the scene is rendered with
a specular reﬂecting material. Here the diﬀerence is larger (between 7 and 12 cm)
and depends on the ground truth radius.
Noise behavior As our goal is a physically correct simulation of the ToF camera,
we also have to consider the expected noise behavior. Noise in a real camera
can have diﬀerent sources and distributions, such as poisson shot noise or white
thermal noise (which has a gaussian distribution if band-limited). Due to the
non-linear reconstruction formulas the resulting depth noise is generally not
gaussian shaped. The image noise in a rendered scene can vary greatly in form,
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Figure 5.15: Plotted is the distance error wrt varying shell sizes. The error is
here deﬁned as the diﬀerence between the true depth an the mean depth over the
whole image.
Figure 5.16: Plotted is the standard deviation of the depth over the whole image
wrt varying shell sizes.
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Figure 5.17: Depth noise with respect to the number of samples.
spatial distribution and amplitude, depending on the used sampling strategy. This
leaves us with two options for dealing with the noise. One can either increase the
number of samples until the render noise is suﬃciently small and then distort the
result again by adding physically correct noise. Depending on the scene this can
increase the render time drastically. Alternatively, one can stop the integration
when the render noise has reached a variance which is similar to the expected
noise level, even if the distribution is of a diﬀerent shape.
As stated by the central limit theorem, Monte-Carlo integrators converge with
1√
N
given the number of samples N . To verify this behavior, multiple simulations
with diﬀerent pixel samplings were conducted. The standard deviation of the
depth over the whole image for the Shell scene is plotted in Figure 5.17 with
respect to the number of samples. As expected, the value decreases as the number
of samples N increases, however it does not approach zero but a ﬁxed oﬀset
imposed by the multipath eﬀect. This is also correct as only the noise but not
any systematic bias does obey the 1√
N
law.
Influence of Scene Geometry and Materials Here the eﬀects multipath has on
scene geometry have been investigated. For that matter the corners opening angle
was changed in steps in between 110 and 60 degree. Figure 5.18 shows the ground
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Figure 5.18: Horizontal depth proﬁle for diﬀerent corner angles (solid lines:
simulated, dotted lines: ground truth). Multipath eﬀects are most distinct for an
80◦ opening angle.
truth form in a top-down view as well as the simulation results. As a simple
error metric the diﬀerences between the opening angles have been calculated and
plotted in Figure 5.19. The simulated opening angle was measured by performing
a simple linear line ﬁt on each side of the corner. This is only partly correct
for angles where the simulated corner shape was clearly not a plane anymore,
however it gives a rough estimate.
For a true opening angle of 80◦ the simulated form deviates most strongly from
the ground truth one, as in this case the angles between the light, camera and
centers of the walls fulﬁll the reﬂection law almost perfectly. This can also be
seen in the intensity images in Figure 5.20. The bright spot, caused by the
reﬂection, moves into the corner and practically vanishes for angles bigger than
85◦. (Note that these intensity images were created using bidirectional path
tracing (Section 5.5), although this is for visualisation purposes only and there
is little optical diﬀerence to the photon mapping results.) As these eﬀects can
only be explained by light/scene interactions, we can conclude that the algorithm
does indeed simulate multipath eﬀects correctly.
Similar results can also be seen in the RealCorner scenes. Multipath reﬂections of
the modulated light between the walls cause an overestimation in the measured
distance, as well as a shape change in the corner.
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Figure 5.19: Corner scene: Diﬀerence between ground truth and ﬁtted line wrt
Ground truth corner angle. At 80◦ the reﬂection of the light source appears in
the middle of the side walls which increases the distortions caused by multipath
eﬀects (See Figure 5.20).
Figure 5.20: Intensity image of Corner (changed gamma) for opening angles of
75◦, 78◦ and 85◦. At this angles the reﬂection law is fulﬁlled which distorts the
shape of the wall. Note that these images were created using bidirectional path
tracing (Section 5.5), although there is little optical diﬀerence to the photon
mapping result.
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Figure 5.21: Horizontal depth proﬁle of corner scene through the middle line of
the sensor. All values are radial distances to the camera principal point. The
method correctly simulated the rounded corner caused by interreﬂection.
The simulation results as well as the output of a real ToF camera can be seen in
Figure 5.21. Shown is a cross section of the sensors middle scanline.
The real ToF cameras does produce a signiﬁcant oﬀset relative to the ground truth
depth as well as distorted geometry, mostly direct in the corner. The simulators
by Schmidt and Keller don’t simulate multipath eﬀects and the resulting depth
therefore has no rounded corner but is mostly as sharp as the ground truth.
However they partially simulate the correct depth oﬀset. The global illumination
based simulation does produce a rounded corner which is a strong indicator that
multi-path eﬀects were simulated correctly.
Closer examination of the individual light contributions did reveal that the light
intensity of the diﬀuse indirect illumination was about two to three orders of
magnitude smaller than the direct and specular indirect illumination. We can
therefore assume that the inﬂuence of the indirect diﬀuse illumination on the
measured geometry was negligible.
Figure 5.22 shows that the simulated depth response is similar to the result of
a real time-of-ﬂight camera. For visualization purposes we shifted the depth
values of the simulations to the same mean as the real time-of-ﬂight image. The
noise behavior in all simulations is similar, however the noise sources are diﬀerent.
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Real Schmidt Keller Our
Real 1.0000 −0.4576 0.5600 0.6301
Schmidt −0.4576 1.0000 −0.1162 −0.2342
Keller 0.5600 −0.1162 1.0000 0.7246
Our 0.6301 −0.2342 0.7246 1.0000
Table 5.1: Spearman correlation matrix for real time-of-ﬂight data, Schmidt’s
method, Keller’s method and our simulation. Higher values denote better
correlations.
Keller’s simulator does sample normal distributed noise while Schmidts simulator
generates noise by simulating the sensor and electronics. The noise in the global
illumination based simulation is caused by the Monte-Carlo sampling.
For a more quantitative comparison he spearman correlation between the simulated
depths and the real time-of-ﬂight signal was computed to clarify statistical
similarities. See Table 5.1 for the correlation matrix. The correlation between
the global illumination method and the real camera output is the highest which
suggests that the method is slightly superior for this case. The results indicate
that even without a sophisticated sensor electronic simulation we are able to
get a more accurate approximate reproduction of the depth bias than previous
methods.
One problem with the algorithm becomes obvious when the individual light
contributions are investigated separately. Figure 5.23 shows a similar (although
not exact the same) Corner scene where the simulation was performed once only
with indirect diﬀuse illumination and once with specular illumination. One can
see that the simulated depth is very close to the ground truth depth in the former
case as the multipath eﬀect is very small. Once we add specular illumination the
depth as well as the corner shape changes. This is problematic as the indirect
diﬀuse illumination is achieved by the photon maps which are a signiﬁcant part
of the algorithm. Unless there is a scene setup where this type of illumination
dominates it ineﬀective to contribute computation time to this contribution.
5.4.4 Conclusion
The results have shown that with photonmapping one can indeed simulate the
multipath eﬀect of Time-of-Flight cameras. However, a signiﬁcant step of the
algorithm both in implementation complexity and computation time has little
inﬂuence on the observed results. This may be caused by the special scene setups
used to evaluate the algorithm but it seems that diﬀuse indirect illumination plays
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Figure 5.22: Corner scene depth maps: ground truth(top left), real
time-of-flight image(top right), Schmidt’s simulation(bottom left), our
simulation(bottom right). All colormaps are scaled equally. The real and
simulated values were shifted to the same mean depth (diﬀerences between
Schmidt’s and Keller’s method were minimal). Our simulation is very close to
the real cameras depth proﬁle.
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Figure 5.23: Horizontal depth proﬁle with separated contributions. The depth
variations caused by indirect lightning are negligible compared to the ones
caused by specular reﬂections.
only a minor role in explaining the behavior of ToF depth imaging. Cases were
the modulated illumination is partly obstructed may beneﬁt from the algorithm
but the goal of this examination was to develop a more generic method for
creating synthetic ground truth data. Additionally, correct parametrization of
the algorithm proved diﬃcult because of the many settings that inﬂuence the
render results. This also applies to the simulation of diﬀerent materials which
can behave quite diﬀerently under infrared illumination. With these problems
in mind I investigated an alternative approach using another global illumination
method.
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Figure 5.24: Principle of Bidirectional Path Tracing: eye paths are blue, light
path are red. At each intersection point the paths are connected (green lines).
Additionally, eye path intersections are connected directly with the light sources
unless they are obstructed (gray path, here invalid due to shadowing).
5.5 Algorithm Investigation: Bidirectional Path Tracing
In this section I will describe an alternative approach to ToF simulation that uses
Bidirectional Path Tracing[97, 155] for the computation of global illumination.
The described ToF simulation algorithm was developed with the problems in
mind that emerged during the investigations into the modiﬁed photon mapping
algorithm. The working principle is similar to the second part of the photon
mapping algorithm which uses raytracing to deal with specular and transparent
surfaces. Otherwise most of the scene and simulation considerations discussed
in the previous section also apply to Bidirectional Path Tracing. The method
presented here is capable of simulating all scene dependent eﬀects in ToF data
including multipath eﬀects, mirroring and ”ghost depth images” due to transparent
materials.
The results in this section have partially been published in [6].
5.5.1 Method Description and Algorithm Motivation
Bidirectional Path Tracing was introduced by Lafortune and Willems [97] and
independently by Veach and Guibas [155] to solve the global illumination problem.
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The following detailed description is again based on an implementation from the
Luxrender project [60], which itself is based on the pbrt render engine by Pharr
and Humphrey [120].
The basic principle of the algorithm is visualized in Figure 5.24. A single pixel
sample is created in the following way. A view ray from the camera is sampled
and traced into the scene. Once it intersects the scene geometry a secondary ray
is sampled recursively according to the local bidirectional reﬂectance distribution
function (BRDF) until a maximum recursion depth (or number of bounces)
is reached. This produces a series of so called ”eye-path” intersection points
e0 → e1 → e2 → ...en (Blue paths in the ﬁgure). We are interested in the light
that is emitted from e0 towards the camera.
Then, in a similar manner, a light source in the scene is selected at random
(or according to some light power or importance parameter) and a light ray is
sampled. This results in a light path l0 → l1 → l2 → ...lm (red paths in the
ﬁgure).
A given view ray intersection point is then connected to all light sources and
all light ray intersection points, given that these connections are not occluded
by other scene geometry elements (In the ﬁgure valid connections are green, an
occluded one is gray). This means the light arriving at en is the sum of the light
coming from all li for i = [0, ..,m] plus the light coming from all light sources.
The light arriving at en−1 is then the light coming from en plus all li plus all light
sources.
Sophisticated sampling strategies as described in Section 5.3.2 can be used to
create rays directed towards more interesting parts of the scene. Additionally,
Russian Roulette strategies may interrupt the path at random or if its light
contribution is negligible.
The advantage of using paths from both directions is the faster convergence in
complicated light situations. Take for example a scene that consists of a closed
room, illuminated by light falling trough a small window. If only eye paths
were used, very many rays would need to be cast before one of them leaves the
room trough the window. If only light paths would be used, most of them would
be stopped by the outside walls of them room and could not contribute to the
illumination inside. By using both paths the algorithm can give priority to paths
along which energy is transported through the window.
For unidirectional path tracing (a special case where the maximum light path
lengthm is zero) the chance that a randomly sampled eye path will hit a lightsource
directly is small (and even zero for point lights). The light paths are therefore
also important for rendering caustics.
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Not all of these scenarios are signiﬁcant for typical Time-of-Flight scenarios but
the usage of bidirectional tracing does impose none to little complexity impacts
over unidirectional tracing. If the scene setup is suited for unidirectional tracing,
the light path length can be reduced for faster convergence of the integration.
So far all ToF cameras use light sources which are mounted coaxial and in close
proximity to the optics so this is a valid simpliﬁcation in most cases. This however
may change in future cameras or special settings and would lead to more complex
light paths. For these cases, bidirectional path tracing may indeed be more
suited than unidirectional tracing and it is therefore not unreasonable to directly
implement the more general version.
ToF simulation is performed equivalently to the description in Section 5.4.1. The
length of a path is deﬁned as the combined lengths of a light and a eye path plus
the additional ray connecting both. Note that not the ﬁnal intensity of a single
iteration of the algorithm is modulated but each individual contribution along
the path.
Here the light modulation was additionally modiﬁed to simulate the eﬀects of
not perfectly sinusoidal illumination signals. This can be achieved by adding
higher harmonics to the intensity modulation. As shown by Rapp [124], in case of
the PMDtec Camcube, the intensity of higher harmonic components in the light
signal drops rather fast. For multipliers higher than four, the intensity is smaller
than < 0.01 relative to the intensity of the base frequency. Additionally, it has
been shown by Plaue [122] that harmonic modulations with an even multiplier
do not inﬂuence the measured depth.
The modulation factor from Equation (5.20) can therefore be modiﬁed as follows:












• N maximum harmonic
• φi phase shift of ith harmonic
• Ii relative intensity of i-th harmonic
Each harmonic can be phase shifted relative to the base signal (φi). This does
inﬂuence the signal form and hence also the resulting depth. However, to the
authors knowledge, no indepth examination of the harmonic phase shifts in ToF
cameras have been performed.
Additionally, all other formulas from (5.20) to (5.23) regularly apply here.
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Differences to photon mapping
There are multiple practical diﬀerences between photon mapping and bidirectional
path tracing that will be mentioned here:
Uniform material handling Unlike photon mapping, path tracing does not treat
diﬀuse and specular materials diﬀerently. Photon mapping decides based on
certain ﬂags that designate a material as specular, diﬀuse or transparent in
which photon map a given photon is saved and whether a view ray should
be followed recursively. Path tracing only uses the local BRDF to decide
on the direction of a secondary rays.
Reduced memory consumption Photon mapping must hold the individual pho-
ton maps in memory during the whole render process. For a few million
photon events, the memory requirements can reach hundreds of megabytes.
In path tracing only the current light and eye paths need to be kept and
can be discarded for each new pixel sample. This also makes parallelization
easier.
Non-Biased If the noise levels for a given setting and runtime are unsatisfactory,
there is no need for parameterizing of the scene. The algorithm will eventu-
ally converge to a physically correct solution given enough render time. In
photon mapping it would be necessary to recalculate the photon map to
reduce bias.
Easier parametrization In total path tracing has only two unique parameters
that can be set (light path length and eye path length). Photon mapping in
the used implementation has six parameters (number of indirect photons,
number of caustic photons, photon integration count, photon integration
radius, photon depth and ray recursion depth). This value is even higher
when the ﬁnal gathering optimization is used which is advisable for better
results. With the wrong settings, photon mapping can be severely biased.
Finding the optimal parameters for a scene is therefore signiﬁcantly easier.
Additional parameters like the number of samples, the used sampler or
material settings are generally shared by both implementations.
Caching of intermediate results/faster convergence Unless the scene does change
between acquisitions of the raw frames, photon mapping can be used to
reduce the computational cost. The photon map must only be computed
once and can be reused for diﬀerent phase angles.
Noise predictability Photon mapping is often used when a predictable rendertime
to noise ratio is important. For artistic movie productions it is important
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that consecutive renderings have approximately the same noise character-
istics and potential artifacts given the same render time. Photonmaps
can be reused between diﬀerent frames as long as the scene content didn’t
change (e.g. when only the camera has moved) and their generation time
is relatively constant. Path tracing, which is a pure Monte Carlo method
can give quite diﬀerent results on the same scene for the same render time
or number of samples per pixel. This is in fact a advantages for photon
mapping as far as Time-of-Flight simulation is considered as this applies
directly to the creation of the four raw phase images.
Algorithm parameters
Like in most rendering algorithms, it is possible to shift priority between speed
of execution, memory consumption and physical realism. The most inﬂuential
parameters of the path tracer are the maximum recursion depth for light and
eye paths as well as the number of samples per pixel. At an eye recursion depth
of one, no multipath eﬀects can be observed. When the light path depth is set
to zero, the algorithm is reduced to a unidirectional path tracer. The optimal
value is scene dependent but as sensor and lightsource on real ToF cameras are
usually very close together direct illumination dominates and path depths of
approximately 8 are suﬃcient.
Just like most global illumination methods, path tracing is a statistical process
and will converge to a correct solution as the number of samples per pixels
increases. As each of the phase images is rendered independently, the statistical
sampling noise can inﬂuence the produced depth maps signiﬁcantly. Usually,
a few hundred raytracing samples per pixel are enough for visually convincing
results, but in our case a the number of samples should be one order of magnitude
higher to create accurate depth maps.
Caching of intermediate results and direct computation of all required phase shifts
could reduce this problem in future versions of the algorithm, although in that
case it would not be possible anymore to simulate motion artifacts as each frame
would be limited to exactly the same geometry.
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Figure 5.25: Wireframe rendering and scene layout of Kitchen.
5.5.2 Experiments
To evaluate the algorithm some of the experimental setups from the photon-
mapping section (5.4.3) were reused or slightly modiﬁed. Additionally, two new
synthetic setups were added to evaluate more complex light interactions.
First, a new synthetic scene, labeled Kitchen[30], shows a typical household
kitchen with various reﬂecting and transparent objects. It is mainly used to
demonstrate that the algorithm can deal with complex setups as it combines
many diﬀerent real world eﬀects. A photorealistic rendering is displayed in Figure
5.40 and raw phase images of the scene are displayed in Figure 5.7.
The scene titledReflection is used to evaluate the eﬀects of transparent materials.
A conceptually similar but not identical real world scene is used for a qualitative
comparison. In the scene a transparent plane (acrylic glass in the real world case)
is held at a roughly 45 degree angle to the camera so that a mirror reﬂection of
another object is partially visible. The rendering and real world intensity image
can be seen in Figure 5.26.
The Box scene (Figure 5.30) mentioned earlier was also used for comparison of
simulation data with real ToF output. The styrofoam targets visible in earlier
images produces additional stray light and where subsequently removed.
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Figure 5.26: Scene Layout and rendered intensity of Reﬂection scene. The
partially transparent plane on the right produces a reﬂection image of the sphere.
This also eﬀects the measured depth.
Figure 5.27: ToF Intensity Image of
synthetic Corner scene (depth proﬁles
along the red lines are shown in Figures
5.35 and 5.36
Figure 5.28: Intensity image of
RealCorner. The black crosses where
used as features for the 2D-to-3D pose
estimation.
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Figure 5.29: Intensity image of target
Box taken with real ToF camera. Note
the missing styrofoam targets
Figure 5.30: Polygon mesh of target
Box
Basic Evaluation
To test the basic properties of the algorithm mostly the synthetic Corner and
Shell scenes were used. Here the eﬀects of varying diﬀerent algorithm parameters
like recursion depth were investigated. In the corner scene multiple reﬂections
of the light between both walls can cause the planes to appear curved as can be
seen in the top down view (Figure 5.35). Multipath eﬀects are also present in
the shell scene, however at a smaller degree and due to the geometry they were
radialsymmetric.
Noise behavior The 1√
N
law for the error mentioned in the photonmapping
section should also apply for this method. Again multiple simulations at varying
N were conducted. The resulting error values (standard deviation of the depth
over the whole image) are displayed in Figure 5.31. It should be noted that the
resulting error values are speciﬁc for every scene. Reﬂecting or transparent regions
may need more samples to converge, so there is no simple rule for estimating the
needed number of per pixel samples. Experiments have shown that for simple
geometry and materials 5000 samples is usually suﬃcient to reach a depth variance
which is in the same range or below the results from a real ToF camera.
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Figure 5.31: Depth noise wrt number of pixel samples. The error follows a 1√
N
curve as expected for a Monte-Carlo method.
Influence of eye and light path length Path length denotes here the maximum
number of bounces or scene intersections that are allowed for a eye or light path
before it is cut oﬀ, not the physical length of the path. When the path tracing
is interrupted after the ﬁrst intersection no interreﬂection takes place and the
resulting depth corresponds exactly to the ground truth depth safe for some
rendering noise. For the Shell scene this can be seen in Figure 5.32 (the line 1/0)
where the diﬀerence between the measured depth and the true depth is plotted.
The measured depth is here deﬁned as the spatial average over a 20x20 pixel
window to eliminate eﬀects due to rendering noise (due to the scene geometry, all
pixels should have the same depth). If the combined path length is increased to
two (line 1/1 or 2/0) multipath eﬀects which change the measured depth take
place. For shell sizes larger than ≈ 5 m the error decreases again. This could be
caused by light paths which are (physically) longer than the non-ambiguity range.
If these paths contribute they can eﬀectively decrease the measured depth (A ligth
path of length 10m would have an eﬀective length of 2.5m for a non-ambiguity
range of 7.5m). This eﬀect takes places even earlier if the path lengths are
increased further (see paths 2/1, 3/1 and 3/3). Here the maximum is reached
for a true depth of 3m. For this simple scene setup increasing the path lengths
even more has little eﬀect as light that bounced around the scene more often is
to weak to have any inﬂuence.
For the Corner scene the eﬀects are similar (See the horizontal 5.35 and vertical
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Figure 5.32: Plotted is the distance error wrt varying shell sizes at diﬀerent path
lengths. The error is here the diﬀerence between the true depth an the mean of a
20 by 20 pixel window.
5.36 depth proﬁles). Combined eye and light path lengths higher than one cause
a distorted depth proﬁle where the two walls of the corner are not ﬂat planes any
more. For an eye and light path length of one each render artifacts occur. This is
visualized by the high noise for the 1/1 lines in the two depth proﬁles as well as
the increased depth variance in Figure 5.34. Path lengths higher than 5 would
only be necessary in complex scenes where the illumination is purely indirect and
increasing this value has little to no eﬀect in typical ToF setups.
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Figure 5.33: Plotted is the standard deviation wrt varying shell sizes at diﬀerent
path lengths. The deviation is taken over the same image window as in Figure
5.32.
Figure 5.34: Depth std deviation for simulation of Corner scene with path
length 2. The deviation was computed along the vertical scanlines. Rendering
artifacts in the center suggest that this path length is insuﬃcient.
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Figure 5.35: Horizontal depth proﬁles along the lines in Figure 5.27 for diﬀerent
path lengths. For lengths of one, no multipath eﬀects occur, lengths of two show
strong render artifacts in the center.
Influence of Scene Geometry Here the experiment of Section 5.4.3 concerning
the variable opening angle of the corner was repeated. Figure 5.37 shows the
ground truth form in a top-down view as well as the simulation results. The
diﬀerence between the opening angle and a linear ﬁt is again plotted in Figure
5.38. The data shows similar behaviour which suggest that multipath simulation
also works in this case and that there are no signiﬁcant diﬀerences for specular
materials.
Influence of Material Properties
Apart from regular reﬂection and multireﬂection, diﬀerent materials can have
diﬀerent brightness levels in the resulting ToF images. ToF cameras are known
to exhibit a intensity dependent depth oﬀset which is mainly caused by the
non-linear photo response function of the sensor ([136]). Examples can be seen
in the vertical depth proﬁle of the Corner scene (Figure 5.36) and the slope in
the Box scene (region A in Figure 5.39). The vertical slice in the former shows a
higher measured depth in the center, where dark material was used, while the
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Figure 5.36: Vertical depth proﬁles along the lines in Figure 5.27 for diﬀerent
path lengths, The measured depth changes with the observed intensity.
Multipath eﬀects are strongest in the center as the relative contribution of direct
light is weaker.
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Figure 5.37: Horizontal depth proﬁle for diﬀerent corner angles (solid lines:
simulated, dotted lines: ground truth). Multipath eﬀects are most distinct for an
80◦ opening angle.
darker part of the slope in the latter rises at a more shallow angle. In these
regions the light which was reﬂected from brighter regions and has taken a longer
path has a higher relative contribution over the direct light.
Both our method, as well as Schmidt’s method reproduce this eﬀect to a certain
degree, although based on diﬀerent physical principles. For Schmidt’s simulator
the oﬀset is mostly caused by simulating the non-linear pixel response curves,
which changes the relative intensity diﬀerences between the raw phase images.
In our method multipath eﬀects are more distinct in dark areas as here the
relative intensity contribution between direct and indirect light is diﬀerent than
for brighter materials. Additional material based eﬀects are for example the
bulge in region C of Figure 5.39. This is probably caused by the fact that many
materials appear diﬀerent under low angles of deﬂection. In these cases the
simple models fail as interactions between microscopic surface layers (e.g. due to
coating) etc. become dominant. The unﬁnished wood can show strong reﬂection
behavior near the gracing angle. The depth behavior in this region could not
yet be reproduced reliably by any method, however better material shaders or
measured BRDFs could do so.
The Kitchen scene shows examples of more eﬀects present in more complex
scene setups and real life conditions. This however only a qualitative comparison.
Clearly visible are artifacts caused by reﬂections or transparent materials such as
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Figure 5.38: Corner scene: Diﬀerence between ground truth and ﬁtted line wrt
Ground truth corner angle. At 80◦ the reﬂection of the light source appears in
the middle of the side walls which increases the distortions caused by multipath
eﬀects (See Figure 5.20).
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Figure 5.39: Surface plots of target box. Top left: Ground truth; Top right:
real ToF output; Bottom left: our simulation; Bottom right: simulation by
Schmidt. Visible are the intensity dependent slop (A), ﬂying pixel (B) and the
bulge in the real image caused by material properties (C).
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Figure 5.40: Left: Photorealistic rendering of scene. Right: Simulated ToF
depth map. Depth range from 0 m(blue) to 7.5 m(red). Materials like glass or
chrome create artifacts in ToF depth images. Examples are the oven door or the
glass cabinet.
the glass cups or the chrome surfaces on the oven or the table-leg. The cooker
hood for example does reﬂect parts of the back wall and the side of the white
cupboard. The cupboard side is not illuminated directly by the ToF illumination
(which is coaxial to the camera) and is therefore darker (See also raw phase images
in Figure 5.7). Some similar eﬀects can be seen in the real ToF scene displayed
in Figure 5.6.
Comparison and combination of different simulation methods
To compare our method to existing ToF simulators we primarily used the Real-
Corner and Box scenes (Figures 5.41 and 5.30). For the visualization we shifted
the depth values to their common mean. This is justiﬁed as all ToF cameras and
simulation methods introduce a diﬀerent bias into the data, however these can be
nulliﬁed by known depth calibration techniques.
The method of Schmidt et al. can simulate depth oﬀsets caused by diﬀerent
intensities while Keller’s method is real-time capable due to a sophisticated GPU
implementation (the bright dot is caused by partial overexposure). We were also
able to combine methods by using the depth maps of our algorithm as input for
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Real Schmidt Keller Our Combi
Real 1.00 0.25 −0.20 0.19 0.42
Schmidt 0.25 1.00 −0.78 −0.38 0.67
Keller −0.20 −0.78 1.00 0.38 -0.61
Our 0.19 −0.38 0.38 1.00 0.09
Combi 0.42 0.67 -0.61 0.09 1.00
Table 5.2: Spearman correlation matrix for real time-of-ﬂight data, Schmidt’s
method, Keller’s method, our simulation and the combi-method. Higher values
indicate a simulation result closer to the real camera output.
Schmidt’s method. The result is a simulation with included multipath artifacts
combined with intensity based oﬀsets and a physical noise model.
To perform a statistic comparison of the algorithm results we ﬁrst calculated
the error images between the ground truth and the real ToF output as well as
the diﬀerence between ground truth and each individual simulation. We then
computed the spearman correlation between each pair of error images (Table 5.2).
The closer the correlation between the real ToF output and a given simulation
method, the higher the realism of the method. Our method (bold) is slightly
worse than Schmidt’s method (green), mainly because the later one simulates
the intensity based oﬀset more accurately. Combining both methods (blue)
signiﬁcantly improves the results as now nearly all existing physical eﬀects are
handled.
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Figure 5.41: Colorcoded Depth Maps for RealCorner scene, top left: ground
truth, top right: real ToF camera, middle left: Keller’s method, middle
right: Schmidt’s method, bottom left: our method, bottom right:
combination of our and Schmidt’s method. All depth values were shifted to the
same mean depth: 0.5 m (blue) to 0.95 m (red).
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5.6 Conclusion and Future Work
Based on a modiﬁcation of the bidirectional path tracing algorithm, a physically
correct simulation of Time-of-Flight cameras, including multipath interference,
has been performed. We have shown that the method can correctly simulate
ﬂying pixels, depth errors due to multiple interreﬂections as well as transparent
or strongly reﬂecting materials based on the scene geometry. Furthermore, it is
able to simulate Time-of-Flight depth distortions caused by diﬀerent materials
in the scene. The simulation is so far the only one which accounts for all these
eﬀects, although it does not yet address all problems like intensity dependent
oﬀsets or wiggling errors. However, we have shown that our simulation method
can be combined with other sophisticated sensor simulation methods to cover a
wider ﬁeld of ToF related problems. By taking into consideration the physical
and geometric setup of a scene it is possible to create more realistic images and
depth maps for statistical analysis, evaluation, denoising and test of Time-of-
Flight cameras. This enables researchers and practitioners to create synthetic
test datasets for various environmental conditions, scenes or resolutions without
the need of a real camera setup.
However, not all characteristics of the simulator are yet known and multiple
future improvements are possible.
First of all, setting all possible material properties to match real world materials is
a time consuming process and is only possible with some experience in Luxrender
or at least general rendering solutions. The resulting depth maps of the simulation
are very sensitive to the used models and not all real world materials can be
represented adequately by the available shaders. Examples are wood, rugs or
plants which may show various eﬀects like subsurface scattering or brightness
strongly dependent on the incidence angle. This is complicated even more
by the fact that materials may act diﬀerent under infrared illumination and
available or measured parameterizations are often only available for visible light.
It can therefore be expected that the quality of the simulation can be improved
signiﬁcantly by using measured BRDF data. New, compact representations of
such data, as for example presented by Ruiters and Klein [132], could help in
dealing with the large amounts of data involved in this process.
Second, simulation speeds of the method are currently signiﬁcantly longer than
those of other Time-of-Flight simulators. Improvements are possible for example
by using GPU acceleration of the ray shooting process. This is already imple-
mented in Luxrender but not yet utilized in the ToF simulation. Additionally,
the render time could be cut to one fourth if the simulation of individual raw
frames is omitted in favor of faster results.
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The experiences made during the development of this simulator support the
ﬁndings that synthetic reference data can be used for evaluation purposes but
the eﬀort to create them is still signiﬁcant. Unless depth ground truth can not
be created by other means, it is in many cases preferable to perform test on real
world data. Exceptions are also situations where not yet existing cameras must
be tested or when explicit control over the raw frames is required, for example




In this work reference datasets have been investigated as an important tool for
algorithm testing and performance evaluation in image processing. Three types of
reference data could be identiﬁed: Real world reference data with ground truth,
real world reference data without ground truth and synthetic reference data. For
each of these types basic creation and usage considerations were examined and
concrete examples presented.
6.1 Summary
In Chapter 1, we introduced the concepts of performance evaluation, benchmarking
and ground truth. One main argument is, that engineering practices should be
used in the creation process of reference data as only with a clear deﬁnition of
algorithm domains and requirements the data can be used to its full potential.
Additionally, we presented a few best practices for dataset creation, handling and
publishing.
Chapter 2 describes the basics of real world datasets with ground truth for dense
correspondence problems. Solving a correspondence problem is an intermediate
step in many image processing applications, both low as well as high level. We
have described how dense correspondence data can be created from just a few
manually selected sparse correspondences, using known 3D meshes and camera
calibration techniques. Our results indicate that for high accuracy requirements
on scenes or objects with sizes of less than two or three meters, structured
light scanning is currently the best scanning method. For scenes of larger size,
(terrestrial) laser scanning is a valid alternative. Furthermore, we identiﬁed and
evaluated the KinectFusion algorithm as a method for creating large amounts
of reference data with lower accuracy at signiﬁcantly reduced scanning eﬀorts.
We found that the resulting meshes have accuracies between 10 and 80 mm,
depending on scene size. Correspondence reference data acquired with these
meshes can reach accuracies of well below one pixel.
In Chapter 3 we investigated the signiﬁcance of datasets without or with only
weak ground truth. Many test scenarios don’t need accurate reference data or
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are based on qualitative comparisons. E.g., testing of fault cases or also machine
learning can be performed on unannotated data. To emphasize the usefulness
of such data two stereo datasets aimed at automotive applications have been
presented.
Chapter 4 examines the concept and problems of synthetic reference datasets.
Advancements in computer graphics as well as photorealistic productions from the
entertainment industry suggest that synthetic images can be used in cases were real
ground truth imagery is hard to obtain. To that matter we investigated the results
of optical ﬂow computation on both a synthetic and a real sequence. Furthermore,
we created a hybrid dataset for the evaluation of light ﬁeld algorithms. The
results indicate, that the realism of current graphics algorithms is suﬃcient for
evaluation purposes, but creating synthetic sequences with ground truth is neither
fast, nor easier than creating real world sequences. Synthetic data is therefore
best suited for cases where real world reference data is very hard to obtain or
where the possibility to change smaller test scene characteristics is important for
the evaluation process.
Finally, in Chapter 5, we demonstrated how computer graphics can be used to
create reference data for the non-standard case of Time-of-Flight imaging. By
simulating the time-dependent light propagation in a scene and combining our
method with an existing ToF simulator we could reproduce all relevant error
sources of a ToF camera. By separating these error sources it is possible to create
test data for diﬀerent aspects of the imaging system to evaluate existing and
future ToF cameras.
6.2 Consequences and Recommendations
We can draw multiple universal conclusions from the experiments in this work.
Image processing has reached a certain level of matureness in that both its theories
and tools are solid and well established. What must be improved is practicality
and robustness, as established evaluation practices are regularly criticized by
practitioners and researchers. Experiences and best practices from engineering
sciences and software development such as formal requirements engineering can
help identify problems in existing methods. To apply these methods, testing on
reference data is still the best method as it delivers comparable and repeatable
results.
First, any type of reference dataset is useful, and the more data it contains the
better. Highly accurate ground truth is not always necessary, as for example
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engineers can draw important conclusions about the performance of an algorithm
even without quantitative analysis simply by means of eyeballing. This doesn’t
mean that we should stop creating high accuracy datasets but we should als
keep the requirements of other ﬁelds in mind. A combination of methods and
accuracies could produce the best results as we can make assumptions about the
behavior of a algorithm based on many inaccurate and a few accurate samples.
What is important, is that we know the properties of our reference data. It is a
bit underwhelming when a dataset is labeled “including ground truth” while a
closer examination reveals that the ground truth is indeed sparse and its variance
is larger than three pixels. This mustn’t make the data less impressive but tests
and experimental design based on it must be adapted to these properties.
Having large amounts of data is deﬁnitely advantageous as it allows for more
robust error statistics and helps in covering more broader application and input
domains. For machine learning, object recognition and detection, large image
databases have always been used. However only recently did the idea gain traction,
that also other applications, for example dense correspondence problems, could
beneﬁt from large datasets. More and more methods that can create such large
datasets are now becoming available. Some of them, for both real and synthetic
images, have been presented here. What we are still lacking are methods and
infrastructures to use this data to its full potential. When a scientist publishes a
new algorithm, tests are often only performed on a few images or a small database,
often manually (This thesis is in itself also guilty of this shortcoming). Performing
thorough examinations is diﬃcult and time consuming as we lack the tools to
select appropriate test cases and to automate performance benchmarking.
That there is no standard for publishing data also doesn’t help the fact. Accu-
mulating all existing datasets into a large database with a uniﬁed interface is
currently not practicable and also probably not useful, but there a few steps that
can help making datasets more accessible. Proper documentation of the data and
the experiments as well as the inclusion of source code is a ﬁrst step. We have
seen that well laid out data can be used beyond the original scope for which it
was created.
The use of synthetic images for performance evaluation has proven diﬃcult, but
not necessarily for the reasons initially assumed. Synthetic image sequences are
often criticized for being unrealistic which makes the results obtained on these
sequences not transferable to real world problems. The experiments conducted
in this thesis however indicated that with careful scene and experimental design
synthetic scenes can be used for evaluation purposes. What is limiting their
usability is the fact that they are not easier or faster to create than real world
images, unless setups can be reused or the same scene is to be produced with only
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small variations. The diﬀerent skill sets and assets needed to create synthetic
good quality reference data make this tasks a own domain within image processing
and computer graphics.
A division of responsibilities as is for example performed in physics with theoretical,
experimental and applied physics could also be applied to image processing. The
discipline as a whole could beneﬁt from researchers focusing solely on creation of
both real and synthetic test data and the evaluation of existing methods.
6.3 Outlook and Alternate Methods
The experiments and methods described in this work are in no way exhaustive.
A point that has been mentioned but not laid out in detail is the creation of
reference data via crowdsourcing. Usually ground truth data is created by either
setting up the scenes in such a way that the data is known beforehand or it is
determined afterwards or in parallel with another measurement method. For
some types of data these methods are not practicable, either because they take
to much time or because they can’t be automated. There are, for example many
tasks where evaluation and labeling must still be performed by human experts.
An expert can be anything from a highly trained radiologist labeling tumor cells
to a layman selecting animals in a zoo picture. For many low-level tasks, such as
edge detection, or object recognition, the expert knowledge can be obtained in
a very short times making ground truth produced by humans at least equal to
most automated algorithms [39]. Letting researchers perform such annotations
however makes for a poor cost-eﬀectiveness ratio.
It can be assumed that, encouraged by the spread of personal computing devices
such as smartphones, reference data creation tasks can be broken down and
distributed into pieces manageable by many untrained workers. First attempts
using the Amazon Mechanical Turk Platform1 or mobile computer games such
as Cerberus2 or the soon to be released Geoglyph3 are so far promising. This
could represent a method to solve the processing problem associated with the
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